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Section 1

Introduction and Context of Leeds

Setting the Scene

“Our vision is for Leeds to be a compassionate, caring city that helps
all its residents benefit from the effects of the city’s economic growth.

We will focus on creating the right conditions for the economy in Leeds
to prosper and, hand in hand with that, ensure a consequence of that

growth is a reduction in the inequalities that exist in Leeds.” 
(Cllr Blake and Tom Riordan 2015)

We are committed to making equality a reality for all the citizens of Leeds.  Leeds will 
be a city where people are able to recognise, value and embrace diversity and 
difference. We will support people from different backgrounds and ages to feel 
comfortable living together in communities. We will work with organisations across 
Leeds to promote a clear and consistent message that prejudicial views or behaviour 
that could result in hate incidents or crimes are not tolerated or condoned. We will 
work with communities to ensure people are treated with dignity and respect and the 
causes of unfairness are understood and addressed.

We will ensure that we show kindness, and empathise with the difficult situations 
people find themselves in.  We will do what we can to work with them to help them 
alleviate these.

In our aim to be a compassionate city we want to live in an equal society which 
recognises different people’s different needs, situations and goals and removes the 
barriers that limit what people can do and can be

In line with our duties and responsibilities under the Equality Act 2010 we are 
committed to:

 eliminating unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
 advancing equality of opportunity; and 
 fostering good relations within and between our communities with a view to 

building good community relations

Our equality aims are that:

 all our existing and potential service users are treated with dignity and 
respect;

 our partnership and contract arrangements promote equality of opportunity;
 we will work with and between communities to help develop and strengthen 

relationships;
 our workforce will be reflective of all sections of society; and
 each employee feels respected and able to give of their best.
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We will treat everyone with the same attention, courtesy and respect regardless of:
 Age, 
 Disability, 
 Race or racial group (including colour, nationality and ethnic origin or national 

origins), 
 Religion or belief, 
 Sex 
 Marriage and Civil Partnership, 
 Gender reassignment, 
 Pregnancy and maternity 
 Sexual orientation, 
 Caring responsibilities, 
 Social class, or 
 Trade union activity. 

Leadership

Our strong, visible political leadership and organisational commitment to improving 
our equality outcomes are key drivers in making progress around equality. Our 
leaders have sponsored individual objectives and continue to promote equality and 
diversity through strategic decision making, management responsibility and influence 
through committees and steering groups. Our leadership comes in many forms 
including structurally:

Member Champions Working Group role is to support and promote the 
development of the equality agenda for Elected Members, engage with communities,  
and to act as a political interface with key policy areas

The Inclusion and Diversity Members Steering Group review and advise on the 
workforce and make-up of Leeds City Council (LCC).  They assist and enable 
officers to help make the LCC workforce population representative of the city; it 
focuses in on protected characteristics, targeting chief officer hot spots and cross-
cutting initiatives.

Executive Member for Communities

Executive Member for Employment Enterprise and Opportunity (with a lead on 
inequality)

Member Champions for Older People, Lesbian, Gay Bisexual and Transgender 
(LGB T) , and Religion or Belief

Communities Board - supports partnership work that takes action to deliver the 
aspirations of the Leeds Vision 2030 in relation to ‘all Leeds communities will be 
successful’

Corporate Leadership Team with corporate responsibility for championing and 
steering the equality agenda
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Equality and Diversity Board promotes, integrates and progresses equality and 
diversity issues consistently across all council directorates and services.   It provides 
challenge and sharing mechanisms in relation to both employment and service 
delivery, to support the council in meeting its aims.   

Migration Partnership is a cross-sector, city wide, strategic forum for those working 
with all migrant communities in Leeds. It provides a mechanism for developing and 
influencing policy, and driving forward good practice in relation to migrant 
communities in Leeds, across the region and nationally’

Cross Council Migration Group aims to understand migration issues at a cross 
council level and work together to address them

Equality Policy

We have a clear equality policy which outlines our approach.  The tools that we use 
make sure that this is consistent and sustainable.  It describes how we use our 
equality impact assessment tool, use consultation and engagement to inform us, 
focus on equality strategically and within services, as well as in relation to 
commissioning and partnership working

Monitoring and publishing progress

Each year we produce an annual update showing progress against our equality 
priorities, and this is the final report against the 2011-15 priorities.  It is impossible to 
reflect all the work that has been done, so this account does not set up to do this, but 
provides a short narrative on progress and/or with examples of the priorities in 
action.

About Leeds

In order to be able to make good decisions we need to understand Leeds and who 
lives here.  We use a range of information to do this including both qualitative and 
quantitative information. An overarching description follows with information taken 
from the census, and this information, combined with other information included on 
the Observatory (http://observatory.leeds.gov.uk/)  is used to inform our council 
priorities. 

Based in West Yorkshire, Leeds is the second largest local authority in England, 
covering an area of 552 square kilometres. It is an area of great contrasts. It includes 
a densely populated, inner city area with associated challenges of poverty and 
deprivation, as well as a more affluent city centre, suburban and rural hinterland with 
villages and market towns.   The most recent census (2011) indicates that Leeds has 
a population of 751,5001, representing a 5% growth since the previous census in 
2001. The age structure for Leeds is broadly similar to that for England and Wales 
with the notable exception of the 20-29 age band which in Leeds accounts for 17.5% 
of the population compared to13.6% in England and Wales; children (aged 0-15) 

1 OSN latest data estimates the population of Leeds at 761,500 (mid-year estimate of population 
2013)
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account for 18.3% of the city’s population, while people aged 65+ accounts for 
14.6%.

Leeds is an increasingly diverse city with over 140 ethnic groups including black, 
Asian and other minority ethnic populations representing almost 19% of the total 
population compared to 11% in 2001.  The number of Leeds residents that were 
born outside of the UK has increased from 47,636 (6.7% of the population) in 2001 
to 86,144 (11.5%) in 2011, with just over 20,300 people being born in the EU (12,026 
born in EU accession countries) and just over 61,000 born elsewhere.   Of the 
86,144 people born outside the UK, more than half arrived in the last 10 years, 67% 
were between the ages of 16 and 44 when they arrived in the UK and 29.5% were 
aged 15 or younger.  Data from the city’s schools, shows there are more children 
and young people of black and minority ethnic heritage, particularly Black African 
and White Eastern European. The number of children and young people with English 
as an additional language (EAL) has also increased in recent years, from 13% in 
2010 to 16% in 2014. In addition to English language, there are over 170 languages 
spoken in Leeds schools with the main languages spoken being Urdu, Punjabi and, 
increasingly, Polish. 

There is no direct count of disability, but the census collects information in relation to 
‘long term health problems or disability’.  In Leeds 83.4% of people say that their day 
to day activities are not limited by long term health problems or disability, 7.7% say 
they are limited a lot and 8.9% say that they are limited a little. Leeds has a relatively 
high level of its working age adult population in receipt of Incapacity Benefit (IB) due to 
mental ill health (50% of IB claimants identify a mental health problem). Employment rates 
for female users of mental health services in Leeds are significantly below the national 
average.   In 2014, 3,099 adults in Leeds were identified as having a moderate or severe 
learning disability. Over the last four years there has been an increase in the Leeds learning 
disabilities population of about 5%. This growth is particularly focussed amongst younger 
people with the most profound needs for care.

In addition we know that many people have dual equality characteristics which can increase 
the barriers they may have in accessing services eg  

 Women are more likely to have a limiting health problem or disability; 17.7% 
of all women and 15.4% of all men have a limiting health problem or disability;

 Just over 4,600 young people (aged 0-15 years) have a limiting health 
problem or disability;

 Just under 57,000 older people (aged 65 and over) have a health problem or 
disability.”

The proportion of people who say they are Christian is lower in Leeds (55.9%) than 
across the whole of England and Wales (59.3%), while the  proportion of people who 
say they have no religion is higher (28.2% and 25.1% respectively) and; compared to 
England and Wales, Leeds has higher than average proportions of people stating 
their religion as Jewish (0.9% compared to 0.5%), as Muslim (5.4% compared to 
4.8%) and as Sikh (1.2% compared to 0.8%).

The 2011 Census collected information on civil partnerships for the first time, 
reflecting the Civil Partnership Act 2004 which came into effect in the UK on 5
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December 2005. Married people account for 41.5% of adults in Leeds; 0.2% of 
adults in Leeds are in a registered same-sex civil partnership, mirroring the rate for 
England and Wales and; 40.8% of adults in Leeds are single (never married or never 
registered in a same-sex civil partnership), much higher than the England and Wales 
rate of 34.6%.  We do not publish data relating to transgender as due to small 
numbers individuals would be easily identified.
As a growing city Leeds is seeing significant changes to the make-up of the 
population, in particular…

 We have an ageing population; as the baby-boomer generation grows older there 
will be implications not only in terms of public services, ensuring that older people 
get excellent care and support when they need it and are enabled to live 
independently, but also in terms of the labour market as we make the most of the 
skills and talents that everyone has to offer.

 In the last decade the BME population in the city has increased from 11% to 
19%, and the number of residents born outside of the UK has almost doubled.  
There have been many localised impacts across the city - with complex, related 
issues such as ‘national identity’, language proficiency, transient populations and 
variations in birth rates that in turn influence service provision and the wider 
interface between communities.  

 In part linked to demographic change, in part linked to wider social change, 
patterns of faith have also changed across the city - different ethnic and religious 
groups have very different age profiles and understanding these differences are 
key to helping plan and deliver the appropriate services.

 Economic and social deprivation remains concentrated in specific localities, with 
long-term challenges such as access to employment, poor housing, language 
and literacy, skills, health and care responsibilities, being compounded by the 
recent welfare changes.  According to the Index of Multiple Deprivation, over 
150,000 people in Leeds live in areas that are ranked amongst the most deprived 
10% nationally more than 20% of the city’s population. While the impact of 
poverty on children can be found in all areas of the city, two of our wards have 
over 40% of children in poverty.
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Section 2

Progress in Equality Improvement Priorities 2011 -2015

Equality in action …

The following provides an overview of the 2011-15 equality priorities with examples 
of what we have done to make a difference.  The priorities were developed in line 
with, and to compliment, the council values and the best council business plan.  
This update is not intended to provide a comprehensive view of all the work that has 
been undertaken, but rather to provide a flavour and examples from across all 
services.  More detailed information against each equality objective is included in the 
annual reports which were produced in 2012, 2013 and 2014. 
http://www.leeds.gov.uk/council/Pages/Equality-improvement-priorities.aspx

Much of the work described will continue alongside and/or are embedded within the 
new priorities which have been established for 2016 –20, and where this is the case 
it is clearly indicated alongside the priority information.

The 2011-15 equality priorities were developed alongside the council values and the 
city priorities, and relate to these areas.  The progress information is therefore 
organised in the same way, beginning with the equality priorities relating to the 
council values, and then looking at the equality priorities relating to each of the Best 
Council City Priorities

Equality Priorities in relation to the Council Values 

There were a number of agreed equality objectives which responded to the council 
values which are:

 Working as a team for Leeds
 Being open, honest and trusted
 Working with communities
 Treating people fairly
 Spending money wisely

Examples of how we have met each of these, and our approach to them is included 
below:

Equality objective:  There is good evidence of the equalities profile of Leeds based 
on national and local data which is regularly reviewed

Progress:    The demographics of Leeds continues to inform our work and we 
actively strive to understand where there are differences in outcome for different 
communities.  Our demographic evidence (overview in Section 1) is included in the 
Observatory (http://observatory.leeds.gov.uk/) and this is used widely, both in terms 
of service delivery, understanding our workforce and to develop our equality 
improvement priorities.

We use both qualitative and quantitative data to help us understand the position.  We 
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therefore ensure that there is robust consultation and engagement which informs 
what and how we try to improve services.

By using and reviewing the data and engaging with communities we can improve 
access to services and facilities as the example below shows:

Allotments and Equality Monitoring  We wanted to ensure that issues of equality 
were being considered on allotments, e.g. when serving eviction notices, managing 
waiting lists and general consideration to accessibility.  Responses to a survey  
showed that 23% of allotment holders have a mental health condition; 3.1% have a 
physical impairment; and users are predominately male.

The results of the summary were shared with the self-managed allotment 
associations who were encouraged to be aware that a percentage of their allotment 
plot holders would likely have a mental health condition and to take this into 
consideration with any communication with plot holders.  In relation to this, Allotment 
Associations reviewed their procedures with some updating their allotment rules.

Many allotment sites are reliant on using temporary chemical toilet facilities; there 
was a need for better toilet facilities and to provide better access for those with 
mobility issues.  Using the equality data analysis and raising the value and 
importance of an allotment site, enabled some sites to secure grant funding for better 
toilet facilities.  

Equality objective: Equality groups are integrally involved in consultation and 
engagement activities

Progress: All consultation and engagement opportunities strive to engage the 
appropriate groups including all equality characteristics.  Work is currently taking 
place to strengthen their involvement with locality working eg through community 
committees.

The Equalities Assembly continues to be one of the ways in which we engage with 
equality groups.  Specific examples have included workshops around:

 Better lives 
 Transport

Examples of where we have consulted equality groups and the difference this has 
made have included:
  
Out 2 18 and Transtastic  Out 2.18 and Transtastic is a youth group that provides a 
safe and secure location for people who identify as Lesbian,Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender, Questioning (LGBTQ).  This is one of the few places that allow 
attendees to feel confident in their sexuality.  

The group has been involved in fun, supportive and influencing activities including 
attending the Youth Pride Games in Manchester 2013, working with Blast - an 
organisation who works with boys and young men around child sexual exploitation, 
and working with the Fixers media project to produce a website for young LGBTQ 
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youths.  The outcomes for young people in the group include:
 Learning skills that help them make informed choices and stay safe
 Improve service provision for LGBTQ people by challenging the way things 

are done
 Building confidence and self esteem

Signing the Covenant between Religion or Belief Organisations and Leeds City 
Council   In summer 2014, a report titled ‘Leeds City Council - Taking Religion or 
Belief Seriously’ was produced.  One of the recommendations was for the council to 
publish a clear strategy for engagement with religious communities.  

Working with Leeds Faith Forum, the council have set out the relationships between 
the council and religion or belief organisations in the city.  The Covenant, which is a 
joint commitment between faith communities and local authorities, will practically 
focus on developing the following key areas of work: 

• Sharing examples of work already being undertaken, in particular best 
practice.

• Ensure the council and the religion or belief sector share learning and 
development opportunities where possible.

• Provide clarity around the availability of support and funding from the council 
and Third Sector.

• Ensure the religion or belief sector take part fully in city wide and local 
community consultations to inform the delivery of public services. 

All key religion or belief organisations along with the council have signed the
Covenant.  Leeds Faith Forum is acting as the key delivery partner and a working 
group formed from the Third Sector Partnership is to monitor the covenant.

Tenant Empowerment  As a result of information from responses from the  STAR 
survey (tenant satisfaction survey 2013) the following projects were developed:

 Leeds Parent Champion Project: to improve parenting skills and improve 
cultural awareness, within Burmantofts’ large BME population, a pilot was run 
(summer2014) in partnership with the Together Women’s Project and 
facilitated by Total Families.  Free 6-8 week courses for 16-45 year olds were 
held.  Topics covered included ‘supporting parents with children with disability’ 
and ‘improve families’ opportunities to be heard’.

 HUGO (Helping You Get Online): the STAR survey showed that 50% of 
tenants citywide had internet access in their homes (not including mobile 
devices), and in some areas (e.g. inner south) the figure was as low as 47%.  
This project involves  a digitally enabled bus bringing an internet style cafe to 
the doorstep.  It does this by flooding free Wi-Fi across each neighbourhood 
that it visits.  The project, assisted by volunteers, was created in partnership 
with Leeds Federated, First Bus, Job Centre Plus, IGEN and Learning 
Partnerships. 

These projects have resulted in improving skills, increasing community involvement 
and reducing anti-social behaviour.
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Equality objective: Councillors and officers have a reputation for championing 
equality issues relevant to Leeds and ensuring they are taken into account when 
making major decisions

Progress:  At all stages there has been strong political and officer leadership around 
the equality agenda, including with a clear focus on poverty.  We have had two 
performance indicators which have enabled us to be clear about the extent to which 
decisions have taken equality and consultation consideration into account.  These 
have been beneficial and helped us learn.  However, the assessment of the 
indicators was made retrospectively and, whilst useful in terms of providing feedback 
to officers undertaking these decisions, it was less helpful in terms of informing the 
decisions under review.  They have helped us to put a `spotlight’ on equality in the 
decision making process.

There is a member champions working group which is a cross-party forum involving 
elected members from all the main political parties: Labour, Conservative, Liberal 
Democrat and Green, and it is chaired by the Assistant Chief Executive.  The forum 
addresses and challenges progress against the council’s equality priorities.

Scrutiny have, in the last year have led inquiries into domestic violence, including a 
focus on female genital mutilation, and on migration.  Both of these have further 
informed the agendas and led to specific work being taken forward to address these 
areas. 

On an individual basis leaders are keen to support equality and 2 examples follow:

Olewale Symposium 17 April 2015 – The Leader of the Council (2003-4 and 2010-
15), Cllr Wakefield  attended to give his support and during his speech he reiterated 
that Leeds will not tolerate racism and said that ‘Leeds is a City of Sanctuary within 
the UK wide network of Cities of Sanctuary, and we are striving to make this concept 
a reality, with Leeds as a safe and welcoming place for everyone ‘
Female Genital Mutilation NHS conference 24 February 2015 – Tom Riordan, 
Chief Executive, spoke at the conference and reflected on the current position and 
progress which had taken place since the first city region conference on FGM which 
was held in Leeds in September 2014 (where both Cllr Blake, elected Leader of the 
Council 2015, and James Rogers, Assistant Chief Executive, spoke).  He said that 
he was pleased that Leeds was working together as a city to eradicate female genital 
mutilation, which was totally unacceptable.  

Equality objective: To make Leeds City Council an ‘employer of choice’ for people 
from groups in our communities whose diverse backgrounds are not yet fully 
represented in our workforce

Progress:  Work is continuing to encourage self-identification and disclosure, and to 
ensure there is an open and welcoming culture.  This priority continues to be an 
equality improvement priority for 2016 – 2020.

Since 2011 there have been a variety of projects and work areas taken forward to 
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strengthen the open and welcoming culture and examples are: 

Graduate programme: BME testimony  Below is the testimony of a BME member of 
staff on the council’s graduate programme: 

The graduate programme has presented me with some fantastic opportunities.  I 
have helped to organise a key regional event in the Education Summit 2015, I have 
been involved in a cross council project on safeguarding, and I have become a 
governor at a primary school in Leeds, which has been great in better understanding 
my role within Children Services.

With a strong support network from colleagues and with opportunities to develop and 
strengthen my skills and knowledge; working in Leeds City Council has been a very 
positive experience.  I look forward to developing my career further.

Equality Objective: To improve opportunities for progression to senior levels in the 
organisation particularly for black and minority ethnic and disabled staff
Progress:  There are a range of development opportunities which have been 
developed over the last 4 years, which are aimed at supporting people to reach their 
potential within the council.  One example is around mentoring and the following 
gives an individual’s experience of participating in this:  

Mentoring made a difference to me – personal testimony from a disabled member 
of staff about being mentored:

I found out about the opportunity for mentoring through the Disabled Staff Network 
and I jumped at the chance.  My mentor asked me what I wanted from being 
mentored, so I have been focusing on building my skills to be able to advance my 
career.  She is a great listener, she encourages me, sets me challenges, and helps 
me explore my reluctance to deal with certain situations.  She is warm and friendly.  
Most importantly, my mentor is in my corner. 

.

Equality objective: To demonstrate increased engagement, year on year, for staff
 from groups whose diversity is not yet fully represented in our workforce.

Progress:  The council continues to support the corporate staff networks which 
represent BME, women, LGB T, and disabled staff.  These are largely self-managed 
groups, whose chairs meet on a regular basis with the Assistant Chief Executive, 
Head of Equality and a Head of HR as the Diversity Staff Forum.  This provides a 
conduit for discussions and concerns to be raised.  

The example below focussed on the further development of the LGB T hub:

LGB T Hub and Staff Network Working in Partnership   Work has been 
undertaken to align the internal LGBT Staff Network more closely with the Councils 
LGB T consultation Hub.
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A staff survey, open to all staff not just LGB T, has attracted 40 new members to the 
Staff Network mailing list.  However, numbers willing to attend meetings and events 
were low with most only wanting to receive electronic communication updates.

To address this, members of the Staff Network were actively encouraged to take part 
in Hub events.  Now, regular meetings are taking place with the Staff Network 
organiser and Hub organizer to ensure that resources (including staff time and 
budget) are shared as effectively as possible. 

Marketing and communications go to both mailing lists where appropriate.  The 
venue for the Hub meetings changes from meeting to meeting to encourage a wider 
participation.  A social element has also been added to the end of meetings.  Also, 
social media has been used to communicate with other pre-existing LGB T networks.  
In addition, targeting of sub-groups such as women, Trans and BME has also taken 
place, sometimes via other agencies.

There have been a lot of positive outcomes from the changes.  For example, 
volunteers have come forward to write a Terms of Reference for the Hub and set up 
a Bi sub group and to work on proposals for an LGBT Community Centre. 

Further proposals are being developed to focus on Trans, BME and Women’s 
issues.  The Hub / Staff Network is also discussing assisting with setting up an LGB 
T Professionals Network in the city and working with a private sector sponsor (a 
large construction company) who wish to support LGB T issues as part of their 
Corporate Social Responsibility.

Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Reduce crime levels and their impact across Leeds

Equality objective:  Address the impact of burglary on vulnerable communities

Progress:  Burglary rates dropped significantly after this priority was developed and 
therefore resources and attention were diverted into other priorities including 
domestic violence

Equality objective:  Tackle domestic violence and protect and support the most 
vulnerable young people

Progress:  Domestic violence was identified in 2014 as one of the council’s 
breakthrough projects.  This highlights the importance of this issue to the council and 
provides a focus on cutting through traditional boundaries and engaging partners 
and communities differently.

This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 2020.
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An action plan was developed as described below:

Domestic Violence Local Action Plan  On 3 September 2014, members 
participated in a domestic violence workshop which brought together participants 
from a range of partners.  These partners included: Housing Leeds; Asha; Hamara 
Centre; Leeds Domestic Violence Team; Leeds Safeguarding Team; West Yorkshire 
Police; the JESS; Beeston, Cottingley, Middleton clusters; members of the public 
from across the inner south area.

 After a brief presentation about the new city wide Domestic Violence Strategy and 
an action plan, the group was presented with a local flavour of the domestic violence 
issues affecting inner south Leeds.  The group then split into three discussion groups 
covering each of the three wards which make up inner south: City and Hunslet; 
Beeston and Holbeck ; Middleton Park.

Participants were given the opportunity and space to talk about domestic violence 
and abuse and the way it manifests itself in relationships.  A particular challenge is 
recognising domestic violence and abuse in a relationship.  Examples of this 
discussed include: controlling behaviour in relationships between young people; 
emotional and financial control in a relationship; intergeneration violence and abuse; 
domestic abuse for individuals living in extended families; the way domestic violence 
and abuse manifests in different communities who make up inner south Leeds.

Following the workshop, a local action plan was drafted and services are currently 
discussing how the action plan can be resourced.  This supports the wider strategy 
for Leeds.

Equality objective – To improve city wide approaches to dealing with hate crime

Progress:  There has been a slight rise in reported incidence over the last year.  
This is seen as a sign of success in improving confidence in the systems and 
therefore increasing reporting.  In addition to increasing reporting the focus is on 
decreasing repeat incidents. The current Hate Crime Strategy for Leeds was 
developed in 2014 and this outlines the approach taken to challenge, report and stop 
hate crime.   

This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 2020.

An example of work is below:

Hate Incident Reporting System  for schools and children’s settings in Leeds
 In autumn 2014, the Children’s Services Equality and Diversity Board implemented 
a revised process for reporting hate incidents in schools and other children’s 
settings. Pre- 2014, hate incident reporting only focussed on schools and academies 
(excluding other children’s setting such as children centres) and didn’t meet the 
requirements of the latest equality legislation (for example: in terms of the breadth of 
protected characteristics) nor of Ofsted’s new inspection framework. Collecting 
numbers of incidents rather than specific details of incidents made it difficult to track 
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the impact of the interventions which were implemented. 

The new process was developed through a multi-agency approach which bought key 
stakeholders together to develop preventative strategies in order to ensure that 
children and young people feel safe and supported. The new system encompasses 
all hate incident categories and provides intelligence and support for addressing 
issues, identifying incidents and patterns within communities. 

Hate incidents and bullying can potentially have a detrimental impact on the 
experience of children and young people growing up in Leeds. This system is an 
attempt to develop a coordinated city wide approach to monitoring and tackling hate 
crime and bullying, including responding to patterns of activity at both school and 
cluster level. It provides invaluable intelligence and assists in the delivery of the 
Children and Young People`s Plan and the Leeds Hate Crime Strategy.

Equality priority – To increase a sense of belonging that builds cohesive and 
harmonious communities

Progress:  With increasing focus in recent years on migration we are keen to ensure 
that our ambition to be an open and welcoming city is a reality for everyone.  We 
recognise the tensions that can arise as new people come into our city and we want 
to ensure that there is understanding and respect on both sides.  Work continues to 
encourage innovative ways of doing this.  One example is the ‘Conversation dinners’ 
arranged for local residents, in Chapeltown, Harehills, and Alwoodley.  People came 
together to share good food and chat with neighbours they had never met before.  
The events were enjoyed by all who attended with everyone meeting new people, 
particularly people from different walks of life and backgrounds. 
 
This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 2020.

Another example of work is below:

Migrant Access Project  (MAP) is very important to Leeds City Council to help 
reduce pressures on statutory services and to help new arrivals settle in Leeds.

Two hour weekly drop-in sessions are delivered in partnership with Touchstone and 
Public Health. Members drop in to share their successes as well as their issues. 
Those who are unable to attend are offered the opportunity to a separate one to one 
with the Commissioning Officer for the MAP or the Community Development Worker 
at Touchstone. Services have been informed of the drop in and are invited to attend, 
some services such as Leeds Skyline (works with mainly African communities in 
preventing and testing of HIV), Niche tobacco, Voluntary Access Leeds have 
continued to attend drop-ins to learn about the migrant community network and to 
support their activities. Members of the Migrant Community Network (MCN) raise 
concerns and possible solutions, request support needed in order to meet the needs 
of their communities. 

Through the project, members are fully supported and connected to services who 
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both understand and are able to support their needs. The project helps members to 
build their confidence and also provides the necessary support to help members to 
integrate.

Since the drop-in started in June 2014, there have been 27 drop-ins and 199 visits.  
A total of 11 services have attended - a mix between the public and third sectors.  

Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Maximise regeneration investment to increase housing choice and 
affordability within sustained neighbourhoods

Equality objective: Ensure that housing and regeneration investment meets the 
changing needs of individuals and communities

Progress:  There is increasing change in the demographics of Leeds which impacts 
on the housing requirements.  We are constantly reviewing this to ensure that we 
understand the changes and are able to respond to these in a timely way.  Our 
housing strategy has been developed to help us do this and the example below 
gives more details:

Increasing housing provision, to meet the changing needs of individuals and 
communities and to provide choice and affordability  Leeds has one of the 
fastest rates of population growth in the UK.  Analysis of the census from 2001 – 
2011 illustrated the population of Leeds had increased by 5.1%, from 715,600 to 
751,500.  Research identified that households headed by women with children, BME 
groups and those living in social rented housing are more likely to live in 
overcrowded  or substandard housing.  Almost 40% of Council tenants identify 
themselves as disabled or with long term ill health.  In addition there are significantly 
high numbers of BME people and disabled people who are unemployed.

To meet increasing housing demand, the council has embarked on the largest 
programme of council housing development in the city, working with partner 
agencies and departments such as City Planning to increase housing choice and 
affordability within sustainable neighbourhoods.  The Council Housing Growth 
Programme will provide 1500 new council homes including 750 new build; bring back 
400 long term empty properties into use and the acquisition of other new properties 
directly from private developers. 

To ensure that these new properties are let sensitively to meet the needs and 
aspirations of tenants, individual local lettings policies have been developed for each 
of the new build sites to allow the council to respond to local needs and have a 
localised approach to the letting of specific property type. The vision for Leeds is to 
be a compassionate, caring city that helps all its residents to benefit from the effects 
of the city’s economic growth.  The focus is on creating the right conditions for the 
economy in Leeds to prosper and as a consequence of the growth, reduce the 
inequalities that exist in Leeds.
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In comparison to the city wide average of 33% properties offered to non-white British 
applicants in 2014/15, a total of 109 new build properties have been successfully let 
to date as part of Little London and Beeston Hill and Holbeck Regeneration Project.  
A breakdown of lettings is given below:

 50% of properties are let to people who were overcrowded 
 58% of properties are let to women who were the main applicant.
 39% of properties are let to Black/Black British.

Equality objective: Improve housing conditions and energy efficiency

Progress:  This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 
2020.

The example below sets out work which has taken place in Armley to improve 
heating efficiency.

Introduction of Biomass Heating in Armley  Leeds has continued to make 
informed investments to ensure housing conditions are of a good standard.  These 
investments include removing less efficient heating systems and replacing them with 
modern, low carbon alternatives.  Work is currently in progress to install a Biomass 
heating system at three sites in Armley: Phil May Court, Armley (a sheltered complex 
of 30 one bed flats), and two multi story flats Clyde Grange and Clyde court, 200 
high rise flats.  The new Biomass system will provide heating and hot water to all 
dwellings and it is anticipated that it will achieve at least a 10% reduction in energy 
costs for the residents.  The provision of low carbon and affordable heating will 
contribute to the city’s priority of tackling fuel poverty and carbon reductions.  The 
project is underway and it is anticipated it will be completed by December 2015.
Fuel poverty is broadly defined as households on lower incomes living in a home 
which cannot be kept warm at a reasonable cost.  Fuel poverty is usually a result of 
three interacting factors: low household income, low energy efficiency standard of a 
property and high fuel prices.

The Biomass district heating scheme in the Phil May court and The Clyde’s will 
provide green energy and give tenants controllable heating and hot water facilities, 
allowing them to monitor and manage their own energy consumption.  In addition, 
Housing Leeds has a £12 million investment programme to upgrade or replace 
domestic central heating installations.  A significant proportion of this spend is the 
removal of inefficient heating systems for new, more efficient system and the 
introduction of gas heating systems in up to 500 properties, currently serviced by 
electric storage heaters. 
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Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Increase the number of people supported to live safely in their own home

Equality focus:  All citizens of Leeds will have access to, and benefit from, joined up 
services provided by integrated health and social care teams

Progress:  The council is working hard to ensure that services are joined up and 
that there is easier access to services by the citizens of Leeds.  A major area of work 
has been in relation to the health and social care teams, in order to bridge the 
potential gaps that can occur when an individual is receiving care from both the 
health sector and social care.

This continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2015-18, and information in 
relation to this is included in section 3.  An example of how working across teams 
and organisations benefits the family follows:

Families First Programme: Domestic violence / parental mental health issues  
The circumstances in this particular household involved a Mum who was addicted to 
prescription medication.  She was struggling with parenting and needed support to 
apply behaviour strategies within the home, including bedtime routines. 

In addition, the family had financial issues and needed support to increase 
household income and ensure the house had appropriate beds etc. for the children.   
The mother had also experienced significant domestic violence from a former 
partner, some of which had been witnessed by her children.  The emotional impact 
had led to school attendance issues and limited involvement in leisure activities.  The 
extended family also had support issues. 

Intervention was led by the Health for All Families First keyworker.  This intervention 
included: home visits; close working with the Targeted Services Leader; addiction 
support; self-esteem and confidence support; support to get job ready; support to the 
extended family; advice on health; access to social activities  Positive outcomes from 
the interventions included: 
• The children’s presentation, attainment and attendance at school improved.
• A restraining order against the ex-partner was secured.
• The family are more financially stable.
• Mum is engaged in appropriate treatment for her substance misuse.
• Mum is continuing to engage with key worker support to enhance her 

approach to parenting  in the home

Equality objective: To promote achievement of agreed personal outcomes 
(including increasing access and equity of access to services) across all equality 
characteristics to encompass all communities and citizens of Leeds

Progress:  This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 
2020.

The information below is an example of work which has taken place to progress this 
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objective

Transforming Day Provision for people with Mental Health Needs   Day service 
provision in Leeds, for people with mental health needs, has always been made up 
of a mixture of council run and voluntary sector provision. These provide both 
building based and community services. Responding to need, significant financial 
challenges, and a reduction in grants a review was undertaken in 2011 to ensure a 
model of service provision was in place that used resources effectively and efficiently 
to deliver positive outcomes for service users. 

The review included: research and analysis of existing provision and potential need; 
an audit of service usage across all day services; extensive consultation and 
engagement activities with all interested stakeholders, with significant contributions 
from existing service users. This was then used to inform the proposed new 
provision for the Mental Health Recovery Service, the tendering process and 
contract specification and future monitoring of service provision. 

The following outcomes are as a direct result of involving service users: 

 Setting up the Mental Health Advisory Board (the body overseeing the 
transformation programme) which included a specific requirement within its 
constitution for a co-chair role, to be filled by a service-user representative – 
ensuring the voice of service users is always heard 

 Agreement to continue work supporting those people concerned with the term 
‘recovery’ – concerns had been raised during consultation about what a 
recovery service would mean to people and specifically whether this would 
lead to discharge, some felt they would ‘never recover’ 

 user led recovery groups in addition to staff led recovery groups 

Equality objective: All citizens will have access to appropriate services and or 
support, with assistance to develop appropriate services from within the community

Progress:  This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 
2020.

The information below is an example of work which has taken place to progress this 
objective

Community Consultation of Leeds Adult Social Care directly managed BME 
Day services for older people  Adult Social Care manages ten day-centres for 
older people. Two of these centres (Apna and Frederick Hurdle day centres) provide 
specialist support to Black and Minority Ethnic communities. A review was 
undertaken taking into account: the needs of existing and potential service users; 
take up of current service provision; demographic data; research into other 
complimentary services within Leeds and financial pressures.
 
An important aspect of this was involving people who currently use these services, 
their carer’s and family as well as other interested groups such as: staff; elected 
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members; trade unions; partner organisations. All methods of engagement were 
used including workshops, questionnaires, briefings with trade unions and staff, 
letters to GP’s and establishing a reference group. This was designed and done 
jointly with the council and Leeds Involving People, a service user and carer 
organisation.
 
Although service users could and did use these mechanisms it was also felt that 
some people may find it difficult to express their views, experiences and concerns in 
such settings. So 1-2-1 meetings were arranged with all service users. 
Adopting a co-production and co-design approach meant that everyone who 
participated was able to be involved in the design of a service that would meet the 
needs of the diverse communities. 

Outcomes of discussions included: 
 Some people preferring ASC continuing to manage the service, but the 

majority recognised that keeping things as they are is not viable 
 Suggesting a partnership with a voluntary sector provider taking over 

management of the two services and delivering a wider range of day support 
to BME communities – was the preferred model 

 Recognising that there should be better links should be established with local 
BME community groups and Neighbourhood Networks 

 Proposing the centres should have a wider remit in relation to the services on 
offer, explore opening to a wider client group and operate as a Community 
Resource Centre 

 Recognising that existing resources within BME communities should be more 
effectively used, in particular volunteering opportunities 

Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Do well at all levels of learning and have the skills for life

Equality objective: Support children from all equality communities to be ready for 
learning

Progress:  This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 
2020.

The information below is an example of work which has taken place to progress this 
objective

Every Disabled Child Matters Charter (EDCM)  Councillor Judith Blake signed the 
revised EDCM ‘Local Authority Disabled Children’s Charter’ on behalf of the council 
enabling Leeds to fulfil its pact with disabled children and to put them at the heart of 
all future decisions which impact upon them. A comprehensive audit was undertaken 
to assess whether Children’s Services and its key partners were meeting the 
commitment of the charter, which identified some areas for improvement. 

A ‘monitoring plan’ was created, implemented, monitored and revised on a regular 
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basis. Progress against the monitoring plan and the charter in general is reported 
regularly to the Complex Needs Partnership Board and Children’s Trust Board . 

As a result, the following areas for disabled children and their families have been 
improved: 

• Better and additional short breaks. 
• Joint working and a coordinated approach through disabled children working 

group. 
• Access to child care for working parents of disabled children. 
• Empowerment and participation through parents groups and forums. 
• Early support and improved transition for disabled young people to adult 

services. 
• A sub-group of disabled children under Leeds youth council to increase their 

voice and influence.

Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Create more jobs and improve skills

Equality objective: Increase access to employment opportunities and up skill the 
workforce

Progress:  This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 
2020 with a focus on mental health, and apprenticeships. The council is keen to 
focus on both skills to enable people to be successful in the work place, and in 
promoting work.  The example below highlights a project to ensure  language 
provision is accessible, so that people are closer to the job market

Learning English in Leeds Website  English for Speakers of Other Languages 
(ESOL) provision used to be overseen by Skills for Life. Despite central government 
funding cuts, which have had a negative impact on ESOL provision nationally, Leeds 
has continued to provide ESOL. The main provider is Leeds City College, with more 
provision now in the hands of the voluntary and private sector. 

Research and analysis undertaken in 2010 identified patterns of ESOL provision, 
funding and attendance were complex. Key to this was access to information about 
ESOL provision across the city. 

The Learning English in Leeds website made a difference to students and 
professionals by providing: 

• An accessible and comprehensive online directory of ESOL provision in 
Leeds 

• A ‘one stop shop’ for adult migrants wanting to develop their English language 
skills, and for advisers 

• Assisting new arrivals in finding the most appropriate ESOL classes and 
planning their progression across provision in Leeds 
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• Space for the ESOL sector in Leeds to develop practice and plan strategically 
to meet the language education needs of learners 

Website: www.lel.help

Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Support the sustainable growth of the Leeds economy

Equality objective: Improve financial inclusion

Progress:  This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 
2020.

The example below gives an indication of work which is taking place

Welfare Benefits Advice  Welfare Benefits were approached by members of the 
Bangladesh Centre Committee in Harehills who were concerned about the lack of 
advice services available to members of the Bengali speaking community who were 
not confident with their English. As a result of this, a pilot of welfare advice surgeries 
was set up within the Bangladesh centre on Roundhay Road. 

The surgeries were supported by a local Bengali interpreter and advice workers 
provided for free from GIPSIL’s welfare team, a voluntary sector serving the local 
community. 

Detailed evaluation is currently taking place on the project however initial feedback is 
that residents are: 

• now accessing services that they feel comfortable using 
• seeking more informal advice that reduces the risk of being misadvised 
• needs are being identified and addressed at an earlier stage reducing the 

need for crisis intervention 

Leeds City Credit Union stories  The Leeds City Credit Union has assisted 
numerous people with saving, debt advice and solving debt issues.  Below are 2 
examples.

Mrs X had rent arrears of over £3k.  She was signposted to a Money and Budgeting 
Support Officer (MABS) which assisted her with reducing her arrears prior to 
appearing in court in regards to her tenancy. Mrs X works in a supermarket and 
worked overtime in an attempt to save as much money as possible. Despite this, 
struggling to budget after separating from her husband, LCCU intervention saved 
Mrs X’s tenancy and also saved Housing Leeds the cost of court proceedings to 
have her evicted.

Mr and Mrs Y were struggling with numerous debts after finding themselves on 
benefits for the first time in their lives.  Both of them were in a serious car accident 
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leaving Mr Y to act as Mrs Y’s carer.  Also, Mr Y incurred injuries that caused his 
HGV license to be revoked.  Mr and Mrs Y are proud people and were initially 
resistant to LCCU's help. 

These financial pressures led to anxiety and further health issues. Ultimately, LCCU 
attended several appointments with Mr and Mrs Y including two home visits to tackle 
all their debts and open a budget account.  Mr and Mrs Y subsequently started 
paying into a LCCU bill paying account for 7 months and cleared their rent arrears.  
They are feeling happier and their health has improved.

Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Improve journey times and the reliability of public transport

Equality objective: Enable access for all to local services, education and 
employment centres by public transport

Progress:    Work with partners has continued and will do so.  There has been 
discussions via the Equalities Assembly which resulted in some specific work eg  
with the Youth Council about bus prices, a workshop led by WYPTE around equality 
and diversity issues.  As a result of these a good working relationship with WYPTE 
has been developed, and when they want to engage with customers (usually around 
disability) eg trolley bus (see example below), 20 year transport strategy, they 
approach the Equalities Assembly. 

New Generation Transport Project  

Leeds City Council in partnership with the West Yorkshire Combined Authority has 
been working on the development of the New Generation Transport (NGT) scheme 
for Leeds since 2007. NGT would see the creation of a 14.3km rapid transport 
network running from South to North Leeds via the city centre. At a capital cost of 
£250m, it is one of the largest investments in UK transport infrastructure outside 
London.  One of the City’s main transformational projects, the NGT trolleybus 
scheme is key to creating an integrated rapid transport network for Leeds to support 
the city’s future development, transform public transport and offer a real and 
attractive alternative to travel by car.

A significant amount of consultation has taken place with members of the public, 
residents and businesses dating back to 2008. In November 2013 the NGT project 
team established the ‘Equality Access User Group’ (EAUG) to specifically advise on 
the development of the NGT project. The purpose of the group is to act as the ‘voice 
of the customer’, in order to provide the NGT Team with a practical understanding 
across a range of equality characteristics, on the equality access issues involved in 
providing Leeds with a trolleybus system throughout the key milestones of the NGT 
scheme.

The issues and possible solutions that have been identified to date have been fed 
back into the design process for NGT and it is envisaged that this iterative process 
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will continue at each stage.  Establishing the EAUG has helped to develop a 
constructive working relationship with equality representatives that is adding value to 
the development of the designs for NGT. Members of the EAUG group have 
expressed their support for the process that has been established to identify and 
action equalities issues on the NGT project and have cited it as an example of good 
practice.

Equality priorities in relation to City Priority 

Get more people involved in the city’s cultural opportunities

Equality objective: Increase participation in Leeds’ cultural and sporting 
opportunities

Progress:  Considerable work has taken place to ensure everybody can participate 
in the cities big sporting events such as the Tour de Yorkshire where we provided 
disabled viewing areas, with adjacent parking and fully accessible toilet facilities, at 
the finish line This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 
2020.

The example below gives an indication of work which is taking place

Leeds Museums and Galleries – volunteering  Effort continues to be made to 
attract a diverse array of people to become volunteers at Leeds Museums and 
Galleries. Analysis of equality data supplied through volunteers application forms, 
findings from an on-line survey, feedback from Volunteer Managers and Voluntary 
Action Leeds networks and lessons learned from previous volunteering projects 
identified under-representation of men and Black and Minority Ethnic people 
volunteering, particularly in Museums and Galleries. 

A number of actions were identified to increase volunteering in general but also to 
target those under-represented groups. These include for example: 

• Creating broader advertising opportunities through Voluntary Action Leeds 
and producing some targeted advertising 

• Ensuring that volunteering opportunities are flexible enough to meet the 
needs of volunteers and the service 

• Arranging visits to communities and organisations to spread the word about 
volunteering opportunities. 

• Making connections with people by collecting oral stories and ‘objects in a 
suitcase’ – these will form changing and emerging history 

• Offer a range of projects at Temple Newsam, other museums and within 
communities. 

• Write to all key BME organisations and societies across the city to arrange 
publicity sessions. 

• Use current volunteers to help sell the benefits of volunteering e.g. social and 
confidence building 

Over time these actions have led to the following outcomes:
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• Improved the diverse representation of volunteers 
• Increased the range of volunteering opportunities 
• Capturing people’s stories and journeys that will contribute to the rich history 

of Leeds 
• Gained positive feedback from volunteers and sharing their time to promote 

motivation and to recruit new volunteers 

Equality objective: Enhance the quality of Leeds’ parks

Progress: Work continues to develop play areas that are accessible for children with 
disabilities eg next to the car park at Temple Newsam, and to take account of local 
people’s thoughts eg Norma Hutchinson Park in Chapeltown.  There has also been a 
refurbishment at Middleton Park which makes it more accessible in terms of the café, 
car park and footpaths. 

This priority continues to be an equality improvement priority for 2016 – 2020.

The example below gives an indication of work which is taking place to make sure 
that events held in parks are more inclusive. 

Volunteer Access Stewards Scheme at Leeds City Council Outdoor Events The 
need for specialist stewards at LCC events was identified in 2014 based on feedback 
from disabled customers, and officers (LCCs Access Officer and the Events Team). 
This feedback highlighted that some disabled people attending events would benefit 
from being able to identify stewards on site who could provide specific information on 
the accessible services and facilities provided at events. It was also identified that 
accessible services and facilities which were provided at events sites required 
supervision/ management to avoid mis-use or abuse by people who did not require 
them. 

Introducing the Access Stewards has enhanced the experience of many disabled 
visitors. Through good practice, the council hopes to create a culture of confidence in 
the disabled community such that all disabled users have no ‘perception’ of barriers 
when considering attending an event. The council has made a commitment to 
always endeavour to ‘go beyond the minimum’ in terms of provision of accessible 
services and facilities.
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Summary of Our Equality Improvement Priorities 2011-2015

This list below shows all our 2011-15 equality priorities which are explained later in 
more detail in section 2.  Many of these priorities are continuing into 2016-20 (these 
are shown by *), as there are still gaps in outcomes that we have prioritised as areas 
to address.  Section 3 gives more details of the 2016-2020 equality priorities

Equality Focus in relation to Council Values:
 There is good evidence of the equalities profile of Leeds, based on national 

and local data, which is regularly reviewed
 Councillors and Officers have a reputation for championing equality issues 

and ensure that the equality issues relevant to Leeds are taken into account 
when making major decisions

 Equality groups are integrally involved in consultation and engagement 
activities

 To make LCC an employer of choice’ for people from groups in our 
communities whose diverse backgrounds are not yet fully represented in our 
workforce*

 To demonstrate increased engagement, year on year, for staff from groups 
whose diversity is not yet fully represented in our workforce*

 To improve opportunities for progression to senior levels in the organisation 
particularly for black, minority ethnic and disabled staff*

Equality Focus – Best City for Communities
 Address the impact of burglary on vulnerable communities
 Tackle domestic violence and protect and support the most vulnerable young 

people*
 Improve citywide approaches to dealing with hate crime*
 There is a sense of belonging that builds cohesive and harmonious 

communities

Equality Focus – Best City to Live
 Ensure that housing and regeneration investment meets the changing needs 

of individuals and communities*
 Improve energy efficiency*

Equality Focus – Best City for Health and Wellbeing
 All citizens of Leeds will have access to, and benefit from, joined up services 

provided by integrated health and social care teams*
 We will promote achievement of agreed personal outcomes (including 

increasing access and the equity of access to services) across all equality 
characteristics to encompass all communities and citizens of Leeds*

 All citizens will have access to appropriate services and or support, with 
assistance to develop appropriate services from within the community*

Equality Focus – Best City for Children and Young People
 Support children from all equality communities to be ready for learning*
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Equality Focus – Best City for Business
 Increase access to employment opportunities and up-skill the workforce*
 Improve financial inclusion*
 Enable access for all to local services, education and employment centres by 

public transport
 Increase participation in Leeds cultural and sporting opportunities*
 Enhance the quality of Leeds’ parks*
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Section 3

Equality Improvement Priorities 2016- 20

Our Approach to Protected Characteristics

We have taken into account the protected characteristics as required under the 
Equality Act 2010.  In addition we are conscious that a number of the protected 
characteristics are disproportionately represented in those living in poverty and we 
also recognise poverty as a barrier that limits what people can do and can be.  
Priorities are therefore included that address poverty.

We are conscious that there is not an equality priority for every protected 
characteristics but all characteristics are taken into account.  We are committed to 
equality for all our citizens and believe that improving a service for one community 
will have knock on effects for all.  We will continue our work across all the protected 
characteristics, whether or not there are specific equality improvement priorities 
which are explicitly focussing on them.  We will consider all communities when we 
give due regard to equality at both strategic and operational activities.  This will 
include through work taken forward by services and through our staff networks and 
Equalities Assembly work

How we have developed our priorities

Our Equality Improvement Priorities for 2016-2020 have been informed by 
knowledge captured in a variety of ways including during the development of our 
Best Council Plan and our budget setting process.  They link closely to these as they 
are the overarching priorities for the council.

The Best Council Plan (BCP) sets out what the council will do to help improve the 
lives of local people and how we will measure progress in delivering better outcomes 
across Leeds.  For 2015/16 the council has 6 strategic objectives:
  
1 Supporting communities and tackling poverty
2 Promoting sustainable and inclusive economic growth
3 Building a child-friendly city
4 Delivering the better lives programme
5 Dealing effectively with the city’s waste
6 Becoming a more efficient and enterprising council

We have also identified 7 break-through projects that will help to deliver these 
objectives.  Five of the projects are explicitly linked to equality: 

 Domestic violence and abuse;
 Housing growth and jobs for young people;
 Making Leeds the best place to grow old and;
 Reducing health inequalities through healthier lifestyles
 Rethinking the city centre
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Equalities (and specifically tackling inequalities) is integral to our BCP 2015/16 
objectives. Performance in delivering our BCP objectives and breakthrough projects 
is monitored on a regular basis by the Corporate Leadership and elected members.  
Progress is published quarterly.  

Work is underway to refresh the Best Council Plan for 2016/17 with refreshed 
outcomes, priorities and key performance indicators.  These will support a renewed 
ambition: for Leeds to be the ‘best city in the UK’, it must be a compassionate, caring 
place that helps all its residents contribute to and benefit from the effects of 
economic growth, thereby reducing the range of inequalities that still exist.  An 
emphasis on tackling inequalities will therefore be at the heart of the council’s 
strategic planning, drawing on the equality improvement priorities presented here.

Consultation

Equality improvement priorities have been informed by a wide range of appropriate 
engagement and consultation opportunities

We aim to avoid duplicating consultation and over consulting and we aim to use the 
outcomes from existing consultation exercises, where this is appropriate and 
relevant.  All council officers have access to the results of our consultation activities 
through our `talking point’ online database which can be used to inform decisions.

Two major consultation exercises which have informed both the council priorities and 
the equality priorities have been:

 The Vision for Leeds 2030 - After listening carefully to what local people, 
businesses and organisations said the Vision reflects that to be the best city in 
the UK, we need to:

• Be fair, open and welcoming;
• Have a prosperous and sustainable economy; and
• Have successful communities.

 Budget setting has used ongoing consultation as well as specific and focused 
events.  Our budget is informed through the wealth of consultation evidence 
gathered and since 2012 there have been only minor changes to these 
priorities.  In addition, residents and service users have had significant 
involvement in on-going service-led change projects.  

We use different ways of engaging with communities so that we can engage widely 
eg

 Our Equalities Assembly was established in 2009 as a mechanism for 
communities to engage, challenge and influence equality related decisions by 
participating in themed workshops, focus groups and challenge events.  Adult 
Social Care, for example, engaged the Assembly as part of their `Better Lives 
Lived Local’ Account Annual Refresh.  As a result of this engagement, Adult 
Social Care gained a greater insight into the needs of clients and this 
informed the development of their priorities
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 The use of social media activity across the council which has increased 
significantly over recent years and as a result we are better able to engage 
with a different and growing audience for example, Housing Leeds use social 
media to get information to their online tenants in a timely manner and have 
established a single Facebook page 877 followers – March 2015) and a single 
twitter account (1,232 tweets and retweets – March 2015) for the city to 
promote awareness campaigns/days; celebrate Religious/Cultural events; 
promote housing campaigns, partnership working, good news events and; 
answer questions from tenants who post on Facebook/Twitter.  

 Engaging directly with service users to ensure that service provision meets 
their needs for example, in June 2014, Adult Social Care carried out 
community consultation and engagement activities (involving service users, 
their families and carers) to ensure that services were meeting the current and 
potential future needs of BME day centre service users and related BME 
Older Peoples services in the community.  The outcomes of these 
engagement activities are being used to inform the design of a service that will 
meet the need of the diverse communities.

 Marketing campaigns eg our domestic violence marketing campaign 
provides a further example of the methods that we use to interact with our 
communities which included the use of focus groups with service users, 
perpetrators and the general public (through our citizen’s panel, which has in 
excess of 4000 members representative of our communities) and groups of 
young people who evaluated the effectiveness of posters produced by other 
cities across the UK.  Our domestic violence engagement process resulted in 
the collection of `stories’ for a DVD which highlighted the different aspects of 
domestic violence and abuse.

 Citizens panel - we run the Leeds Citizens’ Panel to find out what people in 
Leeds think and need.  This panel has 4,000 members who are representative 
of our communities, and provide a balance of people of different ages, 
backgrounds, and from different parts of Leeds.  They are invited to take part 
in around 5 to 10 surveys each year (either online or through the post) and to 
attend discussion groups in person to talk about things in more detail

Monitoring

Our Equality Improvement Priorities are an integral part of the council`s performance 
management system, and will be reported on accordingly.  In addition, there will be a 
formal annual report to indicate progress. There will be further equality 
considerations as our priorities are implemented.

An annual update will be provided against the equality improvement priorities in line 
with the requirements of the Equality Act 2010
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Equality Improvement Priorities 2016 – 20

The equality improvement priorities are shown under the 2 headings of ‘Strong 
Economy’ and ‘Compassionate City’, and are then grouped for ease of reference and 
reading.  The sub headings do not relate to specific priorities for the council within 
the Best Council Plan

Strong Economy

Achieving Potential

Improvement Priority – children and young people do well at all levels of learning 
and have the skills for life

Equality focus –The gaps in learning outcomes

What difference do we want to make – Narrowing the gaps in learning outcomes 
for those on free school meals, looked after children, special education needs or 
disability, and BME children

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality improvement priority

Education and learning has a significant impact on life chances.  Higher levels of 
numeracy and literacy are associated with a range of improved outcomes such as 
higher incomes and chances of long term, well paid employment.  Anyone part of the 
40+ % of young people not getting 5 good GCSEs has a 1 in four chance of being 
not in education, employment or training two years later.

Learning outcomes are improving in Leeds, but not at a fast enough rate to close the 
gap with national levels.  Learning outcomes for vulnerable groups are improving, 
but not fast enough to close the gap between the Leeds average and their peers 
nationally.  Vulnerable groups of children and young people can include those with 
special educational needs and disability, some ethnic minority groups, those in 
receipt of free school meals (FSM) or pupil premium, Children Looked After and 
Care Leavers, those with English as an additional language and those living in 
deprived communities.

Not all vulnerable groups do less well at all ages in all schools, but broadly speaking 
the gaps between vulnerable groups and their peers, alongside the gaps to national 
performance, are one of the toughest and most complex problems facing the city. 
For example, in 2007, the gap between the proportion of FSM eligible and non-
eligible students achieving 5+A*-C including English and maths at GCSE was 31 
percentage points.  By 2013, despite an increase of 15 percentage points in the raw 
attainment for FSM students, the gap between FSM and Non-FSM in Leeds had 
increased by 1 percentage point, and the gap between Leeds FSM and national 
FSM had also increased by 1 percentage point.

There are important contexts.  The most recent school census shows:
 16% of the school population have English as an additional language
 24% are from Black or minority ethnic groups
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 20% of children are eligible for FSM 
 18% had special educational needs.  
 26% of children lived in households in areas identified as being amongst the 

10% most deprived areas in the country
 37% of children live in the 20% most deprived areas of Leeds
 for some individual schools over 90% of children live in the 20% most 

deprived areas. 
 21% of children- 33,175 in total- are in child poverty and numbers are 

expected to grow significantly

The city is growing fast, with an additional 10,000 people since the 2011 census.  
There are over 10,000 new births in the city per year and the latest Migration Profile 
indicates that over 7,000 international migrants arrived in the last 12 months.   
Around 19% of the total population comes from minority ethnic groups.
Additional documents:  Annual report on Educational Standards

Key Actions:  Targeted support and challenge for schools with significant 
proportions of relatively low achievers from vulnerable groups, including academies.

Recognise that while the issue is concentrated in some schools, all schools have 
some vulnerable pupils and otherwise good or outstanding schools can need support 
and challenge around the performance of vulnerable groups, and performance in 
particular year groups and subjects can vary.

Support and challenge schools around the use of the pupil premium as a way to 
maximise the performance of vulnerable groups.

Act as a key broker in developing support to schools to improve through the use and 
promotion of school led improvement systems

Key Indicators: Educational achievement gaps at age 5, 11, 16 and 19  for those on 
free school meals, looked after children, special education needs or disability, and 
BME children

------------------------------------------

Improvement Priority – the jobs market 

Equality focus –Integrate employment support with mental health support, and
      Set equality targets for BME apprenticeships

What difference do we want to make – improve access to the jobs market for 
those with mental health conditions, and to increase the number of apprenticeships 
accessed by BME communities

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
14,010 Employment and Support Allowance (ESA) claimants and 1,440 Incapacity 
Benefit (IB) Claimants working age in Leeds have a mental and behavioural disorder, 
which has increased over the last 2 years by 2,930 as claimants move from IB to 
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ESA. 

10% of learners on apprenticeships are from Black and Minority Ethnic groups, 
compared with 19% across adult learning as a whole

Additional documents:  Mental Health Framework 2013
Key Actions:  Improve employment outcomes for out-of-work claimants with mental 
ill health.
Improve access to apprenticeships for BME young people.
Ensure equal access to the economy, skills and jobs and work to reduce poverty.

Key Indicators:  Increase the number of people experiencing mild to moderate 
mental ill health moving into work.

Increase the proportion of BME young people accessing and completing 
apprenticeships

Improve digital infrastructure and digital inclusion to improve access to  jobs, skills & 
learning (in conjunction with digital inclusion priority below).

----------------------------------------

Improvement Priority –  Digital inclusion  

Equality focus – ensuring digital inclusion to provide greater access to jobs, skills 
and learning to reduce poverty

What difference do we want to make- ensure all residents have greater access to 
information and services

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
Lack of connectivity impacts on people’s ability to easily and readily access services 
and opportunities which adds to financial and rural exclusion.
 
Analysis of the 2010 Index of Multiple Deprivation shows that 23% of premises in 
West Yorkshire with the poorest connectivity (no superfast provision) are in the 20% 
most deprived areas in the country.  Lower income levels and lower rates of adoption 
mean there is less incentive for the market to extend into these areas.  

For some people the costs of having a home broadband connection (which all rely 
on having a landline telephone contract) are prohibitive

Key Actions:  Deliver the Superfast West Yorkshire Phase II programme to increase 
the coverage of superfast broadband provision across the district.
Deliver enhanced connectivity to priority locations by encouraging development  of 
wireless networks across the city using LCC owned tall residential buildings, and 
encourage providers to make free residential wifi provision available to residents in 
the blocks concerned
Work with delivery partner on the LCC free city wireless concession agreement to 
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encourage roll out of free public wifi using LCC street furniture and buildings
  
Key Indicators:  98% of premises across West Yorkshire and York able to access 
superfast broadband by end 2018.

Number of buildings with free residential wifi provision

Utilisation rates including number of sessions used and average length of session.

Number of locations/neighbourhoods with free outdoor public wifi

-----------------------------------

Improvement Priority –  Financial inclusion

Equality focus – Helping people out of financial hardship; Tackling the financial 
challenges of poverty, deprivation and inequality

What difference do we want to make- support vulnerable people who face financial 
hardship

Equality analysis – why this is an equality improvement priority
Poverty is recognised as an issue that impacts on equality, and financial exclusion 
as a barrier to an equal society.  We know that poverty and financial exclusion 
disproportionately affect people within specific equality groups, particularly single 
parents, and people with mental health problems. For example, a report by the 
Mental Health Foundation asked people to identify the causes of their anxiety, 
almost half of those survey (45%) said that financial issues caused them to feel 
anxious (Living with Anxiety, 2014). 

The recession, the slow recovery and welfare changes have impacted on the poorest 
members of our society, and have led to increased problems of financial hardship 
and distress. Over the past five years the total number of people claiming benefit has 
grown, with the number of both housing benefit and council tax benefit claimants 
increasing by 10%.  

The implementation of the welfare changes from April 2013 has contributed to many 
families fall into rent and council tax arrears or further into arrears.  As a result in 
2013/14 the council saw over 6,000 people accessing its Local Welfare Support 
Scheme for both emergency (food and fuel) and basic needs provision (household 
goods) totalling over £1.4 million in direct awards.  Mirroring national trends the city 
has also seen the emergence and significant growth of foodbanks, supported by the 
establishment of the Leeds Food Aid Network to coordinate emergency food 
provision across the district.  

Another trend which has emerged in recent years is an increase in the number of 
people in employment who are living in poverty. Nationally over 5 million people now 
live in households where at least one member of the household is in work, yet they 
live in poverty. This is symptomatic of a labour market which is characterised by low 
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pay, temporary, part time and zero hour contracts.    

Running alongside these changes has been a rise in the number of high cost lenders 
and the widening of financial exclusion.  Data from StepChange debt charity shows 
the number of people seeking debt advice is increasing year on year. A report 
published in 2011, on financial exclusion in Leeds since 2004, found that financial 
exclusion was not only impacting on the poorest households but had also extended 
to areas where households were generally on median earnings.   The 2010 research 
also highlighted that lone parents (38%) were far more likely than the average survey 
sample to use high cost sources of credit, have less savings and be experiencing 
financial difficulties.  

Key Actions:  Deliver financial support schemes which support the most vulnerable.
                   Promote affordable credit and banking services as an alternative to 
                    high cost lenders.

                         Prepare for the implementation of Universal Credit

Key Indicators: Increase provision of free welfare and debt advice
                           Growth in credit union membership.
                          All front line staff are trained

----------------------------------------------

Improving Representation

Improvement Priority –  Workforce 

Equality focus – developing a skilled and diverse workforce which is:

 representative of the City and citizens feel that the City is theirs
 a safe, inclusive and welcoming  workforce where everyone is treated with 

respect and dignity and people say “I feel like I count “
 one where every person who works for the Council will have an appraisal and 

development plan which gives them the opportunity to develop their careers 
with the Council.

 inclusive at all levels of the organisation
 engaged ,empowered and motivated to take personal responsibility for 

creating an inclusive and diverse workforce  

What difference do we want to make- the council workforce will be representative 
of the communities in Leeds

Equality analysis –why this is an equality improvement priority
We collect workforce data and have compared our data against the census 
information. Since the last census the profile of Leeds has changed and our work 
force no longer reflects the community in terms of some protected characteristics. At 
31st March 2015 the council employed approximately 15605 people:

 Women make up two-thirds of our workforce (50% of whom are employed at 
senior levels - JNC);
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 BME staff makeup 13% of our workforce (the majority of whom are within the 
lowest pay grade band, A1-C3);

 Over one-third of our staff identify as religious, the largest proportion of people 
identify as Christian;

 less than 5% of people below the age of 25 and; 
 7% of our workforce identify as carers
 2% of our workforce disclose their identity as LGB T
 6% of our workforce disclose that they identify as disabled

We recognise that our workforce profile needs to improve to better reflect our 
communities and a key challenge is for us to maintain and improve a diverse and 
representative workforce against a backdrop of a shrinking Council.  We are striving 
to become a Council which remains high performing, efficient and enterprising 
despite being smaller in size. The financial and economic backdrop remains 
challenging and we have seen many people leave the organisation under our 
Voluntary Early Leaver Initiative.  However, we continue to recruit in many service 
areas and we have the opportunity and ambition to be an employer of choice for all 
communities in the City.

Key Actions Revisit existing development programmes eg Step up and Emerging 
Leaders and co-ordinate all recruitment pathways with better utilisation of existing 
schemes such as Graduate/School leavers and Apprenticeships to target protected 
characteristics.

Increase disclosure rates of staff by leading a campaign around the topic of ‘why we 
need your information’ through use of insite etc. to build trust 

Introduction of compulsory e-learning module around Inclusion and Diversity (timed 
for September around Inclusion week)

Key Indicators  Increase in the proportion of people with protected characteristics 
recruited into the Council

An increase in the representation  of employees with protected characteristics at 
leadership and management levels in the Council

Improved disclosure rates of protected characteristics

Increased engagement scores

Appraisal rates of 100%

An increase in the number of people meeting or exceeding Values and behaviours 
on Treating People Fairly

----------------------------------
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Improvement Priority – Ensuring the membership of major boards, including City 
Development’s extended management team and those for key events, is broadly 
representative of the city’s population. 

Equality focus – representation on major project and partnership boards

What difference do we want to make- increase the diversity of board membership

Equality analysis –why this is an equality improvement priority
Due to personnel changes and reorganisation, representation of women at a senior 
level in City Development has fallen in the last two years. There is also a lack of 
representation across most of the other protected characteristics but particularly in  
ethnic minority and disabled groups at first, second and third tiers in the directorate. 

Key Actions: Review membership of major boards.

Memberships of Sustainable Economy & Culture Partnership Board, Extended City 
Development Directorate, 2023 European Capital Of Culture Board and proposed 
South Bank Partnership Board analysed and compared to Leeds population.

Where no appropriate and relevant representative exists, identifying the steps 
required to ensure that in the future there is a sufficient pool of people from groups 
that are under-represented.

Key Indicators:  
Reduce the gaps in representation between % of board membership and resident 
population of specific identified boards
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Compassionate City

Living Safely and Well
Improvement Priority – keeping people safe from harm

Equality focus –domestic violence

What difference do we want to make – people in Leeds can lead safer, healthier 
and happier lives and are free from the risks, threats and harms associated with 
Domestic Violence and Abuse

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
One of the ambitions of the city is to tackle the prevalence and impact of domestic 
violence and abuse and it has been named as one of the Council’s 7 breakthrough 
projects.  

There have been over 14,000 reported incidents of domestic violence and abuse in 
Leeds within the last 12 months. Both men and women may experience incidents of 
inter-personal violence, however; women are considerably more likely to experience 
repeated and severe forms of violence.  Within Leeds, over 80% of victims of 
domestic violence and abuse are women.  A third of all domestic violence reported 
incidents had children present.  There are issues relating to under-reporting from 
victims of different communities.

Additionally those communities/ wards with the highest levels of poverty and 
deprivation account for a disproportionately higher levels of domestic violence and 
abuse reporting than the more affluent parts of the city.  The ten most deprived 
wards across Leeds account for almost 50% of all reported domestic violence 
incidents.  

Key Actions:  Introducing a ‘routine enquiry’ pilot initiative in GP practices, to 
promote early identification and timely intervention for women 

Implementing a range of perpetrators/ instigator programmes to change behaviour, 
and sustain change

Delivering an Integrated Offender Management response for high risk perpetrators 

Deliver effective publicity and marketing campaigns

Develop and introduce a network of  DV Champions/ Ambassadors across the city

Encourage greater reporting of domestic violence and abuse amongst BME 
communities
Establish the front door safeguarding hub to respond effectively to the risk of 
domestic violence and abuse and coordinate effective support

Key Indicator:  Reduce repeat incidence rate of domestic violence and abuse

-----------------------------
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Improvement Priority – Community Tolerance and Respect

Equality focus – increase awareness and understanding of hate crime and
       Reduce the occurrence and impact of hate crime

What difference do we want to make – improve community tolerance and respect

Equality analysis –why this is important as an equality priority

In 2014 Leeds Anti Social Behaviour Team (LASBT), working in partnership with the 
Police, Stop Hate UK and Hate Incident Reporting Centres across Leeds, played a 
lead role in developing and delivering the current ‘Hate Crime Strategy for Leeds’. 
The strategy reflects the Government’s Plan to tackle hate crime, ‘Challenge it, 
Report it, Stop it’, published In 2012, aiming to prevent and reduce levels of hate 
crime by ensuring victims and witnesses are supported, and offenders are brought to 
justice.

During the year to end of March 2015, LASBT received 293 reported Hate Incidents, 
(slightly down on the figures for 2013/13 when it received 331 reports).  227 (77.5%) 
of all reports received were identified as being reported under the ‘Race’ strand, 26 
(8.9%) were linked to ‘Sexual Orientation’ reports and 23 (7.8%) were identified as 
‘Disability’ hate incidents, with 17 (Faith, Transgender and Other).  LASBT 
subsequently opened 108 hate related cases for investigation.

Data from West Yorkshire police shows that during the same period the police 
recorded 1282 reported Hate Incidents across Leeds, an increase from the previous 
12 month period of 107 reports (2013/14 – 1175 hate incidents). 

1072 (83.6%) of all reports received were identified as being reported under the 
‘Race’ strand, 88 (6.8%) were linked to ‘Sexual Orientation’ reports and 58 (4.58%) 
were identified as ‘Disability’ hate incidents, with 64 (Faith and Transgender reports).

Hate Crimes recorded by the police also rose slightly during 2014/15 to 831 from the 
2013/4 figure of 810. 

Taking the three sets of data together the overall figures for Hate Incidents and hate 
Crime were 2406 in 2014/5, a small increase on the 2316 recorded during the same 
period in 2013/4. 

Additional documents:  Safer Leeds Plan 2015/16, Hate Crime Strategy for Leeds, 
‘Challenge it, Report it, Stop it’ (2012) 

Key Actions: Deliver training and publicity to increase awareness and 
understanding of what constitutes hate crime 

Build victims’ confidence to report hate crime 

Key Indicators:  Number of Hate Crime reports

Reduce the number of repeat victims
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Improvement Priority – people in Leeds are safe and feel safe in their own homes, 
in the streets and in places they go

Equality focus –child sexual exploitation

What difference do we want to make – Prevent and protect children from sexual 
exploitation

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality improvement priority
Child sexual exploitation has been recognised as a strategic priority for both the 
Community Safety Partnership (Safer Leeds Executive) and the Leeds Safeguarding 
Children Board.  

In 2013 - 2014, 153 new cases were recorded in Leeds and between April 2014 and 
April 2015 there were 317 new cases recorded.  The majority of cases were 
recorded as White British, (75%) and 65% were aged between 14 and 18 years old 
at the time sexual exploitation was recognised as a concern, with girls and young 
women accounting for 81% of all cases. This mirrors the previous local data and is in 
accordance with the national picture.  The increase in the number of young people 
identified as at risk of, or experiencing CSE, highlights the commitment of all 
agencies to safeguard children and young people in Leeds from being sexually 
exploited.

Research indicates that boys and young men are less likely to be identified as at risk 
of, or experiencing sexual exploitation, partly due to professional attitudes being less 
protective towards them than towards girls and young women. Also there are 
possibly more barriers for boys and young men in telling a trusted adult of their risk 
or experiences. One consequence of this is that, boys and young men may be more 
likely to externalise their thoughts and feelings, which may influence behaviours that 
can be interpreted and responded to as anti-social or offending behaviour rather than 
vulnerability.  Whilst there has been a marked increase in the number of boys and 
young men identified as at risk of CSE locally, the under representation of boys and 
young men remains a recognised area of challenge.

For children and young people from Black, Asian or other ethnic minorities, there are 
a number of complex and interrelating reasons as to why they are less likely to be 
identified by agencies and why their experiences of CSE remain ‘hidden’.. 
Additionally, for children and young people from South Asian communities in 
particular, there is a recognised gap with regard to understanding and identifying the 
complexities of CSE and how it can be linked to other emerging areas that require 
strategic and operational attention, such as forced marriage and honour based 
violence. 

The under-identification of children and young people from Black, Asian or other 
ethnic minorities, and also for children and young people who have a physical or 
learning disability ‘’remains a concern’’ both nationally as recognised by Office of 
Children’s Commissioner, and locally and is key challenge and priority area for 
strategic development.

Additional documents:  Child Sexual Exploitation Strategy 
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----------------------------------
Improvement Priority –supporting all citizens of Leeds to live safely in their own 
home

Equality focus –is on ensuring that we have identified and removed as many 
organisational barriers as possible to people who need to access services through 
health and social care teams. We have identified that one of the key barriers is 
information. We must ensure that people who require services can make fully 
informed decisions about their care. To do this they need to have clear and concise 
information on the options available to them and on the potential consequences of 
any choices, in formats they can easily understand.

What difference do we want to make – to increase the number of people 
supported to live safely in their own home by ensuring that all citizens of Leeds have 
access to accurate timely and appropriate information on what is available. Access 
to such information supports people using the service, and those who support them, 
to make high quality informed decision about how they want their care needs 
meeting.

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
The way we develop and deliver Adult Social Care in Leeds is directed by the three 
better lives themes 

 Better Lives through Housing Care and Support - we will promote 
achievement of agreed personal outcomes (including increasing access and 
the equity of access to services) across all equality characteristics to 
encompass all communities and citizens of Leeds 

 Better Lives through Enterprise – all citizens will have access to appropriate 
services and or support, with assistance to develop appropriate services from 
within the community  

                                      Unheard Voices report

Key Actions:   increase understanding of locations and individuals or groups who 
sexually exploit  children and young people 

Develop agency reach and impact on harder to reach communities  by delivering a 
programme of CSE awareness raising and training sessions /events for children, 
young people, parents /carers and the wider communities

Work proactively with education establishments and local communities to help them 
to better  identify and respond appropriately to concerns about CSE

Key Indicators:  Increase the overall number of boys assessed to be at risk of, or 
experiencing CSE  and provide appropriate intervention, support and protection in 
accordance with the Leeds managing a CSE concern pathway

Increase the overall number of girls and young women from South Asian 
communities assessed to be at risk of, or experiencing CSE and provide appropriate 
intervention, support and protection in accordance with the Leeds managing a CSE 
concern pathway
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 Better Lives through integration – all citizens of Leeds will have access to, and 
benefit from, joined up services provided by integrated health and social care 
teams

The Adult Social Care equality priorities were refreshed in May/June 2014 to reflect 
what we were being told was important to our service users and carers and to align 
to the three Better lives themes. The messages we have been receiving are that 
communication at all levels needs to be improved. People who use the service, their 
families and others important to them are telling us that either they feel they do not 
have the information they need, or that it is in a format or language they find difficult 
to understand. We need to ensure that people have all the relevant information to be 
fully involved in the planning and provision of their care and make high quality 
decisions about their care.
 
Examples are the use of jargon, not providing clear and concise information 
regarding the various options available, not checking understanding and proceeding 
in a manner and at pace appropriate to the individual. 

Though we are able to evidence clear progress against the priorities there is still 
some way to go. The degree of change in Adult Social Care, the integration agenda, 
the Care Act and the need to reduce costs, make it critical that we ensure good clear 
communication. The priorities in place provide the drive to ensure that the people 
using our services have the information they require to make clearly informed 
decisions on what is best for them, being clear about what is available, how it is 
provided and what it may mean for them.

Additional documents: Care Act 2014

Key Actions Development of an Information and Advice  Strategy to support the 
implementation of the Care Act 2014

Work to enhance staff skills in communicating with a range of individuals provide 
Master classes by an expert in the use of Plain English in social care and included 
this in QA of case files. Provide sessions to new social workers around 
communication.

Support work to enhance the design of information pathways to ensure clarity and 
understanding.

Work with emergent communities to identify and where possible remove the 
organisational barriers to accessing services and ensure these communities can 
access the support they need

Key Indicators  One of the National reported Indicators asks people receiving 
services about whether they have adequate information and this is being used as the 
Key indicator to judge progress.  We will use this as an overarching Key Indicator of 
progress

We will be collecting data regarding information accessibility through consultation 
and engagement and via our quality assurance processes.
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We will present both the over-arching KPI and a range of stories and feedback from 
communities and individuals to provide a broad understanding of the progress of the 
priorities.

-------------------------------------------

Improvement Priority - To improve the health of the most vulnerable in Leeds

Equality Focus – Perinatal education programme targeting families with additional 
needs. 

What difference do we want to make – Improve perinatal support to families with 
additional needs and at risk of poorer outcomes including recent migrants; asylum 
seekers; refugees; those who have difficulty reading/speaking/understanding 
English; have learning difficulties; those who have low level  mental health problems; 
and others made vulnerable through a variety of factors.

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
The link between poverty and health and the importance of redressing health 
inequalities has been well-documented (e.g. Marmot 2010). The Joint Strategic 
Needs Assessment (JSNA) provides evidence of health inequalities that exist for 
vulnerable groups, and this priority seeks to address one aspect of this.

This is new work with planned capacity, utilises an evidence based approach, and  
targets protected groups to reduce health inequalities. Leeds Maternity Health Needs 
Assessment provided the evidence of poorer outcomes among the families targeted 
with this programme while Leeds Service Review of Ante-natal and Early Post-natal 
Support for Families with Complex Lives highlighted the limited availability of 
targeted and community based perinatal support. 

The Perinatal Education Programme targets families with additional needs as there 
is evidence in this group of poor access to services and poor outcomes such as 
infant mortality, low birth weight, poorer language and communication skills in young 
children, and poorer school readiness.

Additional documents:  Marmot (2010); JSNA 2015, Leeds Maternity Health Needs 
Assessment, Leeds Service Review of Ante-natal and Early Post-natal Support for 
families with Complex Lives

Key Actions Deliver a programme of support to 200 families which targets families 
with additional needs and who have been made vulnerable through a variety of 
factors.

Key Indicators The number of families with additional needs at risk of poorer 
outcomes engaged with the programme.

----------------------------------------
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Improvement Priority –  Fuel Poverty and Improving Energy Efficiency

Equality focus – work to improve properties and assist tenants living in fuel poverty 
over the next 4 years

What difference do we want to make – Reducing Fuel Poverty for Housing Leeds 
tenants in order to improve health and wellbeing  

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority  
Fuel poverty is a product of low incomes and high energy costs. It affects the most 
vulnerable residents in our communities and can have adverse impacts on their well-
being. Fuel price rises are combining with flat incomes to increase fuel poverty, with 
3.5 million households living in fuel poverty in 2010 compared to 1 million 
households in 2004. As fuel bills continue to rise and incomes remain stagnant, 
Leeds recognises that more residents will be at risk of falling into fuel poverty unless 
the causes are addressed. 

The effects of cold caused by fuel poverty are not evenly spread - young children, 
particularly disabled children, and old people are most at risk of hypothermia. 
Children living in cold homes are twice as likely to develop respiratory conditions. 
Cold can make some health conditions such as musculoskeletal disorders, 
respiratory illness, mental health and cancer worse and can mean that frail people 
are more at risk of falls.  These conditions make a major contribution to the gap in 
life expectancy between the most prosperous and most disadvantaged wards.  

Reducing fuel poverty, and therefore increasing affordable warmth, increases life 
expectancy, improves mental health and wellbeing and reduces health inequalities. It 
improves children’s educational achievements and school attendance and reduces 
the incidence of childhood asthma. It also promotes social well-being and 
independent living, with older people able to use the whole house following central 
heating installation. This potentially reduces or delays admission to hospitals and 
care homes and reduces bed-blocking and winter pressures on the NHS. 

The five Leeds wards with the highest percentage of households that suffer fuel 
poverty all have an above average (or higher) concentration of BME communities in 
council housing. They are likely to have low incomes which will exacerbate fuel 
poverty. Income maximisation will also help alleviate fuel poverty.

Some property types are inherently more expensive to heat than others, particularly 
system-built properties and pre-1930 buildings. Housing Leeds will therefore target 
energy efficiency improvements in the lowest performing property types (according 
to SAP), which are the most expensive to heat, thereby addressing the energy 
demands of properties on a ‘worst first’ basis. 
 
Key Actions: Install solar panels and reduce energy costs for tenants
                       Build a new, biomass fuelled district heating scheme in Armley
                       Programme of external wall insulation to improve energy efficiency
                       through Green Deal to be rolled out.
                       Gas central heating and boiler replacements to take place in 
                       prioritised areas.
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                       Targeted Improvements to properties with Low ‘SAP’ Ratings

Key Indicators: 230 properties in the Clydes multi-storey blocks and Phil May Court 
sheltered complex will be provided with affordable, energy-efficient heating and hot 
water. 

Reduce number of households in fuel poverty

----------------------------------------------

Living at Home

Improvement Priority – to enable older people to remain in their homes as long as 
they wish

Equality focus – Provide support and accommodation needs of older people

What difference do we want to make – to enable older people to remain in their 
homes as long as they wish

Demographic growth: The number of older people in Leeds is growing and by 
2020 it is anticipated that those most in need of care and support, mainly older 
people aged 75 plus will increase by around 13%. Leeds City Council has 
recognised that this demographic shift requires a change in how services for older 
people are delivered. Overall, 39% of Council tenants are currently aged 55 and 
over and 4% are aged 85 and over.   It is projected that over the next 15 to 20 years 
this could increase significantly to 68% of tenants being over 55, and 18% of these 
being over 85 years old (Renew Research, 2014). The LCC Adult Social Care 
Strategy - ‘Better Lives for Older People’ has identified the need for approximately 
900 units of Extra Care housing by 2020. 
 
Housing Leeds has a portfolio of approximately 4200 Category 2 sheltered units in 
127 schemes across the city (these are purpose built units for older people usually 
with communal facilities and a visiting Sheltered Support Officer).  Housing Leeds 
also manages 235 Category 1 properties (purpose built units for older people but 
with no communal facilities or visiting Sheltered Support Officer, but with the 
availability of telecare).  In addition, Telecare Leeds also provides 24 hour 
emergency support to a further 831 general needs council properties.

As 75% of LCC tenants over 65 (and 66% of tenants over 85) live in general needs 
housing it is essential that the project also considers options for developing other 
housing and support solutions for all older tenants. It is well known that social 
isolation has a huge impact on overall physical and mental health, and so an 
important part of the project is to look at the wider role of sheltered housing in 
providing a community that all tenants feel part of, within the wider community

Customer consultation: Emerging themes from customer consultation are: most 
tenants moving into sheltered housing do so at the point that their support needs 
increase, usually once diagnosed with an illness or their mobility has reduced.  Most 
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don’t wish they had moved earlier to plan for the future; the property was the main 
consideration when applying for housing, rather than the support package, e.g. 
applying for bungalows regardless of whether sheltered or not; level access and a 
reliable working lift to flats on the first floor and above was very important; security 
was very important, particularly window locks, security lighting

Key Actions: Review the support models available for older tenants

Support the Development of Extra Care housing provision by joint working with Adult 
Social Care and other local housing providers

To improve accessibility and kerb appeal across sheltered schemes

Key Indicators: To have a wider range of support choice available to better meet 
the needs of older people in Leeds

Increased availability of housing choice and provision including Extra Care and 
Sheltered Schemes across Leeds for older people

That accessibility and the physical appearance of sheltered schemes is improved.
The service better meets the long term needs and sustainability of sheltered housing 
for older people in Leeds

-----------------------------------------

Improvement Priority – housing options for young people

Equality focus – to reduce homelessness for 16 to 24 year olds, such as care 
leavers, young offenders and young people whose relationship with family has 
broken down. In addition, to reduce homelessness from existing young tenants 
who find it difficult to maintain successful council tenancies

What difference do we want to make – improve housing options for young people

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality improvement priority
National research indicates that under 25s now account for more than half of people 
seeking help with homelessness and make up over half of those living in homeless 
accommodation services in England  62% are young people becoming homeless 
due to family and friends no longer willing to accommodate due to a relationship 
break down. Some are more at risk than others, 13% of young people experiencing 
homelessness are young offenders, 11% are care leaver (source Young & Homeless 
2014: Executive summary- Homeless Link). 

In 2014 Leeds had 2,339 16-24 year olds presented themselves as homeless. Out of 
the 2,339, 302 of them were 16/17 year olds. In most circumstances, it has been 
identified that the interests of young people (especially 16 and 17 year olds) are best 
served by living with their parents and that they should move to independent living in 
a planned way.  In 2014 the youth mediation workers in Housing Leeds  prevented 
homelessness in 447 cases, and  there have been no B&B placements for 16-24 
year olds in the past 12 months. 
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There are 2,861 (5%) lead tenants aged between 16-24 who live in council 
properties. A customer STAR satisfaction survey in 2014 identified that 59% of 16-24 
year olds who complete the survey were satisfied with the overall service from 
Housing Leeds, and those least satisfied also finding their current financial situation 
difficult.  The findings also showed that younger tenants were most likely to find it 
difficult to manage their finances and afford energy bills.

Key Actions:  Develop a new tenants (aged 16-24) focus group to better understand 
support needs and how young tenants can be better supported to maintain a 
successful tenancy.

Review the way Housing Leeds supports tenants with additional support needs 
including young people, and deliver relevant service enhancements.

Replacing Local Lettings Policies with Community Lettings Policies. 

Engage with young tenants by modernising communication methods and using 
eg live Twitter feeds and online forums

Key Indicators: Improve the tenant STAR satisfaction survey of 2014

Reduce the number of age related Local Lettings Policies (currently covering almost 
7000 properties) 

------------------------------------------------

Enjoying Culture and Sport

Improvement Priority –  Cultural opportunities

Equality focus – working to ensure equality groups are fully involved in the 
European Capital of Culture bid development and engagement, and 
Make all aspects of our activities as fully accessible as our resources allow, including 
access to buildings, collections, events, exhibitions, learning and to our staff and 
volunteers as well as visitors

What difference do we want to make- improving access to and involvement in 
cultural opportunities.

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority

There are physical access challenges which exist at several sites, and we are 
working to overcome these so that everyone can access the cultural opportunities in 
Leeds Museums and Galleries.

There is scope to improve intellectual access at our sites, and we are taking into 
account people’s varied needs and preferred learning styles by adopting clear 
interpretive guidance
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Key Actions:  Continue to consult and engage with all equality groups in developing 
the Capital of Culture bid to ensure it reflects the diversity of the city’s population and 
encompasses events, experiences and opportunities that are accessible to different 
audiences.

Complete physical access audits of nine sites 

Review existing interpretive guidance / marketing

Key Indicators:  Number of Audits completed

Review completed

------------------------------

Improvement Priority –  Quality of parks in Leeds

Equality focus – Equal access for all:
 Something for everyone - young and old
 Facilities for disabled people - including play
 Reflect cultural / ethnic / religious background of visitors

What difference do we want to make – To improve the quality of parks in Leeds 
with a focus on community parks that provide and develop facilities and activities 
available for everyone who wishes to visit.

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
Parks and Countryside operate a site assessment programme based on the national 
Green Flag Award standard known as Leeds Quality Park (LQP). This assesses the 
quality of provision on a range of site typologies with emphasis placed on the user 
experience. The sub-criteria in the Green Flag/Leeds Quality Park covers the 
following from an equality perspective:

Equal access for all
 Something for everyone – young and old

 Facilities for disabled people – including play

 Reflect cultural/ ethnic/ religious background of visitors
Analysis of the assessment data allows for ‘scoring’ of provision against a 10 point 
scoring line with 0 being very poor and 10 being exceptional. To be considered as 
passing LQP a site must score 7 or more.  

From 2015 onwards Parks and Countryside will conduct these assessments with 
support from volunteer judges drawn from the community who have been provided 
with training to undertake the judging alongside council staff.

Our performance against the LQP assessments is currently reported annually using 
the existing indicator ‘the percentage of parks and countryside community parks 
which meet Leeds Quality Park status’ and we propose to add an additional equality 
sub-indicator ‘percentage of sites assessed that achieve a score of 7 or above 
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against equal access for all’. This is measured as a score out of 10 across the broad 
‘equal access for all’ perspective not for each individual strand ( e.g. age, 
accessibility, ethnicity, religion etc.)

Key Actions:  Develop an additional equality sub indicator

Key Indicators:  Increase the percentage of parks and countryside community parks 
which meet Leeds Quality Park status:

100% of community parks meet Quality Park status by 2020 

Increase percentage of sites assessed that achieve a score of 7 or above against 
equal access for all sub criteria

------------------------------------------

Improvement Priority –  Ensure that all sports and leisure facilities and activities 
are as fully accessible as reasonably possible

Equality focus – to improve access to sports and leisure facilities

What difference do we want to make- to increase participation in sports and 
leisure facilities for disabled people and women.

Equality analysis – why this is an equality improvement priority?

We offer a wide range of activities that can enhance the physical activity levels of a 
broad section of the community, offering access to public sessions for people of all 
abilities and backgrounds through intelligent programming, reasonable adjustments 
and specific sessions such as Leeds Let’s Get Active, women’s and disability sport 
sessions.  However, the annual customer survey identifies access is an issue for 
some groups.

This is supported by local knowledge, customer suggestions and complaints 
regarding sessions and facilities.  This also shows that participation of girls/young 
women in sport reduces significantly as they hit puberty/become teenagers.  
Nationally this has resulted in the This Girl Can campaign

The sport service had developed strong partnerships with Adult Social Care and 
currently hosts learning disability bases in 10 leisure centres and plans to expand on 
this where possible. ASC are keen to develop further bases for older people and are 
working with sport to identify possible locations.

A partnership with ASC led to the development of Holt Park Active, which provides 
activity for people with learning disabilities, older people and people with physical 
disabilities. ASC provide specialist services and support people to attend the 
mainstream activities in the centre. The provision of this wellbeing type of centre is 
now central to the Vision for Leisure Centres.

To ensure the community are aware of sessions, facilities and opportunities available 
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to them a wide range of media including website, twitter, facebook, leaflets, posters, 
newsletters, one to one sessions, meetings and links with external organisations are 
used to ensure  people receive information in a format that is relevant to themselves

We continue to ensure a fair pricing policy that allows people to use our facilities and 
attend our activities at appropriate pricing levels. Examples include: Breeze Card, 
LeedsCard, LeedsCard extra, Bodyline Card, free access to carers, foster children 
scheme, Leeds Let’s Get Active, junior prices and reduced entry at off peak times.
Partnerships.  We will continue to review pricing and adapt it where appropriate.

Key Actions: Access audit on each facility prior to development as part of the Vision 
for leisure centres.

Review pricing policy annually

Develop partnerships with other organisations to increase opportunities to access 
facilities and programmes.

Implement staff training in equality, disability awareness and adapting activities.

Identify barriers to female participation through work with Leeds Trinity University

Key Indicators:  Number of access issues identified and addressed

One wellbeing centre developed as part of the Vision for Leisure Centres

Delivery of a comprehensive disability sport programme

% staff trained in equality, disability awareness and adapting activities

Barriers to female participation and measures required to address them are identified

---------------------------------------

Promoting an Inclusive Environment

Improvement Priority –  Planning design and access

Equality focus  - the production and adoption of  a Supplementary Planning 
Document on Inclusive Design and Access  

What difference do we want to make- an inclusive physical environment for all

Equality analysis – why this is an equality improvement priority

An inclusive physical environment delivers benefits to disabled people, older people, 
parents, and children and young people 

National Planning Policy Guidance states: “Planning should promote access and 
inclusion. An inclusive environment is one that can be accessed and used by 
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everyone. It recognises and accommodates differences in the way people use the 
built environment.

“Good design can help to create buildings and places that are for everyone. Planning 
can help break down unnecessary physical barriers and exclusions caused by the 
poor design of buildings and places. Inclusive design acknowledges diversity and 
difference and is more likely to be achieved when it is considered at every stage of 
the development process, from inception to completion. Too often the needs of 
users, including disabled people, older people and families with small children, are 
considered too late in the day.

Inclusive design should not only be specific to the building, but also include the 
setting of the building in the wider built environment, for example, the location of the 
building on the plot; the gradient of the plot; the relationship of adjoining buildings; 
and the transport infrastructure.

The planning process is an ideal opportunity to ensure that LCC plays its part in 
delivering an inclusive environment, working towards the aim of Leeds creating an 
environment which:

 provides built, future proofed solutions, which enable independent access and 
which work with minimal (if any) management/ human intervention;

 goes beyond minimum design standards to ensure the highest standards in 
terms of inclusive design are met, to create environments that work for a wide 
range of people, avoiding disabling barriers and which provide an intuitive and 
enjoyable environment to use for current and future users.


Additional documents: The National Planning Policy Framework and Guidance 

Key Actions: Carry out external consultation and involvement of LCC’s Access and 
Use-ability Group and/or LCC’s Equality Hubs in the design of the guidance

Key Indicator: Produce and adopt the guidance on inclusive design and access

--------------------------------------

Improvement Priority – Clean and Clear Pavements

Equality focus – To improve the accessibility of pavements by tackling physical 
obstructions and seasonal hazards

What difference do we want to make – Easier access to pavements particularly for 
elderly or disabled people

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
The Locality teams are focused on improving their local neighbourhoods for the 
benefit of their communities.  Tackling these issues will assist blind and partially 
sighted people, the elderly and those with physical disabilities to access their local 
neighbourhoods independently.
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The areas of work identified account for a significant number of service requests 
from the public each year and prioritising them will improve the general 
neighbourhood for all.

Key Actions: Take action against residents/businesses who are causing access 
problems on public pathways through such issues as overgrown vegetation (eg. 
hedges), wheelie bins left out well after/before collection day and illegal/unauthorised 
advertising (eg.  A-boards). 

The autumn/early winter programme of leaf clearance will focus on those 
paths/streets where leaf fall is known to cause the most problems. Requests for 
additional sweeping to remove leaves in this period will be responded to as a 
priority.

Provide support to gritting and snow clearance around sheltered housing complexes 
and other known vulnerable housing locations.

Key Indicator: Reduction in service requests in relation to access to pavements

----------------------------------------

Improvement Priority – The city centre

Equality focus – Making Leeds City Centre more accessible and user friendly 

What difference do we want to make- improve provision of information so 
everyone can find their way around the city centre

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
For people to be fully involved in everyday life in Leeds and to access services they 
need to be able to find their way around the city centre.  Feedback tells us:

 Pedestrians with mobility impairments generally prefer to know the average 
length of time it takes to walk to a destination

 Pedestrians with limited knowledge of written English or with visual 
impairments need information in a different format eg supported with 
universally understood symbols and large, uncluttered maps without clashing 
logos styles.  Pictograms (illustrated buildings) are highlighted as destinations 
but also act as landmarks for users to locate themselves by

 Paper based information is important for pedestrians without access to digital 
technology such as international visitors, or those lacking in digital skills

Key Actions:  Continue to keep the paper, downloadable and digital maps up to 
date.

Seek external funding to update Walk it master map and extend on street mapping in 
the city centre, including the South Bank.

Provide information in a range of ways so they are accessible to all.
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Key indicators:  Total take up of paper maps at the Visitor Information Centre and 
other outlets.

Up to date downloadable maps available online including through our on-line partner 
Walkit.com/Leeds

Support secured from the Business Improvement District company, retailers and 
other businesses through paper map sponsorship, funding contributions and other 
measures.

Feedback from access groups.

------------------------------------

Improvement Priority –  Simplified street space in the city and district centres 

Equality focus – Develop an approach to the city centre and district centres around 
simplified street space  

What difference do we want to make- ensure simplified street space is safe and is 
recognised as safe for all

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority
A case by case approach will help to allay any fears about the appropriateness of 
shared (now referred to as simplified) spaces in certain circumstances. The following 
have and will continue to be taken into account:

 Local data relating to accidents and use of street space
 National guidance on the design of streets and street space
 Feedback from consultation and engagement activities

Key Action:  To implement simplified street space in a way that allays concerns of 
disabled people

Key Indicator:  Number of accidents and claims against the Council in general, and 
particularly for children and older people, disabled people (especially visually and 
impaired people) and cyclists.

---------------------------------------------------

Improvement Priority – Parking facilities 

Equality focus – Ensure proper use of disabled parking facilities in Leeds

What difference do we want to make- increase disabled peoples access to a wide 
range of shops and facilities

Equality analysis – why this is an equality priority  Access to parking has a 
significant effect on the ability of disabled people to participate in everyday life.  We 
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are committed to taking steps to make sure that disabled parking facilities are 
available for disabled people

Between September 2013 and June 2015 the council has successfully prosecuted 
274 individuals due to their misuse of blue badges and disabled parking facilities 
within the City.  In addition over recent years there have been regular articles in the 
national press about the misuse of disabled parking facilities.  

We take action through penalty charge notices and we have without a genuine need.  
The aim has been to promote the message that this is not acceptable and will not be 
tolerated in Leeds.

Key Actions:  Take action against people who have used disabled parking  facilities 
illegally

Publicise cases where people have been abusing disabled parking facilities

Key Indicators: Number of successful prosecutions of misuse of disabled parking 
facilities

----------------------------------

Improving Access to Language Provision

Improvement Priority –  Customer experience 

Equality focus – improve the customer experience for deaf people and those with 
English as a second language 

What difference do we want to make- increase access to services for sign 
language users and those with English as a second language

Equality analysis – why this is an equality priority - Conversations with the Leeds 
Deaf Forum led to Customer Services looking at the experiences of deaf customers. 
This showed that sign language users have to wait 2 weeks for an interpreter, and 
this is considered unacceptable.  For the majority of enquiries the resident couldn’t 
wait this length of time and the Deaf Forum asked the Council to lead the way and 
look at how it could deal with request from deaf customers differently.  

The deaf forum were involved in deciding what the best solution was. Analysis 
showed that the majority of sign language users attend the Compton Centre, City 
Centre, Reginald Centre and Armley facilities.  The BSL video interpreter service is 
therefore being used in these areas. There are plans to provide the service at 
Dewsbury Road One Stop Centre too so that the facility is available in all parts of the 
City. The service means that a deaf resident can access services there and then just 
as a hearing customer can.

The one stop centres have recognised that there are higher numbers of people 
wanting to access their services who have very limited English.  This prevents them 
from accessing benefits and other services, without the use of an interpreter.  To 
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make the services more accessible work is taking place to increase information in 
relation to both accessing interpreters and also accessing English language classes. 
By using the Learn English Website anyone can look and see up to date information 
on where ESOL classes are available.  The web page can be translated into the 
residents’ language so they can access where the classes are available.

Kay Actions - Use of the new BSL video interpreter service
- to promote the availability of the service at Compton Centre and City Centre
- to extend the service to Reginald Centre and Armley
- to see if residents from other parts of the city travel to these centre for BSL 

and if so to extend the service to other centres
Key Actions - Promote the Learn English website

- to people coming into Council One Stop Centres and Libraries
- on the website
- to customers using interpretation services

Key Indicators Increase the number of residents who use the BSL service
                    Reduce the Councils spend on interpreting services

                         Number of free hours of rooms and facilities for ESOL classes            
provided

-----------------------------

Improvement Priority – Recycling rates and quality of recycling

Equality focus – Improve recycling rates and quality of recycling from residents new 
to Leeds and/or where English may not be the primary language.

What difference do we want to make – We are looking to ensure that our 
communication approach and activities recognise the barriers faced by residents 
new to Leeds and/or  where English may not be the primary language. 

Our aim is to simplify our waste and recycling message, using pictorial symbols on 
literature, supported by other communications activities such that residents better 
understand and so are able to comply the waste and recycling systems provided in 
Leeds. 

Equality analysis – why this is important as an equality priority

We want to improve the natural environment by dealing effectively with the city’s 
waste.  By encouraging residents to participate correctly with waste and recycling will 
improve the local environment as there will be reduced instances of overflowing and/ 
or contaminated recycling bins left on the street. This, in turn, looks to improve 
resident pride in their local area and as such make areas more pleasant to live and 
feel safer.

An improved environment has an impact on health and wellbeing, which is also one 
of our priorities.  

The census data will help identify potential barriers to recycling such as language 
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issues. It will also help inform how to tailor our approach in specific areas. 

We have already developed a pictorial leaflet to help people understand our service 
where English may not be their first language. This information needs to be tested in 
various localities such that the improvement priority is successfully delivered.

Key Actions:  Use targeted intelligence based communications and other targeted 
action to support residents to improve recycling.

Implement suitable service where alternative weekly collection service is not suitable

Key Indicator;  Increase recycling tonnage in targeted areas.

---------------------------------------

Valuing New Communities

Improvement Priority –  Supporting communities working together

Equality focus – Understand the context and impact of migration on Leeds

What difference do we want to make- to ensure differences are valued, and 
support communities to be cohesive

Equality analysis – why this is an equality priority

We aim to be a welcoming city.  Many of Leeds’ communities are made up of people 
from different backgrounds, beliefs and cultures.  People live and work together and 
where differences are not fully understood or valued then tensions can occur.  It is 
important that we support communities to work together, strengthen community 
cohesion and help break down barriers.

Leeds is one of the fastest growing cities in the UK, and currently home to over 140 
ethnic groups – making Leeds’ black and minority ethnic population the most diverse 
outside of London. This means that we have a wide diversity of people from different 
countries of origin, as well as from different regions and backgrounds within those 
countries.

Data from the 2011 Census on country of birth, together with new questions on
age and year of arrival for those born overseas, provides a reliable indication of
internationally migrant communities of Leeds.  It shows that between 2001 and 2011, the 
number of Leeds residents born outside of the UK almost doubled from 47,636 in 2001 to 
86,144 in 2011, alone currently making up just over 11% of the Leeds population. Of those, 
more than two-thirds were born outside of the EU, and just over half arrived at some point in 
the last 10 years.

Asia is dominant among ten world regions of birth, followed by the EU. In contrast,
the EU is the most common passport type; the difference is likely to reflect the fact
that many Asian-born residents also have British citizenship. In Leeds, Pakistan
is the most common country of birth for non-UK born residents and accounts for
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1.2% of the whole population with India also at a similar level.

In terms of actual numbers, Poland showed the largest increase for those born
outside the UK (2001-2011), from 830 (0.1% of the population) in 2001 to 7,139
(0.9%) in 2011 (an increase of 6,309) - this was followed by India and Pakistan a
joint increase of almost 6,000.

Whilst there is some understanding of the changing nature of the communities a 
clearer picture of the different and emerging communities will enable consideration of 
the services needed, how there are provided and what further work needs to take 
place in order to support strong local communities. 

Key Actions  Develop understanding of new and emerging communities in each 
locality

Establish needs of new communities and how the council can best support/influence 
delivery of appropriate services

Consider and adopt appropriate models to strengthen communities working together

Develop approach to recognising and valuing differences

Key Indicators  are not currently in place and consideration will be given to how to 
understand success in this area
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Appendix 1

Summary of Our Equality Improvement Priorities 2016-2020

This list shows all our 2016-20 equality priorities.  

Strong Economy

Achieving potential
 The gaps in learning outcomes 
 Integrate employment support with mental health support and set equality 

targets for BME apprenticeships
 Ensuring digital inclusion to provide greater access to jobs, skills and learning 

to reduce poverty
 Helping people out of financial hardship; tackling the financial challenges of 

poverty, deprivation and inequality

Improving representation
 To develop a skilled and diverse workforce in the council
 Include equality representation on relevant major project and partnership 

boards 

Compassionate City

Living Safely and Well
 Domestic violence
 Increase awareness and understanding of hate crime and reduce the 

occurrence and impact of hate crime
 Child sexual exploitation
 Identify and remove organisational barriers for people to access services 

through health and social care teams
 Perinatal education programme targeting families with additional needs
 Work to improve properties and assist tenants living in fuel poverty over the 

next 4 years

Living at home
 Support and accommodation needs for older people remaining in their own 

home
 To reduce homelessness for 16-24 year olds, such as care leavers, young 

offenders and young people whose relationship with family has broken down.  
In addition to reduce homelessness from existing young tenants who find it 
difficult to maintain successful council tenancies

Enjoying Culture and Sport
 Working to ensure equality groups are fully involved in the European Capital 

of Culture bid development and engagement, and that all aspects of our 
activities are as fully accessible as our resources allow, including access to 
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buildings, collections, events, exhibitions, learning and to our staff and 
volunteers as well as visitors

 Ensure equal access for all, something for everyone (young and old), provide 
facilities for disabled people (including play) and reflect 
cultural/ethnic/religious background of visitors in parks

 Improve access to sports and leisure facilities for women and disabled people

Promoting an inclusive Environment
 The production and adoption of a Supplementary Planning Document on 

Inclusive Design and Access
 To improve the accessibility of pavements by tackling physical obstructions 

and seasonal hazards
 Making Leeds City Centre more accessible and user friendly
 Develop an approach to the city centre and district centres around simplified 

street space
 Ensure proper use of disabled parking facilities in Leeds

Improving Language Access
 Improve the customer experience for BSL users and customers with English 

as a second language
 Improve recycling rates and quality of recycling from residents new to Leeds 

and/or where English may not be the primary language

Valuing New Communities 
 Understand the context and impact of migration on Leeds
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For enquiries about this paper please contact the Equality Team:

By email: equalityteam@leeds.gov.uk

By telephone: 0113 2474190

By text: 07891 270162

Website: www.leeds.gov.uk/equality 

By post:
Equality Team
Ground Floor,
Civic Hall
Calverley Street
Leeds 
LS1 1UR

This publication can also be made available in alternative formats on request.

If you do not speak English and need help in understanding this document, please 
telephone the number below and state the name of your language.  We will then put 
you on hold while we contact an interpreter.  The number is 0113 247 4190. 

Arabic:

Bengali:

Cantonese:

Hindi:

Punjabi:

Kurdish:
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Tigrinya:

Urdu:

Czech:

Jestliže nemluvíte anglicky a potřebujete, aby vám někdo pomohl vysvětlit tento 
dokument, prosím zavolejte na níže uvedené číslo a uveďte svůj jazyk. Potom vás 
požádáme, abyste nepokládal(-a) telefon a mezitím zkontaktujeme tlumočníka.

French:

Si vous ne parlez pas anglais et que vous avez besoin d'aide pour comprendre ce 
document, veuillez téléphoner au numéro ci-dessous et indiquez  votre langue. Nous 
vous demanderons d'attendre pendant que nous contactons un(e) interprètre.

Polish:

Jeżeli nie mówią Państwo po angielsku i potrzebują pomocy w zrozumieniu tego 
dokumentu, prosimy zadzwonić pod poniższy numer telefonu. Po podaniu nazwy 
swojego ojczystego języka prosimy poczekać – w tym czasie będziemy kontaktować 
się z tłumaczem.

Slovak:
Ak nehovoríte anglicky a potrebujete, aby vám niekto pomohol vysvetliť tento 
dokument, prosím zavolajte na nižšie uvedené číslo a uveďte svoj jazyk. Potom vás 
požiadame, aby ste nepokladali telefón a medzitým skontaktujeme tlmočníka.
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Leeds City Council – our ongoing improvement journey

Self-assessment 

Equality framework for local 
government      
November 2015

Equality framework for local 
government      
November 2015

Equality framework for local 
government      
November 2015

Equality framework for local government      
November 2015
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Leeds City Council – Equality Framework Self-assessment 2014/2015

Excellent
Making a difference        

Knowing your 
communities
3.1 A comprehensive set of 
information about local 
communities/protected 
characteristics needs and 
outcomes is regularly 
updated and published and 
used to identify priorities for 
the local area. 

Leeds Observatory
 http://observatory.leeds.gov.uk/ 

Strategic Needs Assessments (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Staff story of how JSNA will make a difference    (SaE001)
- Joint Strategic Needs Assessment 2015 (draft)    (NE001)

State of the City (narrative pg5)
Evidence:

- State of the City 2012   (NE002) 
- State of the City 2013/14 – emerging key issues   (NE003)

Data mill (see narrative)

Equality monitoring (see narrative)
Corporate approach to equality monitoring: services; functions; employment set out in guidance
Evidence: 

- Equality monitoring guidance   (SaE002)
- Story – allotments equality monitoring   (SD001)

Customer Services – complaints process 
Complaints process is in place that  includes equality analysis of the nature of complaint

Case conferences are arranged, as appropriate to ensure equality is considered appropriately
Evidence:

- Complaints Case Conferences CSB January 2013   (SaE003)
- Equality complaints CSB report July 2010   (SaE004)
- Equality complaints process flowchart   (SaE005)

Migration Yorkshire (see narrative)
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Evidence:
- Leeds, Local Migration Profile – summary   (NE009)
- Introduction to Integration up North   (NE010)
- Email message of IUN evaluation   (NE011)
- Flyer and agenda for Integration up North session   (NE012 and NE013)
- Roma matrix screen shot   (NE0014)
- Roma matrix update   (NE0015)
-  Migration Yorkshire – information pack   (SaE006)
- TOR Strategic Migration Group   (SaE007)
- TOR Sub Regional Strategic Migration Group   (SaE008)
- Evaluation of IUN session   (SaE009)
- Email screen catch for training numbers   (SaE010)
- Report – what has happened to our volunteers (volunteers for the Integration up North project)   

(SaE011)

Adult Social Care presently have operational and financial data bases (SIEBEL and ESCR) that collect basic 
demographic data as well as specific data in relation to need, for example, analysis indicates that Muslim 
communities are under-represented in accessing residential care. However, these communities are more 
willing and likely to use personalisation or homecare services to meet their needs.  Client Information System 
(CIS) and the Care Act will require ASC to collect data on new groups such as carers and self-funders. Data 
used to identify need is not published but aggregated data is published as appropriate
Evidence:

- Access and Care Team level report   (SaE012)

Customer services – data collection
Customer service uses Siebel to collect data intelligence of customers, queries, and location. This intelligence 
is analysed to identify trends and issues which are used to improve service provision across the organisation.  
Equality monitoring data is not collected through all contact with the contact centre, rather Customer Service 
undertake targeted equality monitoring collection in complaints process

For example: one query by one customer in one area about bins would indicate an individual query, however a 
number of queries about the same issue in the same area could indicate a problem. In the example of bin, 
Customer Service noticed that they were receiving a number of calls in one area of the city, where people were 
complaining of damaged bins. Each call was responded to individually and the customer sign posted to the 
appropriate service. In addition, as the trend was identified this was escalated to the appropriate team with a 
view to improving the wider customer experience not just individual experiences
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Academy – data collection system for benefits that is analysed and used to identify trends,  for example 
caseload has become complex 
Evidence:

- Housing benefit and council tax benefit caseload by ethnicity   (SaE013)
- Pensioner or working age caseload   (SaE014)

Community Insight is being used to inform service provision – see responsive services 3.15-3.18 for 
examples 

Services link to other intelligence for example: Community Safety link into police intelligence for information 
about domestic violence

Locality information 
There is locality working to improve the council’s responsiveness to local communities and to develop 
partnership working within localities to deliver better outcomes for local people. Locality Teams use national, 
regional and city wide data and information to set local priorities, for examples census, observatory and data 
mill. A number of different ways are used to gain a local perspective such as: Community Committee 
workshops; Neighbourhood improvement boards, local neighbourhood plans and requests for data at a more 
local level that is held by local services and partners. 

Evidence:
- Stories – locality case studies   (SD001)
- Area Committee annual report 2013-2014   (SaE015)

Hate Incident Reporting 
Approach to hate crime reporting, reduction and prevention is in place
Evidence: 

- Hate Crime Strategy   (SaE016)
- Article about the Hate Crime Charter   (SaE017)
- Screen catch of Stop Hate UK blog   (SaE018)
- Stop Hate UK blog 2015   (SaE019)

Amplify Leeds
A relatively recent partnership between the council, the Young Foundation and Joseph Rowntree Foundation 
with a view to helping transform the city by changing our relationship with the citizens of Leeds and how we 
design and deliver services.
Evidence:
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- Email text to share ideas of the initiative and gain interest from others   (SaE020)
- Summary of the Amplify Leeds programme   (SaE021)

3.2 Up to date and 
comprehensive equality 
data is used regularly to 
plan and assess impacts of 
decisions. Performance is 
monitored against equality 
objectives and outcomes
Including commissioned 
services, and with key 
health partners and other 
stakeholders. 
 

Strategic approach to considering equality (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Equality and Diversity Policy   (SaE022)
- Equality impact assessment guidance   (SaE023)
- Organisational change equality impact assessment guidance   (SaE024)
- Equality monitoring guidance (as at 3.1)
- Equality Improvement Priorities 2011-2015 (NE006)
- Equality annual update 2012/13   (SaE025)
- Equality annual update 2013/14  (NE063) 

(2014/15 annual update report will be available September 2015)

Performance framework (see narrative) 
Evidence:

- Best Council Plan 2015-2020   (NE004)
- Best Council Plan 2015-2020 summary   (NE005)
- BCP equality impact assessment screening   (NE007)
- BCP score card for CLT   (NE008) 
- Leeds 2030 Vision for Leeds 2011 – 2030   (NE030)
- Methodology for equality and consultation indicators   (NE031)
- BCP 2013-17 updated final   (SaE026)
- BCP implementation report CLT   (SaE027)
- Executive Board BCP report 190613   (SaE028)
- Executive Board BCP 250614   (SaE029)
- Executive Board minutes 190613   (SaE030)
- Executive Board minutes 250614   (SaE031)
- Full Council BCP report 010713   (SaE032)
- Full council minutes 010713   (SaE033)
- Annual performance report 2014-2015 for the Best Council Plan – available late July 2015
- Performance Management Framework diagram  - due later 2015 

Research (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Places of Worship story   (SD001)
- Places of Worship conference announcement   (SaE034)
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- Public Health and Places of Worship interim report 2014   (SaE035)
- Places of Worship practice data   (SaE036)

3.3 Partners are able to 
identify changes in 
community profiles, needs 
and outcomes and adjust 
equality priorities 
accordingly 

Partners are able to access Leeds Observatory – see 3.1

Range of partnerships (see narrative)
Public Health consultants have:

- given presentations on JSNA data especially area profiles to the Area Committees (now Community 
Committees)

- as members of CCG boards, share information about community health needs

Information sharing policy and practice (see narrative)
Partners encouraged to use the range of characteristics for equality monitoring the council uses to help assess 
need
Evidence:

- Equality monitoring guidance – see 3.1

Sharing information….not just about what the council shares with other but also what others share with the 
council. For example: Migrant Third Sector organisations sharing information about people using their services 
to help inform JSNA

Evidence: 
- Information Sharing Policy   (NE016)
- Email request for community insight   (NE017)
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3.4 The organisation is able 
to show how they have 
made sure that even when 
making difficult decisions 
they continue to have 
clearly articulated and 
meaningful commitment to 
equality. 
Leaders have gained a 
reputation within the 
community and with all of 
its partners for 
championing equality, 
balancing competing 
interests and fostering 
good relations. 

Strategic approach to considering equality – in place and referenced at 3.2

Due regard to equality on key decisions, for example:
- In developing the West Yorkshire Combined Authority 
- Budget proposals each year and this year includes proposals for fees

Evidence: 
- Budget proposal 2015 report   (SaE037)
- Budget equality impact assessment   (SaE038)
- Budget consultation report   (SaE039)

Equality Improvement Priorities (see narrative)
Evidence for these referenced at 3.2

Leadership commitment (see narrative)
- blog by Tom Riordan, Chief Executive   (NE018)
- memorial symposium – David Oluwale by Councillor Wakefield   (NE026)

Key decision making
Structures in place to assist elected members to make decisions and to facilitate citizens to influence these. 
This includes Community Committees
Evidence:

- Council, Committees and Boards briefing paper   (SaE040)

Member Champions (see narrative)
Evidence: 

- Member Champions storyboard   (SD001)
- Terms of reference Member Champions working group   (NE019)
- Agenda 24 March 2015   (SaE041)
- Notes of Member Champions working group – December 2014   (SaE042)

Member Development (see narrative) 
Evidence:
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- Equality briefing for new members following 2014 elections   (NE021)
- Introduction to Member Development   (NE022)

Governance arrangements in place:
- Corporate Leadership Team
- Executive Board - members
- Senior Leadership Teams across directorates
- Scrutiny - members
- Equality Board – chaired by Ass. Chief Executive (Citizens and Communities)
- Communities Board – chaired by Councillor Gruen)
- Health and Well Being Board – chaired by Councillor Mulherin

Evidence:
- Terms of Reference for Equality Board   (SaE043)
- Communities Strategic Partnership Board Terms of Reference   (SaE044)
- Equality Governance report for CLT   (SaE045)

Breakthrough projects (see narrative)
Evidence:

- List the Breakthrough projects   (SaE046)

Consultation (VAL3) and equality (VAL4) performance indicators (see narrative)
Evidence: 

- requirements for decision reports meeting VAL3 and VAL4  (NE031)
- score for 2014/15   (NE032)
- report setting out future proposal agreed at Equality Board in May 2015   (NE033)

Making difficult decisions (see narrative)
Better lives for older people future options for long term residential and day care services – storyboard   
(SD001) 

- Equality impact assessment   (SaE047)
- Scrutiny report   (SaE048)

An example of commitment to equality demonstrated by Ian Cameron, Director of Public Health through 
workshop focussing on equality and diversity, for all public health staff (including those within administration)
Evidence: workshop presentation   (SaE049)
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3.5 The organisation can 
demonstrate success in 
working with partners in the 
public, private, community 
and voluntary sectors to 
address equality priorities, 
which are reviewed on a 
regular basis. 
Decision makers in the 
organisation are active in 
driving the equality agenda 
forward. 

Community Committees
The new Community Committees are an essential part of our local democracy. There are ten Community 
Committees covering the whole of the Leeds district. They work with local resident, the Third sector and 
businesses to ensure the services delivered by the council are delivered in a targeted way and to a high 
standard.
Evidence:

- Area Committee’s Annual report 2013/2014 – see 3.1

Community Committee Champions (see narrative)
Evidence: 

- background information   (NE023)
- evaluation 2015   (NE024)
- implementation of Community Committee Champion evaluation recommendations (NE025)

Citizens@Leeds (see narrative)
Evidence: 

- Citizens @Leeds – priorities for 2015/16   (SaE050)

Performance framework in place at all levels of the organisation – see 3.2

Poverty and inequalities is reflected within council strategic priorities, for example, within the Best Council 
Business Plan and as a strap-line for the Joint Health and Well Being Strategy ‘improving the health of the 
poorest fastest’ 
Evidence:

- Best Council Plan see 3.2
- Supporting communities and tackling poverty report   (NE080)
- Health and Wellbeing Strategy   (SaE051)

Council ambition and core values in place:
Our Ambition “To be the best city council in the UK” 
Evidence: Welcome pack   (SaE052)
Partnerships (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Terms of Reference for Leeds Migration Partnership   (NE034)
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- action plan for Leeds Migration Partnership   (NE035)
- Preventing destitution roundtable discussion – poster and action plan   (NE037 and NE039) 
- Message of support from Councillor Wakefield to End Asylum Destitution   (NE038)
- Migration update for CLT   (SaE053)
- LMP update for Cross Council Migration Meeting   (SaE054)
- minutes for LMP   (SaE055)
- minutes for  CCMM   (SaE056)
- Action Against Asylum Homelessness conference agenda   (SaE057)

Leeds City Wide Equality Network (see narrative)– sharing information, ideas and notable practice across 
public sector organisations
Evidence: Terms of Reference   (NE036)

Leeds Third Sector Partnership is an established part of the city leadership and partnership arrangements. 
- Public sector and third sector partners come together around the shared commitment to maintain and 

develop a thriving third sector. There is recognition that the sector has a key role to play in delivering the 
City ambitions. The Partners aim to build coherence and added value as they share information, provide 
comment, challenge and where appropriate steer on the policies, strategies, investments and actions 
that impact on the third sector.  

- Leeds Third Sector Partnership (TSP) held its inaugural meeting in March 2011. It meets 6 times in each 
year and is chaired by a Councillor who is designated as the Council’s third sector Member Lead. An 
Executive Board elected member maintains oversight and acts as the Strategic Member Lead. The 
Assistant Chief Executive attends in his role as the council’s Officer Lead and Champion. 

- Third Sector Leeds (the sector strategic federation) send 5 or 6 advocates reflecting key third sector 
areas of activity and interest, including small groups and minority communities.  In addition to the 
Council, NHS, Universities and Police colleagues attend from the public sector. 

Evidence:
- Approved Compact for Leeds   (NE040)
- Leeds Third Sector Ambition Statement   (NE041)
- Background and agenda   (NE042)
- Third Sector event – Facilitators brief   (SaE058)
- Third Sector event – Roundtable discussion themes   (SaE059)
- Lead and facilitators   (SaE060)
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- Third Sector Leeds Assembly 2 March 2015 initial findings   (SaE061)
- Third Sector Budget presentation   (SaE062)
- Sharing information about grants email   (SaE063)
- Leeds refugee Forum workshop flyer   (SaE064)

Poverty Truth Challenge (see narrative) 

Challenge events (see narrative)
Evidence:

- LGBT challenge event outline   (SaE065)
- Older people’s challenge event summary   (SaE066)
- Leeds Challenge event 2013 – feedback   (SaE067)

Tenant empowerment story 
Three examples of Housing services projects to support and empower tenants where they have identified 
issues they wish to deal with
Evidence:

- Tenant empowerment story   (SD001)
- Football coaching email   (SaE068)
- Football coaching project on the terminus Halton Moor   (SaE069)
- Halton Moor youth distraction   (SaE070)
- Group photograph with the Police Commissioner   (SaE071)
- Pilot project to provide free Wi-Fi to residents living in LCC tower blocks   (SaE072)
- Photograph of Vintage Digital Tea Party   (SaE073)
- Video and facebook post of parenting programme   (SaE074)

3.6 The organisation can 
demonstrate a clear link 
between meeting their 
equality objectives and 
positive outcomes for its 
communities. 

 Child Friendly City (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Story: Mayor for the day   (SD001)
- Child Friendly City narrative   (SaE075)
- Poster: 12 wishes for a Child Friendly Leeds   (SaE076)
- Leeds Children’s Mayor for the Day winner   (SaE077)    
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Takeover Day (see narrative).
Evidence:

- Student takeover day story   (SD001)
- News article   (SaE078)
- Takeover day 2014 feedback   (SaE079)
- Recruiting children and young people for your takeover activity – application form   (SaE080)

LGBT Friendly City (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Making Leeds an LGBT Friendly City update report May 2015   (NE043)
- Executive Board report October 2012   (SaE081)
- Story: Transtastic and Out 2 18  (SD001)
- Transtastic and Out 2 18 personal testimonies   (SaE082)
- Example of a completed needs assessment   (SaE083)
- Poster: Transtastic   (SaE084)
- Poster: Out 2 18   (SaE085)

Leeds Carers Charter(see narrative)  
Evidence:

- Charter   (NE044)
- Carers Strategy   (NE045)

Every Disabled Child Matters Charter (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Charter   (NE046)
- Action plan   (NE047)
- Every Disabled Child Matters story   (SD001)
- Report to Complex Needs Partnership Board    (SaE086)
- Report appendix 1 – first draft responses to EDCM charter commitments   (SaE087)
- Report appendix 2 – contextual information to support Leeds response to the LA EDCM charter   

(SaE088)
- Leeds SEND strategy (draft)   (SaE089)
- Access and Inclusion Policy   (SaE090)
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Tackling Financial Hardship (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Discretionary Housing Payment report   (SaE091)

Family First Programme
Evidence:

- One minute guide   (NE049)
- Families First – performance update and highlights   (NE050)
- Case study on health for all   (NE051)
- Domestic violence story   (SD001)
- Understanding troubled families   (SaE092)
- DCLG transformation bid   (SaE093)

Back to Front 
Evidence: Back to Front story   (SD001)

3.7 The organisation uses 
the scrutiny process as a 
driver for change. 
The organisation 
benchmarks its 
achievements against 
comparable others and 
shares its experience in 
developing good practice. 

Core Cities…networks (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Email exchange re: equality improvement priorities   (NE052) 

Scrutiny of the equality impact assessment process
Evidence:

- Scrutiny story   (SD001)
- Scrutiny final report   (NE053)

Children’s services Ofsted report 2015 (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Full report   (NE054)
- Press article   (NE055)

Customer Service Excellence (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Assessment Report Customer Service excellence   (NE056 and NE083)
- Customer Service Excellence feedback – email message   (NE084)
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Attitudes is everything (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Classical Fantasia submission   (NE057 and NE058)

Public Health share good practice at a local, regional and national level through:
- speaking at conferences
- attending/ hosting events

Evidence: Public Health Newsletter   (SaE094)

Covenant between Religion or Belief organisations and Leeds City Council (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Final covenant for engagement Leeds   (NE061)
- Executive Board report re: covenant   (NE062)
- Religion or Belief Covenant story   (SD001)
- Report: taking Religion or Belief seriously: the challenge for LCC   (SaE095)

Housing Leeds
Previously Leeds council houses were managed by three Arm’s Length Management Organisations (ALMOs). 
Each ALMO was assessed by the Social Housing Equality Framework (SHEF) in 2012 and each was 
accredited with “Excellence”.  Action plans were completed by the ALMOs to address the improvements 
identified by the SHEF. The ALMOs were brought back into the council as of October 2013 and renamed 
Housing Leeds.  The ALMOs’ SHEFs have been used as a good benchmark for Housing Leeds, it has allowed 
for us to identify good practice as well as ways to develop and help embed equality and diversity internally and 
externally. Working closely with LCC corporate Communities team has enabled Housing Leeds to develop 
good working relationships and forge links with other partners (e.g. staff groups, Universities) and contribute to 
the city’s equality priorities.

Evidence:
- Housing Leeds equality and diversity on a page   (SaE096)
- Housing Leeds equality and diversity action plan   (SaE097)
- AVH Everyday equality action plan for Aspire   (SaE098)
- AVH SHEF excellent level report   (SaE099)
- ENE Homes SHEF report   (SaE100)
- WNW Homes SHEF report   (SaE101)
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- WNW Homes 2012-13 report   (SaE102)
- WNW Homes SHEF action plan   (SaE103)

Commission on Religion or Belief in British Public Life: community, diversity and the common good
Leeds features as one of five locally arranged hearings – others being: Belfast; Cardiff; Glasgow and Leicester. 
The final report will be published late spring/summer
Evidence:

- Commission information statement    (SaE104)
- Programme for local hearings    (SaE105)
- Religion in Leeds brief   (SaE106)
- Commission on Religion or Belief in British Public Life – consultation   (SaE107)

3.8 Through effective and 
consistent communications 
the organisation has gained 
a reputation within the 
community and with all 
partners for championing 
and improving equality 
outcomes, balancing 
competing interests and 
fostering good relations. 

Annual reporting
- Equality and Diversity Annual update   (NE063)
- State of the City Report – see 3.2
- Best Council Plan update – see 3.2 

Communications
Story ‘I have a better life….because of a blog’   (SD001)

See 3.15 for further information about the website and accessibility

Leeds Local Account (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Local Account 2014 to 2015  (NE064)
- Learning Disability Community Support newsletter and video version   (SaE108) 

http://www.leeds.gov.uk/residents/Pages/LDCSS-newsletters.aspx

The Director of Public Health annual report (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Director of Public Health’s report: Protecting Health in Leeds 2013   (NE065)
- 2014/5 report available October 2015

International days
Evidence:
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- International Day of Older people celebration week evaluation 2014   (NE066)
- International Day of Disabled People – story    (SD001)
- International Day of Disabled People storyboard   (SaE109)
- International Day of Older people 2014 – summary of community events   (SaE110)
- Flyers for events at the museum  (SaE111, SaE112 and SaE113)

Rise of social media use in housing – story about how the use of social media has made a difference to 
communicating and interacting with tenants   (SD001)
Evidence:

- Housing Leeds – publicity card   (SaE114)
- Examples of using social media   (SaE115)
- Message re: ‘Likes’   (SaE116)
- Housing day   (SaE117)

Financial Inclusion
Since early in 2003 Leeds has been developing a strategy to tackle financial exclusion in the city and put in 
place mechanisms to assist people and provide an alternative to high interest lenders and loan sharks.  A joint 
campaign with Leeds City Council, voluntary, private and public sector partners that has cross party support.
The council was awarded beacon status under the theme ‘promoting financial inclusion and tackling over 
indebtedness’. Beacon status is granted to those councils that demonstrate a clear vision, excellent services 
and a willingness to innovate within a specific theme. Selected beacon authorities are urged to use their 
expertise to help other authorities improve.  Advice Services – impact and response to change in advice 
provision to refugees and asylum seekers following the review of the Home Office contract in April 2014 – work 
in progress.  The Financial Inclusion partnership has a number of projects they are currently delivering.
Evidence:

- Financial Inclusion Initiatives – partnership  working with LCC and Third sector (NE048)
- Financial Inclusion Steering Group terms of reference   (SaE118)
- Overcoming financial difficulty – guide to service providers across Leeds (SaE119)
- Screen shot – alternatives to pay day lending   (SaE120)
- Leeds City Credit Union   (SaE121)
- Work of the Loan Shark Team in Leeds   (SaE122)
- Capping the cost of credit   (SaE123)
- Get online booklet   (SaE124)
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3.9 The organisation can 
demonstrate that 
commissioned/ procured 
services are helping it 
achieve its equality 
priorities. 

Procurement and Commissioning 
Monitoring provision by supplier and client
The Leeds City Council Equality and Diversity Policy 2011-15 aims include that: our partnership and contract 
arrangements promote equality of opportunity (this policy applies to all contractors and sub-contractors).  The 
Leeds City Council’s procurement policy states that: “6.3.3 We will consider equality and diversity as an integral 
element of each of our categories and procurements, in line with the council’s wider policy on equality and 
diversity.” The Council’s PPPU and Procurement Unit has developed an Equality toolkit and workshop pack 
which is utilised on every procurement and considered when looking at any proposals in relation to procured or 
commissioned services.  Training on this toolkit was delivered to staff within Procurement and PPPU in 
September 2014.  This toolkit ensures that at the following stages Equality and Diversity is incorporated into 
the assessment and selection of partner and supplier organisations:

Pre-tender stages – LCC use the Equality, Diversity and Cohesion Impact Assessment process to assess how 
well it has been incorporated in any decision making.

Tender selection – LCC use the PQQ section on Equal opportunities policies to assess suppliers. If they do 
not pass this section then they do not get shortlisted for the tender stage.

Tender award – As part of the tender evaluation there are questions included in interview or the actual tender 
which ask directly about equality and diversity.

The Council has also strengthened equality and diversity considerations within contracts by including it as part 
of the Contract Management Plan that focuses specifically on the contract specification. 
 
The standard specification used in contracts also has a clause stating that ‘all providers will give due regard 
to equality and diversity’. 

In March 2014 the Procurement Unit/PPPU received additional recognition from Stonewall for our approach 
to equality in procurement and is now included in Stonewall’s good practice handbook:

“Leeds City Council’s policy on equality in procurement clearly states that ‘promoting equality and diversity 
through procurement is important and must be considered as an integral part of the contract’. The council has 
published specific guidance for officers on how to identify equality impacts at the tender scoping stage and how 
to monitor performance on equality and diversity for the duration of a contract.”
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Providers meeting the organisations equality objectives and understanding and articulating a 
commitment to equality 
Leeds City Council considers whether good practice with respect to equality and diversity including council 
practice, local / national standards has been applied and asks suppliers to provide tangible examples of how 
equality and diversity can be addressed in tender documents, specifications and as part of the contract 
management plan.

Example 1  - Green Deal project
An example includes the tender documentation that was submitted as part of the Green Deal Invitation to 
Submit Detailed Solutions (ISDS) stage in early 2014.  Equality requirements were included in the template 
documentation (attached) that was issued during ISDS, and bidders were invited to mark-up the contracts. The 
final version of the contract, which has this incorporated as a schedule along with the signed deed hence 
obligating the provider to legally abide by the equality requirements.

Example 2 – Drug and Alcohol service

Example 3 – Little London, Beeston Hill and Holbeck Housing PFI project
During the construction stage of the Housing PFI scheme it has been essential for the Contractor and the 
internal Council service to communicate effectively with the tenants effected. Communications with tenants 
have included; tenant newsletter, PLG (Project Liaison Group), tenants choice events, letter drops, Councillor 
briefings, apprenticeship schemes/fairs and charity events with local schools.  These have all been monitored 
by the Council to ensure the provider adheres to the equality objectives as set out in the contract 
documentation.   The contract monitoring template has also been used during the quarterly monitoring 
meetings to understand how the provider is actively seeking to be representative of the local demographic area 
and its protected characteristics.
Evidence:

- Equality and Diversity Procurement Workshop pack    (NE067)
- Storyboard – identifying and responding to young people’s needs for the development of the Community 

Drug and Alcohol Service Prevention, Treatment and Recovery session   (SD001)
Equality impact assessment   (SaE125)
Drug and Alcohol services – Service user questionnaire   (SaE126)
Equality requirements   (SaE127)
Contract terms and conditions   (SaE128)

- Storyboard – Counselling to parents and carers within Children’s Centre’s (with supporting evidence)   
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(SD001)
Market sounding exercise   (SaE129)
Contract monitoring   (SaE130)
Contract extract 1   (SaE131)
Contract extract 2   (SaE132)

Adult Social Care have taken part in a wide range of outcome based surveys that demonstrate the link 
between procured and contracted services. These include micro commissioning of individual services under 
personalisation supporting the achievements of individual outcomes
Evidence:

- PLD newsletter including video version – as at 3.8
- Local Account – see 3.8
- LCC Personal Social Services Adult Social Care survey 2013/14   (SaE133)
- Leeds The POET survey – Personal budget recipients   (SaE134)

3.10 The organisation 
takes a sophisticated 
approach to fostering good 
relations which has 
resulted in measurable 
improvements in 
relationships between 
diverse communities. 

Due regard to equality
The equality impact assessment process includes consideration of fostering good relations – see 3.1

Partnership working All partnership working is underpinned with principles of fostering good relations

Migrant Access Project – See 3.16

Area Support – Community Committees
The role of the area support team is to:

 Support the community committees
 Bring residents, Councillors, council services and other organisations together to bring improvements to 

local communities
 Work with local people to give them a say in how services are provided in their community
 Promote partnership working between the Council and other service providers.
 Administer the community committee wellbeing budgets and other funds helping to direct them to 

projects that will benefit the local area and address local priorities

Story – developing positive activities for young people living near Ley Lane Playing Field, Armley   (SD001)

Evidence:
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- Inner West Community Committee Wellbeing fund project summary   (SaE135)
- Consultation questionnaire   (SaE136)
- Consultation results   (SaE137)
- Fun Day letter   (SaE138)
- Map of gym equipment for fun day   (SaE139)
- Fun Day flyer   (SaE140)

Community Cohesion – learning
A discussion took place at the Strategic Communities Partnership Board before Christmas (2014) about its role 
around community cohesion and how as a city we understand and  respond to tensions   We reflected that 
there was a need to respond immediately to tensions and to continue the focus in order to address any 
possible resultant ripples.  We talked around our belief that Leeds responds well to incidents (both in relation to 
cohesion and more widely), but we’re not really sure how, other than from personal knowledge and 
experience.  The Integration up North project has a consultancy aspect to it which could help us to explore this 
area further.  Discussions with the consultant (Ceri Hutton) indicate we could gain considerable value from 
getting insight into this.  In particular we could use this to help us build resilience which would be of benefit in 
the future, and potentially help us to increase the pace of building resilience.  The project, which has been 
endorsed by Cllr Gruen and James, is to focus on and analyse our responses to 3 events.  It will involve a desk 
top study, and a small number of individual discussions with key people across the city, and this will inform a 
think piece.  The work will take place in May/June and the 3 areas highlighted for focus are:

 7/7
 Non riots of 2012
 Operation Angelstoke 

Prevent (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Summary of Prevent activities    (NE068)
- CONTEST: The United Kingdom’s Strategy for Countering Terrorism   (SaE141)
- https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/counter-terrorism-strategy-contest
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3.11 There are a range of 
sophisticated engagement 
structures that result in 
both formal and informal 
interactions between the 
organisation and its diverse 
communities. 

Wide range of mechanisms to consult and engage:

European Capital of Culture – should we bid to become European Capital of Culture 2023? (see narrative)

Domestic violence (see narrative)

Citizen’s Panel – large group of residents that take part in surveys and discussions to inform decision making
The citizens’ panel now has over 4000 members.  We hold the following information about the members:  
gender, age, ethnicity, religion or belief, sexuality, disability, employment status, carer, tenure, community 
committee, ward.
We monitor the membership regularly in order to determine where we need to target recruitment.

Where we lack membership we target recruitment. If there is still a shortfall we use a satellite approach and 
approach community organisations to involve their members, with whom they have an established relationship 
of trust, in consultations. 

Evidence:
- Engagement story - Sex Entertainment Venue Policy and Practice   (SD001)
- Leeds consultations in more detail   (SaE142)
- Citizens Panel spreadsheet   (SaE143)
- Citizens Panel communications tracker   (SaE144)
- Domestic Violence and Abuse baseline survey    (SaE145)
- City Talking report   (SaE146)

Consultation and engagement training/ briefing sessions 
Evidence:

- Community engagement training story   (SD001)
- Community engagement training presentation   (SaE147)
- Training notes    (SaE148)

Talking Point
Talking Point (http://www.leeds.gov.uk/consultations) is an online database that we use to record all our 
consultation activity. 
Evidence: Community Engagement Toolkit Guidance   (SaE149)
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Area Support – Community Committees
(as referenced at 3.5 and 3.10)
Stories: 

- Welfare Benefits Advice Bangladesh Centre   (SD001)
- Middleton Skate Park   (SD001)

Armed Forces
Evidence:

- Copy of the covenant   (NE059)
- Armed Forces update June 2015   (NE060)

Equalities Assembly (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Equalities Assembly Conference 2014 report    (NE069)
- Equalities Assembly story   (SD001)
- Equalities Assembly narrative   (SaE150)
- final report ‘Access to Services’ workshop   (SaE151)
- Better Lives flyer   (SaE152)
- Email message to hubs for 2014 report   (SaE153)
- Agenda for 2015 conference   (SaE154)

Key Performance Indicators - measure for consultation and engagement – measured annually – see 3.2

Access to services and events
Identifying and meeting needs:

- Individual basis for accessing services
- Individual and collective for attending events

Take into account, for example:
- Personal assistance
- Language interpreters
- Translation
- Accessible venues
- Location of venues
- Access to transport/expenses etc
- Different ways of involving/engaging people
- Information in alternative formats
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Service level consultation and engagement
Services use the corporate mechanisms for involving and consulting with people as appropriate. Also use their 
own mechanisms, for example:

- Direct contact with existing service users and carers/interested groups – residents of older people’s 
residential homes

- Will set up focus groups to look at specific issues, as they arise – customer services focus groups

For example:
Adult Social Care stories

- Older peoples residential/ day care services story  – see 3.4
- BME day services story   (SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE155)
- Homecare services story   (SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE156, SaE157 and SaE158) 
- Mental health services   (SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE159 and SaE160)
- Health and Wellbeing Hyde Park   (SD001) – supporting evidence    (SaE161, SaE162 and SaE163)
- Social Care Community Forum(SD001)–supporting evidence(SaE164 and SaE165)

Translation and Interpretation Team
Provision of interpretation and translation services and encouraging non-English speaking residents to learn 
English and integrate into the communities they live in
Evidence:

- Language Access Provision policy and practice   (SaE166)
- Policy and practice equality impact assessment   (SaE167)
- Report to Executive Board re: Language Access Provision Policy   (SaE168)
- Corporate Leadership Team report re: the policy   (SaE169)
- Story – Learning English Leeds   (SD001)

Email ‘Learning English in Leeds website’   (SaE170)
Learning English in Leeds presentation   (SaE171)
Learning English in Leeds Neighbourhood audit Harehills   (SaE172)

- Story – BSL video interpretation    (SD001)

Leeds Local Account – see 3.8

Control of sexually transmitted diseases - story (see narrative)
Evidence:SD001
 
Rainbow Roofs – story highlights the growth and achievements that the tenants group Rainbow Roofs have 
had since they formed in 2010   (SD001)
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Evidence:
- Rainbow Roofs and meeting with Yorkshire MESMAC   (SaE173)
- One minute guide – working with LGBT young people   (SaE174)
- One minute guide – working with transgender young people   (SaE175)
- Email exchange re housing strategy   (SaE176)
- Rainbow Roofs staff training   (SaE177)
- Rainbow Roofs minutes   (SaE178)
- Rainbow Roofs action plan 2014-15   (SaE179)

‘Doing nothing is not an option’ raising awareness of adult safeguarding issues and support available to 
people within the city
Evidence:

- ‘Doing nothing is not an option’ evaluation and communications update    (NE070)
3.12 Communities from 
across the protected 
groups are actively 
participating in and 
influencing decision 
making. 

Consultation and engagement activities as referenced in 3.11

Equalities Assembly as referenced at 3.11

Partnership events and initiatives as referenced at 3.5 for Third Sector Leeds and Leeds Migration 
Partnership

As part of the equality impact assessment process as referenced at 3.1

For example: Budget proposals and decision making over the last three years have used different ways to 
consult and engage people to influence the strategic budget decisions – see budget proposals at 3.4

Community Hubs
Network based approach, created around each Community Committees geographic area and supported by a 
city centre community hub

Evidence:
- Executive Board report ‘Citizens@Leeds: delivering Community Hubs across the city (SaE180)
- Community Hub Pathfinders – key service changes and improvements    (SaE181)

Pop-up sessions – taking community hubs to communities
Armley Community Hub are currently doing 2 pop ups:

Stocks Hill Day Centre now known as Stocks Hill Hub.  This service offers a range of social and therapeutic 
activities across Leeds for people with mental health needs. Pop-up sessions are offered once a month.
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Monthly sessions at the Leeds West FoodBank at Lower Wortley Methodist Church have recently started and a 
further pop-up session is to start at Thornton Medical Centre in New Wortley – these sessions will be focused 
on helping people out of debt and eventually looking at helping people into work. This is supporting the social 
prescribing service linking people up to non-medical sources of support. 

Community Centres
Ten community centres currently holding public meetings to determine their future. The approach is to provide 
open meetings and officer contact at the venues under consideration to enable as much attendance and 
contribution from interested stakeholders as possible. Feedback from these meetings is being collated for 
analysis to inform decision making.

The consultation period has been extended till the end of June 2015

Story – Welfare Benefits Advice – running advice surgeries at the Bangladesh Centre in response to specific 
community needs – see 3.11

Hate Crime – story of tenant involvement influencing the increase of reporting of disability, homophobic and 
transphobic hate crime   (SD001)

Evidence:
- Hate Crime publicity flyer   (SaE182)
- Hate Crime conference planning minutes   (SaE183)
- Screen shot of event posted on twitter   (SaE184)
- Leeds Challenge Hate Crime event programme   (SaE185)
- Hate Crime event evaluation report   (SaE186)
- Email sent to all Housing Leeds staff re: tension monitoring   (SaE187)
- Screen shot Housing Leeds facebook promoting LGBT hate crime number(SaE188)

3.13 The organisation 
works to drive improvement 
in involvement across all 
partnerships. 

Leeds Migration Partnership – see 3.5

Third Sector Partnership – see 3.5

European Capital of Culture 2023
“The European Capital of Culture is a competition where the winning city becomes the international centre for a 
year-long European festival taking place all over the city”.  The next time a UK city can win it is for 2023.  Only 
a UK city will be able to compete for it in that year as different countries take it in turns.  Preparing, bidding for, 
and, if successful, running a year-long schedule of events will cost Leeds City Council and other stakeholders a 
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considerable amount of money.  However, previous winning UK cities have proved that the amount of money 
that is invested back into the city far outweighs the initial outlay.  Leeds City Council has worked with 
stakeholders to ascertain if making the bid is a good idea. This includes talking to businesses, organisations 
and the diverse communities that make up the residents of Leeds. As a key stakeholder, people living in Leeds 
and organisations working with local people, are integral to the preparation and delivery of the initiative, which 
must reflect the diverse make-up of the city.
Evidence:

- Executive Board report   (NE071)
- Summer 2014 child friendly newsletter   (NE072)
- Citizens Panel Culture survey questions   (NE073)
- Breeze surveys   (NE074)
- Breeze video booths   (NE075)
- Tweets   (NE076)
- Brief update provided for Leeds Migration Partnership May 2015   (NE077)
- Story board – City of Culture   (SD001)

Legacy of Tour De France and Olympics
Presentation attached   (SaE189)  that outlines preparation for these events and examples of their legacy: 

 Roads and Cycleways - infrastructure: CityConnect Leeds-Bradford cycle superhighway and other 
improvements

 Cycling development - engagement: British Cycling partnership to deliver Skyride and associated 
initiatives; work place cycle challenge; Bikeweek June 2014; support to clubs; Otley, elite and non-
competitive races 

 Child Friendly Leeds focus: Bikeability training; Secondary School Games including GoRide cycle 
races; special needs cycle training; promoting the Education Pack for the Tour. 

Public Health – Public Health consultants organise city wide workshops with Third Sector commissioned 
services to:

- share good practice
- celebrate success
- address common challenges
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3.14 There is an 
improvement in the 
participation rates of under-
represented groups in 
public life. Organisations 
can demonstrate real 
improvement rather than 
just describing their work. 
The organisation can 
demonstrate that people 
across a range of protected 
characteristics are able to 
influence decision making. 

 Volunteer opportunities – helping to build capacity both within the council and within Third Sector 
organisations. (see 3.20 for the Council’s Volunteering Policy)
Evidence:

- Inspire to achieve story  (SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE190, SaE191 and SaE192)
- Museums and Galleries story   (SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE193 and SaE194)

Initiative in place to encourage council employees to take up volunteering opportunities and register where they 
already do this 
Evidence: 

- Employer Supported Volunteer  programme   (SaE195)
- Poster   (SaE196)
- Employee testimonies   (SaE197)
- Volunteering story   (SD001)

Volunteer support for small organisations – launched January 2015 to enable voluntary or community 
organisations to access staff within the council for limited and specific skills
Evidence: leaflet   (SaE198)

Month of Volunteering
Nationally there is a week of volunteering each year, and this year this falls between 1st – 7th June. Last year 
Leeds City Council signed up to a campaign to make this a month of volunteering. We are organising a range 
of activities over this longer period, starting with a formal launch and celebration of volunteering hosted by the 
Mayor on 14th May 2015, and continuing until 7th June 2015. 

A small group of volunteer managers, in partnership with Voluntary Action Leeds, are co-ordinating the 
organisation of a number of events throughout the month; as well as ensuring that what the Council does 
compliments the work of the Volunteer Centre and other Third Sector organisations. Other activities will include 
a public showcase of volunteering at Victoria Gardens and an event with third sector organisations specifically 
aimed at council employee volunteers. As part of the month each member of CLT will participate in a team 
volunteering activity for themselves and their staff.

Independent Visitors Scheme (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Screen catch of advert for recruiting    (NE078)
- Independent Visitors Scheme advert    (NE079)

Tenfold – civic involvement (see narrative)
Evidence: 
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- article for LGA guidance   (SaE199)
- supporting photographs   (SaE200, SaE201, SaE202 and SaE203)
- A5 postcard   (SaE204)

Student Union Challenge Event
Story of how the council worked with Leeds Student Unions to improve the ways students engage with services    
(SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE205, SaE206 and SaE207)
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3.15 The organisation can 
demonstrate improvements 
in equality outcomes are 
being delivered as a result 
of effective equality 
analysis/ impact 
assessment, and can 
demonstrate how negative 
impacts have been 
mitigated. 

Customer Access (Council’s Citizens@Leeds agenda) – see narrative
Evidence:

- Overview of Customer Access   (SaE208)
- Citizens@Leeds Service plan   (SaE209)

Customer Access Strategy is in place and being delivered.
Example of engaging with communities – Equalities Assembly conference 2013. Following this an action plan 
was drawn up and ‘you said – we did’ messages sent out for all points identified. Customer Services are 
planning to involve the Equalities Assembly in future initiatives, as appropriate

Evidence:
- Customer Access Strategy 2012-2015 (NE082)
- Equalities Assembly report 2013 – see 3.11

Customer Services Excellence – National Standard for Customer Services (see 3.7)

Website and InSite accessibility  (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Leeds CC Accessibility report 11 December 2013   (NE085)
- Leeds CC Intranet Accessibility report 17 December 2013   (NE086)

Web chats (see narrative)

Online access aim is to provide different ways for people to contact the council, particularly moving people to 
online access. Other contact options will not be completely removed. The plan is to continue with excellent 
customer service and help reduce the number of buildings the council has

Quality assurance of telephone calls recorded – looking at how equality is integrated within the process in 
relation to:

- meeting the needs of customers
- nature of the enquiry
- responsive and excellent customer care
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Volunteer Access Stewards Programme
Provision of Volunteer Access Stewards with a quality and enjoyable volunteering experience at Leeds City 
Council run or organised event – these include outdoor concerts, music and sporting events. These stewards 
are essential in terms of providing a quality and inclusive experience for disabled customers attending these 
events

Stewards have supported events such as:
- Tour de France
- Classical Fantasia
- UB40
- Light Switch on

Evidence:
- Volunteers Kitemark application for Volunteer Access Stewards   (SaE210)
- Access Stewards storyboard   (SD001)

LCC Access Officer – a specialist Access Officer who is based in the City Development Directorate.
The Access Officer has a broad remit in terms of advising Leeds City Council and providing a service to 
residents, visitors and customers.
Evidence:

- Access Officer storyboard   (SD001)

Leeds City Ambassadors (partnership)
Volunteers – the council in partnership support a number of events within the city and use volunteers to help 
these be successful

Child Friendly Leeds Ambassadors
Raise the profile of Child Friendly Leeds and inspire others to do all they can to make Leeds a better place for 
children and young people

Apprenticeship Ambassadors
Current or recently qualified apprentices visit schools, job fairs and events

Strategic approach to equality and diversity – as referenced in 3.2

Key Performance Indicators measuring performance – see 3.2

Provision of Interpretation and Translation – see 3.11

English for Leeds – see 3.11
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The Employment and Skills Service (see narrative) 
Evidence:

- The Employment and Skills Service addressing inequalities within local communities 2014/15 storyboard   
(SD001) and supporting evidence   (SaE211)

3.16 The organisation can 
demonstrate that 
improvements and equality 
outcomes are being 
delivered across the 
business. 

Annual reporting
Reporting at a strategic level includes:

- Equality improvement priorities annual report
- State of the City 2013/14 emerging key issues
- Best Council Plan update 

See evidence at 3.8

Performance framework in place, see 3.2

Independent File Auditors
Evidence:

- LCC Adult Social care case files – an independent audit    (NE087)
- Individual audit reports:

1: Casefiles   (SaE212)
2: Hospitals   (SaE213)
3: West   (SaE214)
4: South East Area   (SaE215)
5: Mental Health Services   (SaE216)

Suffice – a group of trained ‘experts by experience’ interview service users who have received a service from 
the Integrated Health and Social Care Team. Part of the assessment is the effectiveness of facilitating the 
personal outcomes for these service users
Evidence:

- Suffice project user feedback document   (SaE217)
- ASC Service User Survey comparison report   (SaE218)

Stories of outcomes
The following are examples of what difference has been made people in Leeds:

Migrant Access Project
Migrant Access Project provides trained community migrants (Migrant Community Networkers) who speak 
community languages, to help and empower new arrivals with the correct information that is vital for 
communities to access services to meet their needs. This project has continued, in part, as a result of inclusion 
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within the ‘achieving excellence’ challenge in 2011
Evidence:

- Story Migrant Access Project    (SD001)  and supporting evidence   (SaE219, SaE220, SaE221 and 
SaE222)

Leeds City Credit Union (see narrative)
- Stories   (SD001)
- Leeds City Credit Union – about us   (SaE223)
- Screen catch of Leeds City Credit Union   (SaE224)

Tobacco control interventions with specific communities   (SD001)

Community Hubs examples of where locating services together has helped to make a difference to 
customers:

- 2 year old Early Education provision   (SD001)
- POMOC   (SD001)
- Forced marriages   (SD001)
- Use of libraries   (SD001)
- St George’s Centre   (SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE225)
- Armley Caring Dads – leaflet   (SaE226)

Local Welfare Support Scheme (LWSS) – (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Local Welfare Support Scheme story   (SD001)
- Local Welfare Support Scheme storyboard   (SaE227)
- Local Welfare Support Scheme leaflet   (SaE228)

Civic Enterprise Leeds – group of services which provide direct services across the council and externally. 
Stories from Passenger Transport and Catering Services   (SD001) – supporting evidence   (SaE229)

Housing Leeds – managing and maintaining council houses and supporting community involvement
- Story – Multi Storey Flats customer support in response to impact of under occupancy charge   (SD001)

Discretionary Housing Payment (DHP) Multi Storey Flats Customer Support Projects   (SaE230)
DHP project evaluation report   (SaE231)
Tenant survey – DHP MSF project – initial survey form   (SaE232)
Tenant survey – DHP MSF project – closing survey form   (SaE233)
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Activity agreement form   (SaE234)

Citizens@Leeds – Responsive to the needs of local communities (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Citizens@leeds service plan – see 3.15
- Supporting Communities and Tackling Poverty report   (NE080)

3.17 There is increased 
satisfaction with services 
amongst all users, 
including those with 
protected characteristics. 

Customer Services Excellence – (see narrative)
See examples of stories achieving outcomes at 3.16   (SD001)

Customer Services Complaints – see 3.1

Citizens panel and satisfaction
Customer Services used the Citizens Panel in 2013 to assess customer satisfaction and help them identify 
improvements to the service. Key areas they looked at were:

- Customer contact
- Queries resolved
- Customer satisfaction
- Differences between equality characteristics

A couple of key things they found out were:
- Retired people generally found it easy to contact the service but were not satisfied
- Disabled people generally found it harder to contact the service but were satisfied

3.18 The organisation has 
taken steps to safeguard 
the human rights of 
individuals where these 
have been threatened. 

Corporate Leadership Team (CLT) themed sessions (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Feedback from themed CLT meeting June 2014   (NE027)
- Human Trafficking report to CLT August 2014   (NE028)
- Response to email request for outcomes of CLT themed sessions June 2015 (NE029)

Safeguarding adults, children and young people 
There is an overarching approach to safeguarding adults, children and young people across the council. 
Specific policy and practice in place within Adult Social Care and Children’s Services. Plus West Yorkshire 
partnership policy and practice for safeguarding adult.
Evidence:

- Story – Equality – child sexual exploitation and taxi licensing   (SD001)
Executive Board report – Safe Guarding Taxi and Private Hire Licensing   (SaE235)
Notes of safeguarding meeting   (SaE236)
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Questions/ actions in relation to taxi drivers and child sexual exploitation  (SaE237)
Safeguarding lead officer report (Blast)   (SaE238)
Taxi licensing newsletter with a focus on safeguarding   (SaE239)

- Story – equality and female genital mutilation   (SD001)
Migrant Third Sector report   (SaE221)
Black Health Initiative  FGM evaluation research report   (SaE240)
Bullet point for Tom Riordan for NHS conference in Leeds   (SaE241)
One Minute Guide – fgm   (SaE242)
Safeguarding lead officer report   (SaE243)

- Story – equality and safeguarding   (SD001)
Combatting Modern day slavery in Leeds – a strategy(NE081)
Cross Council Safeguarding Group agenda   (SaE244)

Domestic Violence 
Vision
Our vision is that Leeds is a city that has a zero tolerance approach to domestic violence and abuse, 
where individuals, families and communities are supported to reach their potential and lead safer, 
healthier and happier lives.

Aim
In September 2013, the Safer Leeds Executive agreed a single priority for its domestic violence and abuse 
work in Leeds ‘to reduce the prevalence and impact of domestic violence and abuse’

Leeds has developed and implemented Safer Leeds Domestic Violence Quality Mark – minimum standards 
that are used to quality assure services’ responses to victims, children and perpetrators to ensure consistent 
and high quality service provision to women, children and men affected by domestic violence. There is standard 
and customised quality mark in place, of which the customised include standards for private organisations and 
clusters. A quality mark aimed at GP’s is currently being developed

Caring dads – an initiative within Leeds to increase interventions among men who are fathers and who are 
posing a risk to their families.

Domestic Violence Homicide reviews – We have had our first Domestic Homicide Review approved by the 
Home Office.  Lessons learned have already been rolled out through briefings and integrated into existing 
domestic violence training

Evidence:
- Leeds Domestic Violence and Abuse strategy and action plan 2014-2015  (SaE245)
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- Safer Leeds Domestic Violence Quality Mark 2015   (SaE246)
- Caring dads: helping fathers value their children – evaluation of the pilot study (this doesn’t currently 

include the voice of children but this is being considered for the future)   (SaE247)
- Caring dads evaluation taster – comments from fathers/ facilitators/ partners (SaE248)
- Domestic Violence Homicide Review information   (SaE249)
- Domestic Violence Homicide Report 2015   (SaE250)

Hate Incident Reporting – Children’s services
Revised approach for reporting hate incidents in schools and other children’s settings
Evidence:

- Story - Hate Incident Reporting Systems for schools and children’s settings in Leeds (SD001) 
- Hate Incident Monitoring in schools task and finish group notes   (SaE251)
- Children’s Services Equality and Diversity Board meeting agenda   (SaE252 and SaE253)
- Hate Incident Reporting Sheets   (SaE254)
- Hate Incident Reporting guidance   (SaE255)
- School and Children’s settings Hate Incident Reporting overview   (SaE256)
- One minute guide   (SaE257)
- Anti-bullying conference poster   (SaE258)
- Leeds Hate Crime quarterly report   (SaE259)
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3.19 The organisation’s 
workforce profile (including 
the profile of major 
providers of commissioned 
services) broadly reflects 
the community it 
serves/local labour market. 

Workforce data (see narrative)
Recent Stonewall feedback stated that our community engagement is good.
Evidence:

- Workforce profile as at 1 April 2015 (Excluding ELI leavers)   (NE088)
- CLT report census comparison   (NE089)
- Equality scorecard analysis report – quarter 4 2013-14   (NE090)
- Equality score card quarter 4   (NE091)
- Equality score card data   (NE092)
- Equality and Diversity dashboard   (NE093)
- Inclusion and Diversity action plan   (NE094)
- Equality and Diversity in the workplace CLT report   (NE095)
- Equality data LCC directorate breakdown  (SaE260)
- Stonewall Index 2014 – HR Leadership Team update report   (SaE261)

Occupational Health Service (see narrative)

Employee Assistance Provider (see narrative)
3.20 Prioritised equality 
outcomes for the whole 
workforce are being 
achieved. 

The Council has workforce Equality priorities within its Equality Improvement Plan. These are currently being 
reviewed as part of the overall Best Council Plan refresh 2015-2020 – see evidence at 3.2
Evidence:

- Employment and training equality improvement priorities 2015-2018 (SaE262)

The Council is currently developing a Career Family approach to job roles and person specifications which will 
create more generic competencies and provide development and promotion opportunities within these families.
Evidence:

- Career Families in Leeds Corporate Leadership team update  (SaE263)
- Career Families in Leeds HR Leadership team update   (SaE264)   

Mentoring (see narrative) 
The Disabled staff network has also developed a mentoring scheme specifically for Disabled staff who work 
for Leeds City Council called Inspire
Evidence: 

- Insite screen shot for mentoring   (NE097)
- Letter inviting mentor to join Inspire   (NE098)
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- Story – mentoring and the difference it has made   (SD001)
- Story – mentee disabled mentoring   (SD001)

 
Volunteering – Up to 10 hours a year is given to all staff to volunteer in the community – see evidence at 3.14 
Evidence:

- Volunteering and diversity – Alex’s story   (SD001)

The Council has a full suite of Flexible working Policies. These are to be reviewed to ensure they meet the 
needs of the organisation and the workforce.  
Evidence:

- An overview of flexible working   (NE106)

Changing the Workplace (see narrative)
Collective Bargaining Framework (see narrative)
Step up programme (see narrative)

Evidence:
- HR Leadership Team Step up update   (NE099)

Emerging Leaders (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Emerging leaders screen shot    (NE100)
- Emerging leaders – who we are   (SaE265)

Care2Work scheme  (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Employability Support work plan   (NE101)
- Poster ‘Ready for Work’    (NE102) 
- Work experience programme   (NE103)
- Care2Work story   (NE104)

Work opportunities (see narrative)

Schools mentoring (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Diverse workforce programme – report   (NE105)
- Work placements   (SaE266)
- Graduate programme advert    (SaE267)
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- Graduate programme analysis   (SaE268)
- Graduate programme pack   (SaE269)
- School leavers personal testimony   (SaE270)
- School and college leavers programme advert   (SaE271)
- Stories:

Graduate programme BME testimony   (SD001)
Graduate programme LGBT testimony   (SD001)
Graduate programme female testimony   (SD001)
Graduate programme male testimony   (SD001)
School leavers story   (SD001)
Flexible working and reasonable adjustments   (SD001)
Young people and opportunities story   (SD001)
Career pathway story   (SD001)

Leadership development conference (see narrative)

3.21 The authority has a 
robust and comprehensive 
set of employment data 
and uses this to inform its 
workforce strategy and 
management practice. 

Workforce data is collected and analysed and published (see workforce profile at 3.19)

Evidence:
- Corporate Leadership Team – workforce profile report February 2013 and November 2015 – see 3.19
- LCC equality data – breakdown by directorate – see 3.19
- Corporate Joint Consultative Committee – update report s   (SaE272, SaE273 and SaE274)
- Actions currently being delivered and actions we could be taking   (SaE275)

Elected member steering group 
Evidence:

- Members Steering Group terms of reference   (NE020)
- Agenda for April 2015   (NE107)
- Notes of March 2015 meeting   (NE108)

Learning from others
LCC uses opportunities to learn from others to inform equality related activities within the council
Evidence:

- Disability Confident workshop summary   (SaE276)
3.22 The organisation has 
an excellent set of policies 
and procedures in place 
which are actively 

 Wide range of employment policies and practices in place:
- Recruitment and Selection
- Domestic Violence
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promoted to staff from all 
protected groups and used 
by managers to promote 
equality. 

- Grievance 
- Disciplinary
- Bullying at Work
- Managing Staff Reductions
- Early Leavers Initiative
- Transgender toolkit
- Occupational health
- Reasonable adjustment toolkit
- Access to work Guidelines
- Maternity and adoption
- Shared Parental Leave 
- Maternity and pregnant workers
- Managing attendance

A number of these policies are currently being reviewed, for example: the flexible working policies and our 
Recruitment and selection Code of Practice.

We also have a People Resourcing Strategy which supports our ambition to be an Inclusive and diverse 
organisation. 

Evidence:
- People Resourcing Strategy   (NE109)

The disciplinary procedure, domestic violence and shared parental leave guidance are ready to be 
launched.  

Dignity at work Policy (see narrative)
Evidence: 

- Draft Dignity at Work – acceptable standards of behaviour policy   (NE114)

The Reasonable Adjustment Toolkit (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Reasonable adjustment guide   (NE115)
- Be reasonable blog   (NE116)
- InSite screen shot   (NE117)
- DSN and reasonable adjustment leaflet   (NE118)
- Event leaflet    (SaE277)
- Project planning document – improving awareness and implementation of reasonable adjustments for 
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disabled people   (SaE278)

Access to Work (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Access To Work – InSite page   (NE110)
- Access to Work easy read guide   (NE111)
- Access to Work Employees guide   (NE112)
- Access to Work Managers guide    (NE113)

Mindful Employer charter (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Screen shot of the ‘Mindful employer’ site  (NE119)

Healthy Minds Group 
Evidence:

- Email update from Chris Ingham   (NE120)

Communicating policy and practice
New policies and guidance tools are communicated via:

- InSite and Essentials online newsletter
- briefing sessions are provided as appropriate and cascaded to teams via team meetings 
- Colleagues who are not connected electronically receive communication via briefings and Toolbox 

talks?
- There is more work to be done to connect with this group of staff who are generally working more 

disparately 
The staff networks also play a part in sharing information to colleagues in the workplace through their actual 
and virtual networks. (see 2.23)

3.23 The organisation has 
high satisfaction levels 
across all staff groups in 
respect of staff 
engagement. 

Employee Engagement Survey (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Employees engagement survey HRLT update   (NE121)
- Staff engagement – Resources and Strategy questions   (NE122)
- Staff engagement and Investors in people recommendations   (NE123)

Staff Networks and Diversity Forum (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Diversity Staff Forum Terms of Reference   (NE124)
- Diversity Staff Forum agenda   (NE125)
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- Diversity Staff Forum minutes   (NE126)
- Disabled Staff Network (DSN) screen shot   (NE127)
- DSN September agenda   (NE128)
- DSN April 2015 agenda for IT   (NE129)
- LGBT Hub and Staff network – working together story   (SD001)
- LGBT Hub flyer – February 2015   (SaE279)
- LGBT Hub date for 2015   (SaE280)
- LGBT Hate Crime eflyer   (SaE281)

The Equality Board – has been refreshed and aims to provide strong and effective leadership to promote and 
progress equality across the council and to work to influence our key partners 

A representative from each service in the Council is represented on that group
Evidence: see 3.4

3.24 There are high 
satisfaction levels with the 
working environment 
across all staff groups 
particularly those with 
protected characteristics. 

The Employee Engagement survey asks specific questions on the working environment
See 3.23

The Staff networks and Trade Unions provide us with invaluable information regarding staff satisfaction, 
however we are aware we can do more and our action plan reflects that in our particular action re-establishing 
some focus groups with staff. 
Evidence:

- Action plan 3.19
3.25 Action is underway to 
ensure equal pay is fully 
implemented.

Pay and terms and conditions of employment (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Pay Strategy 2015/16   (NE130)
- Pay Plan 2015/16   (NE131)
- Best Council plan – detailed objectives   (NE132) 
- Individual risk record   (SaE282)

3.26 Harassment and 
bullying at work are dealt 
with effectively and most 
staff say that they are 
treated with dignity and 
respect. Staff are confident 
that there are robust 
procedures in place to 
address harassment and 

We do not routinely report on casework data across protected characteristics, as this can cause 
confidentiality issues However we are considering how we can ensure that colleagues across the range of 
protected characteristics are not disproportionately affected by any of the procedures, whilst at the same time 
ensuring confidentiality.  

Work has been carried out in the past with figures being low and no adverse trends identified (See 3.19)

As referred to at 3.22, the Dignity at Work policy is currently being discussed with Trade Unions
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bullying at work and they 
trust management to deal 
with incidents effectively. 
3.27 Managers and staff 
can give examples of 
improved equality 
outcomes they have 
contributed to. 

Staff Appraisal scheme (see narrative)

Evidence:
- Managers Challenge CLT update   (NE133)
- Report presenting the approach and an outline of Manager Challenge 2015 (NE134)
- Managers Challenge proposal for CLT   (NE135)

Awards for Excellence (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Poster for the awards   (NE137)
- Employee awards InSite page with winners and nominees   (NE138)

3.28 Decision makers 
understand the importance 
of equality when making 
decisions and in how they 
use resources. Services 
are provided by 
knowledgeable and well-
trained staff who are 
equipped to meet the 
diverse needs of local 
communities.

Equality Training (see narrative)
Evidence:

- Report to Equality Board February 2015   (NE139)
- Organisational development priorities action plan 2015   (SaE283)

Consultation and engagement training/ briefing sessions – see 3.11  

Migration Yorkshire, Integration Up North programme 2014-2015
Evidence:

- Email following the session held on 19 March 2015   (NE140)
- Evaluation of session held as above   (NE141)

Equality and Diversity Training story of learning from the ALMO’s SHEF accreditation and integrating specific 
training within Environments and Housing when the ALMO’s moved back to the council

Evidence:
- Story   (SD001)
- Mears (contractors) tool box talks email confirmation   (SaE284)
- Training poster for Diversity week 2014   (SaE285)
- Gypsy, Roma and Traveller feedback   (SaE286)
- Training outline: due regard to equality and report writing   (SaE287)
- Aire Valley Homes equality training powerpoint presentation   (SaE288)
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Allotments and Equality Monitoring 
 
Leeds City Council wanted to ensure that issues of equality were being considered on allotments, e.g. when considering 
general accessibility, managing waiting lists and serving eviction notices.  To assist this process, an Equality allotment 
questionnaire was distributed in 2013.  
 
From those who responded, the survey results showed the following: 23% of allotment holders have a mental health 
condition; 3.1% have a physical impairment; users are predominately male. Also, many allotment sites are reliant on using 
temporary chemical toilet facilities; there was a need for better toilet facilities and to provide better access for those with 
mobility issues. 
 
The results were shared with the self-managed allotment associations who were encouraged to be aware that a percentage 
of their allotment plot holders would likely have a mental health condition and to take this into consideration with any 
communication with plot holders.  The associations were able to use the results to help them review and improve their 
procedures and allotment rules to create improved access to allotments from all groups of people. 
 
Some sites also used the equality data analysis and the value and importance of allotment sites to secure grant funding for 
better toilet facilities.   
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Localities – Domestic Violence update 
 
In response to the City wide Domestic Violence Strategy and action plan the Inner South locality wanted to know the 
issues experienced within their area to enable them to respond with appropriate local action. 
 
In September 2014, members participated in a domestic violence workshop which brought together participants from a 
range of partners.  These partners included: Housing Leeds; Asha; Hamara Centre; Leeds Domestic Violence Team; 
Leeds Safeguarding Team; West Yorkshire Police; the JESS; Beeston, Cottingley, Middleton clusters; members of the 
public from across the inner south area. 
  
After a brief presentation about the new city wide Domestic Violence Strategy and action plan, and a flavour of the 
domestic violence issues affecting inner south Leeds the group split into three discussion groups covering each of the 
three wards which make up inner south: City and Hunslet; Beeston and Holbeck; Middleton Park 
 
Participants welcomed the opportunity and space to talk about domestic violence and abuse and the way it manifests 
itself in relationships.  A particular challenge identified was recognising domestic violence and abuse in a relationship 
including: controlling behaviour in relationships between young people; emotional and financial control in a relationship; 
intergeneration violence and abuse; domestic abuse for individuals living in extended families; the way domestic violence 
and abuse manifests in different communities who make up inner south Leeds. 
 
Following the workshop, a local action plan was produced that would involve partner engagement including local 
communities and members of the public  
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Well being - Hunslet Methodist Church - Wednesday morning drop in 
 

The weekly breakfast and activity club was established in October 2012, initially in response to local parents who 
expressed the need for a local play group.  The main aim was to reduce isolation in the community by offering a warm, 
safe environment the club is unique in the area catering for pre-school children and their parents/ grandparents/ carers 
and isolated older people regularly attracting 30 + people each week of all ages. 
 
A typical session would have babies and toddlers as well as older people. A free simple breakfast is provided and we 
have some basic toys and equipment, much of it second hand, for the pre-school children. Pre-owned clothing and 
household goods are given away, as and when we have them. Interaction between the differing age groups is visible 
and our older guests enjoy watching the children at play. 
 
The Drop In is open throughout the school holidays, which is much appreciated by cash strapped families.  Whatever 
the weather, the younger children are able to exercise by riding around the large hall on trikes and scooters, which is 
so beneficial for their health and development. During school holidays, the older siblings of our regular children attend 
and when funds have been available, we have been able to buy in the services of a childrens’ entertainer to engage 
with them for a short period. 
 
What really makes this Drop In unique is having the Foodbank which operates upstairs at the same time.  The location 
and timing of this Foodbank session was chosen by the Project Manager specifically because of the Drop In. 
Foodbank clients are able to share a breakfast and the Drop In facilities and the Drop In can refer its users to 
Foodbank on the red voucher system if needed.  With this symbiotic relationship operating, we are able to serve the 
community on many levels. 
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Migration Yorkshire – volunteer development 

Great work from Migration Yorkshire in relation to volunteer development through the Integration Up North project, which has 
assisted 11 people to find a variety of work.  7 found full-time work, 2 found part-time work, 1 is working part-time and studying 
part-time and 1 is volunteering part-time. 
 
The personal circumstances for volunteers have been varied for example: a qualified teacher from India; a student studying full-
time and looking for part time work; individuals in receipt of benefits and looking for work; a software engineer looking for a 
change in career, very little English language – to name but a few.  
 
Volunteering has enabled individuals to share their knowledge, experience and skills as well as extend their circles of friends 
creating wider social networks. Importantly people have been able to gain references from volunteering, some people have been 
able to access specific advice and support for completing application forms and preparing for interviews and others have 
accessed ESOL classes. Gaining employment either part-time or full time was a shared experience by everyone. 
 
 
 
 

Public Health and Places of Worship 
 
This is a collaborative project between academics, statutory and third sector organisations (including Faith Action), Public 
Health England, the local Faith Forum and the University of Leeds. It aims to support the delivery of Public Health 
interventions for people from minority ethnic communities within places of worship, particularly in area of high deprivation, 
with a high mix of Black and Minority Ethnic population and high adherence to a faith community.  
 
The outcomes of research are yet to be shared and acted upon but in initiating the project the following can be said: 

• Collaborative working has provided access to resources, communication and engagement channels and an 
infrastructure for decision making 

• Learning has been gained from earlier initiatives that demonstrated how places of worship can be used to support 
delivery of Public Health interventions, such as: promoting health of congregations; profiling domestic violence and 
abuse – an event for Imams and mosque staff; sharing information about specific health  topics 

• Leeds faith leaders have been recognised as committed to and engaged with delivering suitable Public Health 
interventions at places of worship 
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Member Champions Working Group 
 
One of the challenges for Leeds has been in overcoming any cross-party political differences to ensure progress and effect 
improved outcomes.  The Member Champions Working Group was set up in 2011 with representation from all the main 
city-wide parties: Labour, Conservative, Liberal Democrat and Green. 
 
Chaired by the Assistant Chief Executive (Citizens and Communities) the group provides space to discuss equality and 
diversity matters, including legislation that impacts on local government. Key roles of the group: 

• Provide support and promote the development of the equality agenda for Elected Members 
• Engage with communities in particular through the Councils ‘Equality Assembly’ 
• Act as a political interface with key policy areas. 

 
In particular, it acts as a forum to address and challenge progress against the council’s equality priorities. This has led to an 
increased focus by directorates and services on equality outcomes and debates about some of the areas of equality which 
have traditionally received less focus. 
 
Adopting Chatham House rules (where notes are produced but questions from Councillors are recorded anonymously and 
officers answers are not recorded) has led to open and robust conversations about challenging or difficult issues. 
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Better Lives for Older People: options for long-term residential and day care services 
  
Overseen by the Adult Social Care Scrutiny Board a review was undertaken of residential and day services for older people in 
Leeds. This took into account: significant reductions in resources available following the Governments Comprehensive 
Spending review published in 2011; national legislation, guidance and research, including independence, wellbeing, choice and 
transformation; national and local demographic data and current provision.  
 
Importantly, consultation and engagement activities were able to gain the views and experiences of: residents; people using 
services; carers; families and friends; staff; community organisations, elected representatives, partners in the NHS, the 
voluntary and independent sectors and members of the general public. 
 
The picture nationally and locally is of a population living longer and future generations of older people increasingly requiring 
their support to be delivered in their own homes.  The overwhelming message from older people and their families can be 
summarised as people in residential and day services wanting to remain in their current locality, close to families and friends 
and the neighbours they are familiar with. 
 
The outcomes of the review have included: 

• A better understanding of the changing demographic profile of older people in the Leeds area 
• A better understanding of the wishes and concerns of people who would/could be affected by any changes 
• An indication that people agreed with proposals to create: new services as alternatives to residential and day services; 

specialist services aimed at preventing premature entry into residential and day services, and new services being 
developed in the independent sector 
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Tenant Empowerment 
 

Previously, council houses in Leeds were managed by three Arms-Length Management Organisations (ALMOs) who set 
up a number of different ways for tenants to ‘get involved’.  These have continued since the ALMOs restructured in 2013 
and housing returned to the council under a single department called Housing Leeds.  
 
The following are examples of some of the activities that have taken place as a result of tenant involvement and 
empowerment: 
 
Leeds Parent Champion Project: this was set up after it was identified that, within Burmantofts’ large BME population, 
there was a need to improve parenting skills and improve cultural awareness.  In summer 2014, the first of a number of 6-8 
week courses were run in partnership with the Together Women’s Project and facilitated by Total Families. Aimed at 16-45 
year olds, participants said ‘the parenting course was good’, helped them ‘improve parenting skills and build confidence to 
deal with their children’s problems and behaviours’. It also led to the first ‘Leeds Parenting Champions’, parents agreeing to 
‘take action’ and further courses to other groups across the city. 
 
HUGO (Helping You Get Online): one question on the STAR survey (Customer Satisfaction Survey 2013) asked whether 
people had internet access in their homes.  It highlighted that 50% of tenants citywide had internet access in their homes 
(not including mobile devices).  In some areas (e.g. inner south) the figure was as low as 47%, illustrating the need for the 
HUGO project.    
 
HUGO is a digitally enabled bus bringing an internet style cafe to the doorstep.  It does this by flooding free Wi-Fi across 
each neighbourhood that it visits.  The project, assisted by volunteers, was created in partnership with Leeds Federated, 
First Bus, Job Centre Plus, IGEN and Learning Partnerships.  
 
Within the last 12 months this has resulted in: increased access to HUGO internet and digital support; increased on-line 
confidence for new internet users; supported 86 into full time work; created 16 new employment opportunities through 
networking; supported work experience and further training opportunities; supported 84 people into new business start-up 
opportunities and introduced 2 sheltered Vintage Digital Tea Parties with a 4 more planned for late 2015 
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Back to Front 
 
Public Health is supporting residents to grow food in some of the most deprived but culturally vibrant areas of Leeds. 
 
In 2009, Public Health consulted with over 400 people living in back-to-back housing communities.   These are often ‘born 
abroad’ residents with some degree of knowledge about food growing but who may lack access to public food growing sites in 
the area.  The results of the survey highlighted some of the key barriers for residents growing food, for example: small, paved, 
gardens with inadequate soil; a preference for flowers; fears of theft or vandalism. 
 
A partnership project, Back to Front, obtained funding to develop training materials, create a website, design and construct 
three demonstration gardens and organize training for and with local people.  In total, over 200 people were supported to use 
their front gardens to grow food.  In addition, the Fewston Bridge communal garden was set up. 
 
Informal feedback from service users indicates that the project is a success: some people are eating healthier; have expressed 
physical health benefits, positive mental health and wellbeing; have connected with neighbours and learnt new skills.  
 
 
 

Every Disabled Child Matters Charter (EDCM) 
 
Councillor Judith Blake signed the revised EDCM ‘Local Authority Disabled Children’s Charter’ on behalf of the council 
enabling Leeds to fulfil its pact with disabled children and to put them at the heart of all future decisions which impact upon 
them.  A comprehensive audit was undertaken to assess whether Children’s Services and its key partners were meeting the 
commitment of the charter, which identified some areas for improvement. 
 
A ‘monitoring plan’ was created, implemented, monitored and revised on a regular basis. Progress against the monitoring 
plan and the charter in general is reported regularly to the Complex Needs Partnership Board and Children’s Trust Board . 
 
As a result, the following areas for disabled children and their families have been improved:  
• Better and additional short breaks. 
• Joint working and a coordinated approach through disabled children working group. 
• Access to child care for working parents of disabled children. 
• Empowerment and participation through parents groups and forums. 
• Early support and improved transition for disabled young people to adult services. 
• A sub-group of disabled children under Leeds youth council to increase their voice and influence. 
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Families First Programme: Domestic violence / parental mental health issues 
 
The circumstances in this particular household was a Mum who was addicted to prescription medication.  She was struggling 
with parenting and needed support to apply behaviour strategies within the home, including bedtime routines. The family had 
financial issues and needed support to increase household income and ensure the house had appropriate beds / etc. for the 
children.   
 
Mum had also experienced significant domestic violence from a former partner, some of which had been witnessed by her 
children.  The emotional impact had led to school attendance issues and limited involvement in leisure activities.  The 
extended family were supporting Mum and her children but had their own support needs too.  
 
Intervention was led by the Health for All Families First keyworker and delivered by a range of partners.  This intervention 
included: home visits; close working with the Targeted Services Leader; addiction support; self-esteem and confidence 
support; support to get job ready; support to the extended family; advice on health; access to social activities. 
 
Positive outcomes from the interventions included:  

• The children’s presentation, attainment and attendance at school improved. 
• A restraining order against the ex-partner was secured leading to improved personal safety for both Mum and her 

children 
• The family are more financially stable. 
• Mum is engaged in appropriate treatment for her substance misuse. 
• Mum is continuing to engage with key worker support to enhance her approach to parenting in the home.   

 
 
 

Domestic Violence: service redesign 
 
Following research a successful joint bid was made to the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) 
Transformation Fund to re-design the delivery of domestic violence services. Named as the Front Door Safeguarding Hub, this 
service went live in May 2015 and brought together a range of partners. 
 
Through their daily tasking meetings the Front Door Safeguarding Hub examines all high risk cases regardless of point of 
referral. Although it is still early days, the new model is already delivering improved outcomes for individuals, victims, families 
and communities impacted by domestic violence and abuse.  
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Leeds Children’s Mayor Programme 
  
The Children’s Mayor Programme was introduced in response to consultation with over 2000 children and young people 
who said having a voice and influence was an important issue for them.  
 
Each year, Year 6 pupils in primary schools are invited to write short manifesto expressing how they would improve Leeds 
if they were the Children’s Mayor. These have to be based on the ’12 Wishes’ for a more child friendly Leeds. In 2014, 
over 600 pupils from across 32 schools wrote their manifestos. A panel of Youth Councillors, members from the Youth 
Parliament, Child Friendly Leeds Junior Advisors, ward councillors and the retiring Children’s Mayor shortlisted the entries 
to ten. The manifestos of these were published and school children voted for their top three. A special reception evening 
was held in November inside the Council Chamber where the ten finalists read their manifestos to the assembled guests 
before the Lord Mayor announced the winner. 
 
The newly elected Children’s Mayor, Amy Eckworth-Jones, presented a deputation at a full council (to all 99 city 
councillors) in January 2015. The councillors voted unanimously for the idea ‘Have fun, Play safe’ which was then passed 
to the Executive Board and a report submitted that outlined how the council and partners could support the winning idea. 
 
Outcomes of the programme: 

• More children and young people feel they can make their voices heard and actively put their ideas into action 
• Those 600 children who wrote their manifestos were thinking like active citizens and considered how their 

communities can help make Leeds into a better city 
• Over 6,000 children and young people have taken part in a citywide democratic process equipping with an 

understanding and skills to be democratically engaged citizens of the future. 
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Out 2 18 and Transtastic 
 
Young Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender or Questioning people, attending youth groups wanted safe space to be 
themselves and explore topics in relation to their sexual orientation and gender identity. Out 2 25 was set up (which became 
Out 2 18) and Transtastic then evolved for young transgender/gender variant people who did not necessarily identify as gay 
and had some different support needs. 
 
Members from both groups have been involved in fun, supportive and influencing activities.  Examples include: 

• attending the Youth Pride Games in Manchester 2013. 
• involved in the Safer Leeds campaign, developing materials relating to Domestic violence. 
• attending a national bullying event. 
• sharing personal experiences with others at the Equalities Assembly Conference 2014. 
• attending the Gay Pride event in London with assistance from Stonewall. 
• working with Blast - an organization who works with boys and young men around child sexual exploitation. 
• working with the Leeds Art Gallery to promote awareness of LGBT Art during LGBT History month. 
• carrying a banner with Yorkshire MESMAC for Leeds Pride’. 
• working with the Fixers media project to produce a website for LGBTQ youths. 
• inviting ‘Leeds Involving Care’ to speak to the groups about information sharing on medical forms. 

 
Outcomes for young people involved in the groups include: 

• learning skills that help them make informed choices and stay safe 
• built confidence and self-esteem 
• raised their own aspirations and the aspirations of others 
• improved service provision for young LGBT people by challenging the way things are done 
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Takeover Day 2014 
 
The Children’s Commissioner’s Takeover Day provides an opportunity for children and young people to get an insight 
into council decision making and to offer their input into those decisions. 
 
On Friday 14 November 2014, two 15 year old pupils from Boston Spa School spent the day with James Rogers, 
Assistant Chief Executive (Citizens and Communities) and Sarn Warbis (Senior Policy & Performance Officer).  James 
has managerial oversight of a number of council owned community centres and the council has critical decisions to 
make about the future of these which will involve extensive consultation and engagement activities with all interested 
groups. 
 
James, Sarn and the two pupils spent the day visiting a number of the community centres, some of which are leased to 
and run by third sector organisations.  This was an opportunity to compare the facilities and activities provided within 
the individual community centres and to discuss the following with the centre managers: how they are funded and run; 
how they identify the activities and services to provide; how they link in with local communities and other organisations.  
 
The pupils were able to ask questions and offer their observations on what they thought worked well and where 
provision did not meet the needs of the community, particularly in relation to potential use by teenagers. Their views 
and ideas provided a useful and unique insight that was used within the review of council community centres that is 
currently taking place. 
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Scrutiny of the equality impact assessment process 
 
Some members of the Equalities Assembly felt that the EIA process resulted in some services and policies failing to fully give 
due regard to equality and diversity.  They were concerned that, whilst due regard was given at the beginning of the process, 
it was not always fully considered throughout the whole process.  They also felt that the council was not fully involving all 
equality groups in the whole EIA process. 
 
After some members of the Equality Assembly’s Disability Hub met with the Leader of the Council and senior managers, the 
Leader requested a scrutiny review of the EIA process.  This scrutiny involved representation from each of the six Equalities 
Assembly hubs: Age; Black and Minority Ethnic (BME); Carers; Disability; Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender (LGBT); 
and Religion or Belief. 
 
The review was held over two days.  It enabled the scrutiny panel – made up of councillors from all political parties – to 
broaden their knowledge of the EIA process and the ways in which the council ensures that it pays due regard to equality 
issues relating to all goods, services and policies that affect the citizens of Leeds.  Representatives from the equality hubs 
each had the opportunity to explain why they felt the EIA process was or was not fit for purpose. 
 
At the end of the review the scrutiny panel agreed that they were satisfied with the EIA process, and that the council was 
meeting its legal duty of giving due regard to equality issues.  In addition, the panel made some recommendations to enable 
the council to strengthen its approach.  As a result, the following improvements have been made: 
• An Access and Use-Ability Group has been established to influence planning decisions (in addition to existing consultation 

and engagement activities included within the planning process); 
• Systems are in place for the Equality Team to report to Scrutiny Boards instances where an Executive Board Member has 

been advised that due regard has not adequately been considered during the decision-making process; 
• Through specific and targeted training, the importance of consultation and involvement in the decision-making process is 

being reinforced for key decision-makers; 
• The Equality Team continues to work on ways of ensuring that membership of the Equalities Assembly reflects the 

changing demographics of Leeds.   
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Signing the Covenant between Religion or Belief Organisations and Leeds City Council 
  
Following the partnership work with the University of Leeds in summer 2014, a report titled ‘Leeds City Council - Taking 
Religion or Belief Seriously’ was produced.  It identified a number of key challenges for the council in engaging with 
religion or belief organisations and one of the recommendations was for the council to publish a clear strategy for 
engagement with religious communities.   
 

Using information from the report, the Council worked with Leeds Faith Forum to amend a template designed by Faith 
Action for local authorities establishing formal engagement relationships with religion or belief organisations. 
 

This has resulted in a Covenant for Leeds – a joint commitment between faith communities and the council that will 
practically focus on developing the following key areas of work:  
 

• Sharing examples of work already being undertaken, in particular best practice. 
• Ensure the council and the religion or belief sector share learning and development opportunities where possible. 
• Provide clarity around the availability of support and funding from the council and Third Sector. 
• Ensure the religion or belief sector take part fully in city wide and local community consultations to inform the 

delivery of public services.  
 

All key religion or belief organisations, along with the council, have signed the Covenant. Leeds Faiths Forum is acting as 
the key delivery partner and a working group formed within the Third Sector Partnership to monitor the covenant.  
 
 
 

I have a better life….because of a blog 
 
Blogging was introduced in the council in 2013 to ensure all available methods of communication, including social media, 
were being used by services to reach existing and potential customers.  Despite initial teething problems, during the first 
three months after the launch we had 50 blog posts and 3,423 views 
 
Increasing use of blogging, the Communication Team were interested in whether blogging was making a difference so one 
of the blogs they posted asked ‘So does this blog work for you?’   
 
It garnered the following response from a disabled customer: “I wouldn’t have heard about DALES [a council funded 
service for the hard of hearing].  Now I can hear my doorbell and my neighbours aren’t bothered by my TV”. 
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The rise of social media use in housing 
 
Council homes in Leeds were previously managed by three Arms-Length Management Organisations (ALMOs).  In 2013 
management of council homes returned to the council as a single body – Housing Leeds.   
 
Prior to this, each ALMO had a Facebook page for the Social Housing Equality Framework, as well as a 24-page tenants’ 
magazine distributed every three months.  Under new arrangements, Housing Leeds distributes a 12-page magazine to 
tenants every 4 months.  Aware of both the reduction in information being sent to tenants and the potential of a growing 
audience for information accessed digitally, Housing Leeds decided to promote and increase its use of social media. 
 
To achieve this, Housing Leeds: 
• Set up Housing Leeds Facebook and Twitter accounts; 
• Advertised social media on leaflets and in the tenants’ magazine; 
• Contacted all Housing Leeds tenants with known email addresses, encouraging them to ‘like’ its Facebook page; and 
• Produced business cards with QR codes for scanning on mobile phones, enabling quick and easy access to Housing 

Leeds Facebook and Twitter accounts. 
 
Use of Facebook and Twitter enables Housing Leeds to: 
• Engage with a diverse and growing audience; 
• Promote housing campaigns, and issue-specific campaigns/days, such as National Housing Day; 
• Celebrate religious and cultural events as they are happening; 
• Promote partnership working, good news stories, up and coming community events; 
• Promote community groups and events, and ways to get more involved in local community activity; 
• Promote apprenticeships and job opportunities; 
• Showcase tenant involvement through a tenant blog; and 
• Directly answer questions from tenants who post on Facebook or Twitter 
 
As a result, Housing Leeds has: 
• Increased opportunities and channels through which tenants can engage directly with the council; 
• Increased the number of tenants communicating directly with the council: 

o Facebook ‘likes’ almost doubled in the nine months to March 2015 
o Twitter had 877 followers by March 2015, with over 1200 tweets and retweets; and 

• Maintained a range of communication methods, to ensure that the increase in digital communication does not exclude 
tenants who prefer more traditional methods. 
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Counselling in Children’s Centres 
 
Working with internal partners in 2013 and 2014, the Children’s Services Commissioning team undertook the scoping and 
procurement of a new counselling services contract within Children’s centres.  The new service was intended to deliver 
an individual counselling service to parents and carers of children aged 0 to 5 years, thus enabling children to live in safe 
and supportive environments with parents who are able to maximise emotional health and wellbeing, and support and 
parent in the best possible way. 
 
The Commissioning team wanted to be sure that any potential service providers had the capacity to deliver counselling 
services across a city the size of Leeds, in close partnership with other providers, and with a range of communities and 
neighbourhoods as diverse as those in Leeds.  Services needed to be open to all beneficiaries within the target group, 
and it was particularly important for delivery of counselling services to be tailored to the needs of individuals who may 
experience multiple disadvantage in accessing services. 
 
To gauge whether potential providers had the required understanding, capacity and approach, commissioners ensured 
that the service specification and evaluation criteria reflected the specific requirements of working with diverse and 
disadvantaged communities.  Potential providers bidding for the contract needed to demonstrate: 
• An understanding of the particular needs of the target group and how these would be met; 
• How activities would be developed, promoted and delivered to provide equal access to the target group;  
• Their competence in promoting equality and diversity; and  
• How they took into account issues of equality and diversity in their work. 
 
Additionally, throughout the period of the contract the provider would be monitored against specific measures including: 
• Families that have a child protection plan or CAF in place; and 
• A range of demographic information: gender, age of client and children, ethnicity, disability. 
 
This case study demonstrates that issues of equality and diversity are embedded in the approach of the commissioning 
team, from scoping and procurement through to monitoring of delivery. 
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Identifying and responding to young people’s needs for the development of the 
Community Drug and Alcohol Service Prevention, Treatment and Recovery Service 

 
Working with internal and external partners between 2013 and 2014, Strategy and Commissioning undertook the 
scoping and procurement of a community drug and alcohol prevention, treatment and recovery service.  The new 
service was intended to be integrated across all age ranges, and delivered through one organisation rather than the 
previous practice of 15 providers. 
 
As part of the Equality, Diversity, Cohesion and Integrated Impact Assessment (EIA) process, young drug and alcohol 
users currently accessing the service were asked about the issues they face and their requirements of a new service. 
The issues identified through this engagement then informed the specification for the new service, and were used to 
determine bidders’ understanding of these issues.  Key points raised were that: 
• Young people did not want to be associated with older drug and alcohol users, so wanted to access a different 

venue; 
• Young people wanted a service that was clearly marketed and aimed at them; 
• Siting services in locations not specific to drug and alcohol – such as GP surgeries – is crucial (alongside 

appropriate communication and branding) in encouraging young people to access the services; 
• Other groups – such as students and young professionals – my perceive themselves as different from other alcohol 

and drug users; and 
• Parents may be reluctant for their children to be treated alongside older, more hardened drug users or people with 

severe alcohol issues. 
 
As well as helping to shape the specifications for the service being commissioned, the points raised by young people 
enabled the commissioner to better understand the issues relating to young people and how these could be 
incorporated into service delivery.  As a result: 
• Drug and alcohol services are now provided through a young people’s base in the city centre, and through 

community venues, so that young people accessing the service do not come into contact with older drug and 
alcohol users; and 

• Requirements included in the service specification include:  
o the provision of a Facebook site solely targeted at young people, reinforcing the fact that the service is 

targeted at them; and 
o clear and targeted branding and layout of social media sites, aimed at young service users. 
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Developing positive activities for young people living near Ley Lane Playing Field, Armley 
 
Residents and a local school in Armley contacted the Area Support Team.  They were concerned about a local playing field 
blighted by drug dealing, antisocial behaviour and dog fouling.  The school and some local residents wanted to investigate 
how best to tackle these problems. 
 
Over a period of nine months, various consultation and engagement activities – including fun days – were carried out, to 
generate ideas about what could be done to make the playing field safer and more accessible.  The initiative has been 
supported by councillors and a range of teams within the council. 
 
The Area Support Team developed a bid for funds to install recreational equipment on the field and introduce youth activities 
in the area.  A total of £16,000 has been allocated, and the following actions agreed: 
• Installation of a football post and pitch markings; 
• Re-surfacing of the footpath running across the field; 
• Installation of outdoor gym equipment; and 
• Weekly play sessions carried out by Breeze Leeds to teach young people new skills and activities. 
 
Actions already implemented include: 
• Installation of a community notice board; 
• Three new bins to discourage littering; and 
• A community clear-up day. 
 
Although some of the installation and action has yet to take place, early signs are promising.  Drug dealing has been 
displaced.  The initiative has forged better links within the community, and has boosted cohesion.  There are proposals to set 
up a ‘Friends of’ group, possibly working in conjunction with the local school’s PTA – allowing for more funding bids to be 
developed for further initiatives..  
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Armley Sauna Testing Initiative for older Men who have Sex with Men (MSM) 
 
The Armley Sauna Testing was an initiative for the prevention of Sexually Transmitted Infections (STI’s) amongst men 
who have Sex with Men (MSM). The initiative was based on evidence of need established by statistical data, a local 
pilot, expressed community needs and the results from the initial phase of the project. 
 
The largest and busiest men’s sauna in Leeds the Armley Steam Complex was selected as a suitable venue as 
research suggests that MSM, who don't identify as homosexual, are unlikely to attend traditional sexual health services. 
The majority of MSM using the Complex had never had an HIV test, were more likely to have higher numbers of sexual 
partners and also engage in riskier sex practise.  
 
Delivered in partnership this project was able to: diagnose and facilitate treatment for undiagnosed STI’s amongst older 
MSM; establish baseline data; test new ways of working; distribute sexual health information and increase the number 
of vulnerable men reached, tested and treated.   
 
Due to the success of the pilot this service is now an integral part of the integrated sexual health service and we are 
currently exploring additional outreach in other MSM Leeds Saunas. Outreach in saunas forms part of the integrated 
service specification with clinical and voluntary sector providers working in partnership. 
 
 The following comments were received from some patients: 
‘Love the fact that this is a walk in clinic, love that it’s free, all round good experience’ 
‘Discreet, helpful, good advice’ 
‘Clear and informative, easy to discuss sexual issues with you’ 
‘Making patients relaxed, not judging’ 
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Community Consultation of Leeds Adult Social Care directly managed BME Day services for older people  
  
Adult Social Care manages ten day-centres for older people.  Two of these centres (Apna and Frederick Hurdle day 
centres) provide specialist support to Black and Minority Ethnic communities. A review was undertaken taking into 
account: the needs of existing and potential service users; take up of current service provision; demographic data; 
research into other complimentary services within Leeds and financial pressures.  
 
An important aspect of this was involving people who currently use these services, their carer’s and family as well as 
other interested groups such as: staff; elected members; trade unions; partner organisations. All methods of engagement 
were used including workshops, questionnaires, briefings with trade unions and staff, letters to GP’s and establishing a 
reference group. This was designed and done jointly with the council and Leeds Involving People, a service user and 
carer organisation.  
 
Although service users could and did use these mechanisms it was also felt that some people may find it difficult to 
express their views, experiences and concerns in such settings. So 1-2-1 meetings were arranged with all service users. 
 
Adopting a co-production and co-design approach meant that everyone who participated was able to be involved in the 
design of a service that would meet the needs of the diverse communities. Outcomes of discussions included: 

• Some people preferring ASC continuing to manage the service, but the majority recognised that keeping things as 
they are is not viable 

• Suggesting a partnership with a voluntary sector provider taking over management of the two services and 
delivering a wider range of day support to BME communities – was the preferred model 

• Better links should be established with local BME community groups and Neighbourhood Networks 
• Proposing the centres should have a wider remit in relation to the services on offer, explore opening to a wider 

client group and operate as a Community Resource Centre 
• Existing resources within BME communities should be more effectively used, in particular volunteering 

opportunities 
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Introduction to Community Engagement Training 
  
The council has an approach, a toolkit and support/advice on how to consult, involve and engage with communities potentially 
affected by proposals and decisions. There are many examples of good practice across the organisation however 
inconsistencies in approach have been identified which have led to less effective consultation, engagement and involvement. 
 
After identifying a need the Consultation and Engagement Training was developed and facilitated to assist council staff to 
engage effectively and exchange good practice. Setting out the councils approach, introducing a variety of tools and providing 
space for participants to share concerns and ideas there has been a number of improvements: 

• Consultation and engagements activities have been better co-ordinated – so the same people are not being involved 
numerous times 

• There is an increase in collaborative consultation, involvement and engagement with partners 
• Activities are being thought through and made more accessible to those people being involved 
• Staff are feeling more confident about what they are doing to involve people in a timely manner 
• Information already collected is being used more effectively 
• Tools available are being used more 
• Staff who have attended training are keeping in touch with each other and the facilitators - so activities are more 

effective and ideas are being shared  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Equalities Assembly 
 
The Communities Team, working in partnership with Adult Social Care (ASC), delivered a workshop relating to Better Lives 
Lived (Adult Social Care Local Account 2013/14).  It was attended by communities representing all equality strands and 
enabled the council to engage with hard-to-reach groups.  Findings from the workshop helped in the design of the Local 
Account and helped ASC better understand how their clients want to access services. 
 
A principle behind the Local Account is to consult with the very people who know what it’s like to use ASC services.  As part of 
the consultation plan, engagement took place with the Equalities Assembly which has close to 250 members.  Many of the 
Equalities Assembly’s members either directly access or support others who use ASC services.  
 
The event gave ASC the opportunity to hear first-hand what Better Lives meant to the city’s diverse communities.  People 
were able to comment about the good things ASC is doing, the bad things and what it can do better. 
 
Access needs were taken into account, including providing personal assistants, arranging transport and providing materials in 
alternative formats.  British Sign Language interpreters were also provided. 
 
It was recognised that working with the Equalities Assembly would help to give equality groups a voice. 
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External Provision of Homecare Services 
  
Commissioned home care services were previously secured under the terms of the Community Home Care Framework 
Agreement (2010).  With this contractual agreement nearing its end an opportunity was created to recommission home care 
services which meet differing needs of people who have eligible care needs and meets the requirements of the Care Act 2014.  
 
The independent sector, including the 32 home care framework providers (representing both national and local businesses), 
delivered 86% of the total commissioned home care support in Leeds in 2013-14; this equates to 1,525,701 hours of support 
annually.  The contracts have generally worked well in terms of quality and value. 
 
During the past year, council officers have undertaken extensive work involving a range of key stakeholders to determine how 
homecare services could become more focussed on improving outcomes for people. As well as helping to shape the 
commissioning and contract model, the points raised by current and potential service users, carer’s and family have enabled the 
commissioners to better understand the issues relating to people of all ages with care needs and how these could be 
incorporated into service delivery.  
 
The proposed commissioning and contract model has been developed and designed to lay foundation for meeting requirements 
of the ethical care charter, benefitting both service users and staff. These include, for example: 

• personalised ‘outcome based’ commissioning 
• flexibility of service providers to meet the needs of service users 
• the use of the 15 minute visits  
• consistency of staff providing services 
• the recruitment and retention of a care workforce sufficient for the future needs of the City. 
• improved terms and conditions for homecare staff – aspirations in relation to living wage, staff travel 
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Hyde Park Health and Wellbeing 
 
Health and wellbeing data has highlighted some key areas of concern in Hyde Park.  The large student population (who 
have comparatively good health and wellbeing), means the figures are likely to underestimate the issues for some 
vulnerable groups. The non-student population has some of the worst health and wellbeing outcomes in the city. Some 
people are experiencing premature mortality and poor long term health due to a number of factors.  These include lifestyle 
factors such as alcohol, smoking and lack of physical activity leading to obesity.  
 
Wider factors connected to health issues include: high unemployment (especially amongst young people); low income; 
poor educational attainment; poor quality housing stock.  A contributory factor is the poor take-up of statutory preventative 
health services.  There are also issues around low income, money worries and unemployment that affect health and 
wellbeing. 
 
There are significant statutory resources in Hyde Park (including primary and social care) allocated to health and 
wellbeing.  These are complemented by the work of the third sector and religious groups.  Hyde Park has a number of 
strong religious and community organisations and local leaders.  The aim was to meaningfully consult with local 
organisations and residents to ensure that key priorities could be identified, avoiding duplication and leading to improved 
outcomes for residents.  
 
A wellbeing questionnaire was designed to consult with local residents and businesses about how needs can be met that 
isn’t just delivered to them but involves them. Local community leaders and key community contacts used different ways 
to engage people in the consultation. This resulted in many residents and local businesses/service contributing ideas, for 
example: 

• Learning from other parts of the city 
• Organisations interested in developing local physical activity sessions 
• Building on/using ‘people’ assets within the community 
• Look at sharing resources to fund activities, such as transport 

 
The next steps are developing a plan with the local community, businesses, local leaders and statutory services 
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Learning English in Leeds Website 
  
English for Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) provision used to be overseen by Skills for Life. Despite central government 
funding cuts, which have had a negative impact on ESOL provision nationally, Leeds has continued to provide ESOL.  The 
main provider is Leeds City College, with more provision now in the hands of the voluntary and private sector. 
 
Research and analysis undertaken in 2010 identified patterns of ESOL provision, funding and attendance were complex. Key to 
this was access to information about ESOL provision across the city. 
 
The Learning English in Leeds website made a difference to students and professionals by providing: 

• An accessible and comprehensive online directory of ESOL provision in Leeds 
• A ‘one stop shop’ for adult migrants wanting to develop their English language skills, and for advisers 
• Assists new arrivals in finding the most appropriate ESOL classes and planning their progression across provision in 

Leeds   
• Space for the ESOL sector in Leeds to develop practice and plan strategically to meet the language education needs of 

learners 
 
Website: www.lel.help 
 
 

Middleton Skate Park 
  
Middleton Youth Partnership was initially formed to explore the viability of converting disused changing rooms into a youth 
club. However, after consulting with young people and youth workers, it quickly became apparent that buildings were not the 
issue: there were already youth club sessions at St Cross Church, South Leeds Youth Hub and some mobile Youth Service 
provision.  The biggest request was for the creation of a local skate park.   
 
Consultation was undertaken which established local young people were strongly in favour of a Skate Park. It also identified 
12 young people who were interested enough to get involved in the design of the Skate Park. Providing the partnership with a 
clear mandate for the project, planning permission was sought and secured.  £81k of funding came from various sources 
including Housing Leeds, the third sector and the Inner South Community Committee. 
 
The approach taken by the partnership led to: 

• A clear mandate from local young people in support of developing the project 
• Genuine consultation and involvement of young people helped secure funding 
• Vital information was gathered during engagement activities that influenced the design brief and tender specification 

 
Ultimately, local young people made decisions on an £80,000 contract 
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Rainbow Roofs 
 
Formed in 2010, Rainbow Roofs is a tenants group representing the voice and experience of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and 
Transgender (LGBT) tenants. Initially representing tenants from the West of the city, the group now represents tenants 
citywide.  
 
They use all methods of social media to promote themselves and their activities and have featured in ‘Tenants Magazine’ 
and ‘Leeds City Magazine.’  
 
Rainbow Roofs has assisted in increasing the understanding of the issues that LGBT tenants and colleagues face which has 
positively impacted on policy and practice within housing services. For example, they: 

• were consulted with on the Housing Strategy 2015 
• were acknowledged in the Housing Strategy as a case study 
• attended Pride 2012. 
• Police / LASBT attended Rainbow Roofs meetings 
• held a hate crime conference with the disability housing group and investigated the process of Hate Crime reporting 
• assisted with mystery shopping 
• questioned and improved the equality monitoring form 
• helped design One Minute Guides for young LGBT people   
• attended a Sheltered Forum. 
• the chair attended Housing Office Team meetings to promote Rainbow Roofs as well as discuss the issues that LGBT 

tenants have in the community. 
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Licensing of Sex Establishments Policy 
 

Leeds City Council’s Sex Establishment Statement of Licensing Policy considers and determines the locations and the numbers 
of lap dancing clubs sited across the city.  This policy addresses applications for new licences as well as looking at renewing 
current licences.  
 
In 2013, Entertainment Licensing resolved to review and update the licensing policy.  During previous consultations, it had 
become apparent that the majority of responses were being received from people with either very negative or very positive 
views of the clubs.  In light of this, officers and Members thought it important to get the broader view of people of Leeds.   
 
The Citizens Panel provided a cost-effective method to seek public opinion and enough responses were sought to combat the 
survey being skewed by any extreme factions.  The results of the survey were used to inform the Licensing of Sex 
Establishments Policy, in particular influencing the number of and potential localities for siting lap dancing clubs.  
 
The resulting policy was used to determine five applications to renew sex establishment licences.  Three of these five licences 
were not renewed.  Two of the businesses challenged the decision by way of a judicial review.  One of the premises asked for 
permission to challenge the policy; however, this request was denied as the policy had been subject to a robust consultation 
period which the business chose not to engage with.   
 
During the judicial review, the judge was complimentary about the way the policy was developed and examined carefully the 
part of the policy which related to location and numbers. 
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Social Care Community Forum for Race Equality (SCCFRE) 
  
The Social Care Community Forum for Race Equality was established in 1992 following disturbances in Chapeltown in 1980. Open 
to all Black Minority and Ethnic (BME) community organisations, at present, the forum has over 120 voluntary, community and faith 
groups (as well as individuals) on its mailing list.   
 
Although the forum is run by Adult Social Care it covers issues relating to: children, health and housing, and anything that is 
deemed relevant to its members. Regarded by the council as a vital component for engaging BME communities to influence 
decision making the following are examples of its achievements: 

• Continues to work closely with the council to address a number of key issues, e.g. lack of employment, unmet social care 
needs and educational under-achievement 

• Contributed to the charging review for care services; self-directed support; integrated care; fair access to care; carers’ 
strategy; assistive technology to ensure BME people are able to access services to meet their needs 

• Supported a successful bid to the Migration Impact fund which was used to develop and build capacity with new arrivals to 
Leeds – this has led to a permanent post within Adult Social Care and a network of volunteers supporting other new arrival 
to settle 

 
 
 
 Transforming Day Provision for people with Mental Health Needs 
 
Day service provision in Leeds, for people with mental health needs, has always been made up of a mixture of council run and 
voluntary sector provision. These provide both building based and community services. Responding to need, significant financial 
challenges and a reduction in grants a review was undertaken in 2011 to ensure a model of service provision was in place that 
used resources effectively and efficiently to deliver positive outcomes for service users.  
 
The review included: research and analysis of existing provision and potential need: an audit of service usage across all day 
services; extensive consultation and engagement activities with all interested stakeholders, with significant contributions from 
existing service users. This was then used to inform the proposed new provision for the Mental Health Recovery Service, the 
tendering process and contract specification and future monitoring of service provision. 
 
The following outcomes are as a direct result of involving service users: 

• Setting up the Mental Health Advisory Board (the body overseeing the transformation programme) which included a specific 
requirement within its constitution for a co-chair role, to be filled by a service-user representative – ensuring the voice of 
service users is always heard 

• Agreement to continue work supporting those people concerned with the term ‘recovery’ – concerns had been raised during 
consultation about what a recovery service would mean to people and specifically whether this would lead to discharge, 
some felt they would ‘never recover’ 

• user led recovery groups in addition to staff led recovery groups  
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Welfare Benefits Advice 
  
Welfare Benefits were approached by members of the Bangladesh Centre Committee in Harehills who were concerned 
about the lack of advice services available to members of the Bengali speaking community who were not confident with 
their English.  As a result of this, a pilot of welfare advice surgeries was set up within the Bangladesh centre on Roundhay 
Road.   
 
The surgeries were supported by a local Bengali interpreter and advice workers provided for free from GIPSIL’s welfare 
team, a voluntary sector serving the local community. 
 
Detailed evaluation is currently taking place on the project however initial feedback is that residents are: 

• now accessing services that they feel comfortable using   
• seeking more informal advice that reduces the risk of being misadvised 
• needs are being identified and addressed at an earlier stage reducing the need for crisis intervention 

 
 
 
 

Hate Crime 
 
Rainbow Roofs (Lesbian Gay Bisexual and Trans Tenants group) and Disability Forum (west Leeds) highlighted that there was 
an under reporting of hate crime for disability, homophobia and transphobia.  To increase the awareness of Hate Crime across 
the city they organised city-wide multi-agency event ‘Leeds Challenges Hate Crime’.   
 
Along with local and national keynote speaker and information stalls, the event was publicised and followed on Twitter via 
#LeedsChallengesHate. 
  
The event successfully raised awareness of the issues, fostered good working relationships between the different 
organisations and supported the city’s wider launch of the Hate Crime Strategy 2014.  
 
Attendees at the event and those following on twitter fed back that they: 

• Have a better understanding of what is meant by hate crime 
• Increased their knowledge about reporting hate crime – making them feel more confident about both reporting and 

advising other about how to report hate crime 
• Increased knowledge about resources and services available for people concerned either as a victim of or witness to 

hate crime 
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Should Leeds Bid to be European Capital of Culture 2023? 
  
‘Should Leeds Bid to be European Capital of Culture 2023?’ was the first question for Leeds and involved informal 
discussions with elected members, internal and external stakeholders and most of the main cultural organisations in the city 
to seek their views.  
  
Following a very supportive response, and in line with the new type of civic relationships proposed in the Commission for 
Local Government, an open meeting was then held at the Town Hall in January 2014. This event was attended by nearly 
300 people with additional debates taking place on the day and via local radio phone-ins and on social media. On Twitter 
344 different people contributed 817 Tweets using the hashtag #Leeds2023. 
 
Universal support for Leeds making a bid was gained and provided a strong mandate to develop a ‘City conversation’. This 
involved extensive discussion, and consultation and engagement activities over a 14 month period to test support for such a 
bid further from the broadest range of communities, stakeholders and partners, in particular our city’s diverse communities. 
Dispelling the myth that ‘culture’ is another name for ‘high art for the wealthy’ was an important message to ensure 
communities would get involved. Getting anyone to think about making a decision on the city doing something nine years 
into the future puts it into the ‘not urgent’ category. It was heartening therefore so many people have contributed, so 
far….and are keen to continue being involved. 
 
The outcome of engagement activities so far has been: 

• Approval from the Executive Board to process a bid for Leeds 
• Understanding what difference bidding could make to the diverse communities of Leeds 
• Ideas being generated and initiated of what groups and individuals can contribute 
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Inspire To Achieve: mentoring 
 
This mentoring initiative targeted 14 to 16 year olds at Mount St Mary: a Catholic inner-city school located in an area of high 
deprivation, high pupil premium, free school meals and high levels of worklessness. The school analysed available data and 
identified a number of Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) students with low aspirations, borderline C and D level grades and limited 
prospects for progression. 
 
Supported by the mentoring team within the Education Business Partnership, contact was made with the African Caribbean Society 
at the University of Leeds resulting in their under-graduate students becoming mentors. Studying a range of subjects such as 
maths, engineering and law, young people at the school saw their mentors as positive roles models.  
 
Positive outcomes from this mentoring programme included the young people: 
• committing themselves to their mentoring sessions – turning up at arranged times 
• developing individual targets with their mentors and working on achieving these 
• talking about their aspirations 
 
Against the areas assessed within the programme, improvements were seen for: 
• self confidence 
• time management/ organisation of self 
• levels of attainment 
• GCSE course work grades 
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Leeds Student Unions and LCC Engagement Event February 2015 
 
Leeds Student Unions already have a variety of mechanisms in place to ensure students are engaged and contributing to 
council decision making. For example: involvement in projects considering waste and housing; increased membership within 
the Citizens Panel and involvement in budget proposal discussions. 
 
Following the establishment of the Working Together group in 2014, which aimed to improve collaboration and better 
relationships between six of the Leeds student unions, the group presented a deputation to the council’s Executive Board 
explaining how they felt that students were under-represented within the council’s decision-making process. With agreement 
from the board to explore this further the group worked in collaboration with key council officers to identify key forums/ boards 
that would benefit from student representation and organise a joint engagement event in 2015. 
 
“Leeds Student Unions and Leeds City Council Working Together to make Leeds the Best City” event took place in February 
2015.  With a number of presentations and themed discussions on community safety and fear of crime; street cleansing and 
bins; housing the event successfully: 
 

• Facilitated networking between services and students – with a view to leading to continued working relationships 
• Generated conversation in an open environment 
• Identified examples of issues, concerns and also good practice experienced by students for services to learn from  
• Increased students understanding of service provision and how to access services  
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Leeds Museums and Galleries - volunteering 
  
Effort continues to be made to attract a diverse array of people to become volunteers at Leeds Museums and Galleries. 
Analysis of equality data supplied through volunteers application forms, findings from an on-line survey, feedback from 
Volunteer Managers and Voluntary Action Leeds networks and lessons learned from previous volunteering projects identified 
under-representation of men and Black and Minority Ethnic people volunteering, particularly in Museums and Galleries. 
 
A number of actions were identified to increase volunteering in general but also to target those under-represented groups. 
These include for example: 

• Creating broader advertising opportunities through Voluntary Action Leeds and producing some targeted advertising  
• Ensuring that volunteering opportunities are flexible enough to meet the needs of volunteers and the service 
• Arranging visits to communities and organisations to spread the word about volunteering opportunities. 
• Making connections with people by collecting oral stories and ‘objects in a suitcase’ – these will form changing and 

emerging history 
• Offer a range of projects at Temple Newsam, other museums and within communities. 
• Write to all key BME organisations and societies across the city to arrange publicity sessions. 
• Use current volunteers to help sell the benefits of volunteering e.g. social and confidence building 

 
Over time these actions have led to the following outcomes: 

• Improved the diverse representation of volunteers 
• Increased the range of volunteering opportunities 
• Capturing people’s stories and journeys that will contribute to the rich history of Leeds 
• Gained positive feedback from volunteers and sharing their time to promote motivation and to recruit new volunteers 
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Volunteering and Diversity: personal testimony 
 
I’m not a big one for volunteering, so when I got asked if I would go on an Interim Executive Board (IEB), 
I immediately thought it would be useful to my area of work – an IEB is a bit like a caretaker management 
team of school governors to turn-around a school in some sort of trouble – this particular one would 
mean I was helping one of Leeds’ most diverse schools, make improvements. 
 
The school is based in a rapidly changing place…on the edge of the city centre.  It’s pretty dense council 
housing but if you walk there rather than drive you get a more positive feeling about the area. Like the 
general area, the school is affected by a changing intake: 34 different first languages other than English 
are spoken.  Dealing with that kind of diversity takes some special skills.  Moreover, this is diversity that 
reflects what’s happening in the world.  Families are here because of global issues: conflict, repression 
(and) really severe economic hardship. 
 
Being on the board I am part of a team tasked to help solve problems (including) governance, finance, 
structures, behaviours and strategy.  With good education and teaching at the school and support from 
the school improvement team for professional assurance I feel I am able to contribute something positive 
to the lives of others, whilst learning a lot that benefits my professional and personal outlook on life.  
 
I have found volunteering has been massively beneficial. I appreciate much more how Leeds is changing 
in relation to migration and how we can turn challenges this brings into a big future opportunity. I’ve learnt 
to think far more about how we need to make sure our services are right, representative (and) based on 
need.  This is critical to how well people are received and we can all thrive in the long term.  Seeing how 
well teachers can do this is awesome but also showed me that everyone can do something personal to 
make a difference too.  Volunteering doesn’t have to be heroic or inspired to get something back. 
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Takeover Day For People With Learning Disabilities 

 
The following is an article written to celebrate the takeover of Council Chambers by learning disabled people:  
 
‘The atmosphere was charged and expectant for the fourth Great Council Chamber Takeover Day in Leeds (2014).  The 
event was bigger, better and bolder than ever. 
 
The grandiose council chamber in Leeds Civic Hall was occupied by more than 100 people with learning disabilities, sitting 
in seats usually reserved for LCC councillors. The public gallery was also filled to capacity. 
 
This community-led engagement event was co-ordinated by Tenfold: the learning disability forum in Leeds.  They also had 
input from people with learning disabilities and support organisations across the city.  
 
The approach is intended to be inspirational and aspirational and empower disadvantaged and vulnerable adults to fully 
engage in the democratic process. 
 
Speeches were heard on topics that are important to learning disabled people.  The topics included: feeling safe; transport; 
employment opportunities; having friends; better healthcare. 
 
Following each speech, the issues were opened for audience debate.  Guests were there to listen, respond and pledge 
what support they could have on improving the lives of people with learning disabilities.  Guests were invited from the 
business and commercial sector, transport, education, the council, the NHS, as well as the police, fire and rescue services. 
 
Year on year, this event builds interest and momentum and raises awareness about the lives of learning disabled people.  
As a spectacle, it is vibrant, energising, funny, emotional…but never disrespectful or tokenistic.  This innovative and 
mutually inclusive approach creates positive change and influences local decision making.  It is truly ‘democracy in action.’ 
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Leeds City Council Access Officer 
 
We use Access Officers to ensure that we not only fulfill our legal obligations under the Equality Act but also  that we adopt an 
inclusive approach to  service provision and the creation of new environments in terms of access for disabled people.  Over 
the past decade, Leeds city centre has seen a significant increase in the range of leisure and entertainment venues.  It is 
important that these services are accessible by all. 
 
The role of our Access Officers includes: 

• Advising LCC directorates, services and employees. 
• Providing advice on legislation to members of the public, business and service providers. 
• Advising on Building Control and Planning applications, in terms of inclusive design and the latest design guidance. 
• Working across the council to ensure that accessible and inclusive environments and services are created. 
• Taking a pro-active approach to inclusion and access, as well as responding to customer feedback. 

 
Access Officers help to ensure that the access needs of disabled people is fully considered throughout the services and 
functions we provide. 

Volunteer Access Stewards Scheme at Leeds City Council Outdoor Events 
 
The need for specialist stewards at LCC events was identified in 2014 based on feedback from disabled customers, and 
officers (LCCs Access Officer and the Events Team).  This feedback highlighted that some disabled people attending events 
would benefit from being able to identify stewards on site who could provide specific information on the accessible services and 
facilities provided at events. It was also identified that accessible services and facilities which were provided at events sites 
required supervision/ management to avoid mis-use or abuse by people who did not require them. 
 
Introducing the Access Stewards has enhanced the experience of many disabled visitors.  Through good practice, the council 
hopes to create a culture of confidence in the disabled community such that all disabled users have no ‘perception’ of barriers 
when considering attending an event.  The council has made a commitment to always endeavor to ‘go beyond the minimum’ in 
terms of provision of accessible services and facilities. 
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BSL Video Interpreting 
 
The provision of BSL Video Interpreting was implemented to assist communication with deaf and hard of hearing customers 
when accessing council services both face-to-face and over the telephone. 
 
Prior to this service, when a deaf or hard of hearing customer wanted to contact the council they had to request a face-to-
face BSL interpreter or communicate by writing information down and pass between themselves and the officer.  This could 
take two weeks or longer to arrange.  This meant that deaf and hard of hearing customers were not getting an equal service. 
 
Research was carried out, a range of options were appraised and a tender specification was created for the provision of BSL 
Video Interpreting, in-line with LCC procurement rules.   
 
The procured service was set-up at the Compton Community Hub (LS9) and 2 Great George Street (LS1) for face-to-face 
contact and BSL Live on the council’s website.  A deaf or hard of hearing customer can go to either of these venues and 
access a BSL Interpreter via video phone.  They can also contact the council from their own pc or mobile device (once they 
have downloaded the appropriate software).  Further work has been completed to where this service could be rolled out 
further. 
  
The BSL Video Interpreting and BSL Live service has greatly improved deaf and hard of hearing customers being able to 
access council services.  One customer who attended the Compton Centre told staff that the service had given him a voice. 
 
 
 
 
 Early education provision for 2-year olds 

 
Since July 2013 families who meet certain criteria may be entitled to up to 15 hours of free early education for their two year old 
children.  Due to the demand for places out weighing supply in some of the more deprived areas in Leeds our Children`s Services 
approached  our Customer Services with a view to securing space for locations for early education provision.  Following these 
discussions locations were identified at both Dewsbury Road one Stop Centre and Compton Community Hub and we were able to 
provide the additional places which were needed. 
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Employment and Skills: youth employment 
 
National data and research shows that the increase in unemployment during the recession has disproportionately impacted on 
(amongst others) young people Not in Education, Employment or Training (NEETs).  Actions were taken to try and address this. 
 
The Leeds Apprenticeship Hub was set up in July 2013 to promote apprenticeships to local SME businesses and young people 
to meet the skills needs of business as well as to provide a career entry point for young people.  The Hub is also working in 
partnership with Microsoft to promote IT Apprenticeships.  The opening event took place in March 2015. 
 
The Leeds Apprenticeship Training Agency (ATA) supports small and medium sized businesses to recruit and take on 
apprentices; it is a limited company, jointly owned by the council and Leeds City College.  There are 53 apprentices on roll with 
148 SME businesses engaged who are looking to provide new apprenticeship roles. 
 
The Education Business Partnership (EBP) team builds links between schools and local businesses to provide creative, 
realistic work-related learning opportunities for children and young people aged 11 to 18; in April 2014 to March 2015, 8,697 
school pupils accessed an EBP mentoring and employability programme and 970 businesses and university volunteers have 
supported the programmes.   
 
The Leeds 18-24 Headstart programme secured £1.3m to support 800 young people aged 18-24 years old deemed furthest 
from the labour market.  This programme commenced March 2014 to runs for 2 years.  It assists young people aged 18-24 years 
claiming Jobseekers’ Allowance for at least 6 months (with referral from Jobcentre Plus).  77 young people have gained 
employment; 36 businesses have engaged with the programme; 197 young people have started their placements and gained 
work experience.  
 
The award-winning Set for Success Programme – Devolved Youth Contract works in partnership with Aspire IGEN and was 
delivered by EBP to help 16-17 year olds NEETS to re-engage with the labour market.  Over the course of the programme 179 
young people (16-17 year olds) have been supported into work and 973 young people (16-17 year olds) have improved their 
employability skills. 
 
The Re-Making Leeds programme (supported by Leeds College of Building and York College) identified skills gap in SMEs in 
the local construction sector.  The service worked with partners to submit a bid to the Heritage Lottery Fund and secured £840k.  
The programme started in September 2014 and provides trainees with the skills needed to maintain, repair and refurbish mainly 
pre-1919 and traditional properties in Leeds.  22 people on the Re-Making Leeds programme to date have improved their skills 
and 9 have gained work experience.  
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                          Civic Enterprise Leeds - various stories 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

I  
The Passenger Transport Service`s review and simplication of 
Health and Safety forms led to an increase in the number of 
health and safety alerts which are submitted each week.  As a 
result of this we have put a number of preventative measures in 
place such as magnetic harnesses and have also created the role 
of Enhanced Passenger Transport Assistant which is responsible 
for providing support to children with specific needs.   

Customer feedback(from older people and children in particular)  
about our Passenger Transport Service has resulted in 
improvements in personal safety where simple but effective 
modifications have been put in place for example; the 
installation of handlebars and safety bars which prevent people 
from accidently falling out of opened back doors. 

 

We deliver 480 hot community meals to older people across 
Leeds each day. More than half of these people receive 
subsidised meals.  Our menu is varied and we cater for a wide 
range of dietary needs including Kosher, Halaal, ethical needs, 
nutrition and portion size, soft foods.  Our delivery staff also 
carry out a basic welfare benefit check (to ensure that our 
customers are receiving benefits which they are entitled to) and 
provide important social and supportive.  Many of our customers 
who may not have contact with another person for days/weeks - 
own on Christmas day, 250 older people received hot meals 
through community meals through community meals 

Presto is a service which is aimed at older 
people who need a helping hand to maintain 
their independence but who are not eligible 
for services. The service was initially 
launched in the Moortown and Alwoodley 
areas of Leeds during April 2015 and 
following successful implementation was 
rolled out city wide in June 2015.  Presto 
offers - companionship, housekeeping, home 
and garden maintenance, social support and 
transport facilities through our Passenger 
Transport service.  Customers are already 
benefiting from the services provided 
although it is too early to evaluate the overall 
impact. 
 

The current government scheme aims to 
ensure that every young person at key 
stage 1 (aged 4-7 years) has a hot meal 
each day and for many children this 
maybe the only hot meal they get. Our 
Catering Service currently caters for 166 
special diets (including ethical and 
religious needs, specific healthcare 
needs, measured portions and specific 
types of food). We work closely with all 
schools in Leeds, to understand and meet 
need. A special ‘diet hotline’ is available 
which records all details provided by 
parents, guardians, doctors and nurses 
for each child and each child has a 
unique reference number to ensure their 
specific dietary needs are both monitored 
and met. 
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POMOC (help) 
 
The Police and Community Safety became involved with the Eastern European Community residing in the Armley area of 
Leeds.  In an attempt to better integrate this community, the Police and Community Safety contacted us at Armley 
Community Hub wanting to discuss the possibility of using the Community Hub as a base for a volunteer who would provide 
advice to the community relating to - jobshops, credit union, money advice, computers, health, schools and education.  
Since 2013, a result of these discussions, Armley Community Hub has continued to provide advice sessions which are 
aimed primarily at addressing the needs of the Eastern European Community. 
 
POMOC has proved to be popular service within the Eastern European Community who provide feedback indicating that 
they are benefiting from the services provided.  
 
 
 

Community Hub: St Georges Centre (Middleton) 
 
Our customers can access a wide variety of services through our Community Hubs (At St Georges Hub we have range of 
services under one roof including: NHS, Credit Union, Police and Council Services. 
 
 Mrs S visited the minor injuries unit (NHS) at St Georges Centre whilst there she noticed a sign relating to Step Change (a 
debt charity) and asked one of our customer services for more information.  After sensitively questioning Mrs S to determine 
which service would best meet her needs (Step Change or Credit Union), Mrs S was advised to contact Step Change using 
the Freephone service available in St George`s Hub.  Mrs S told our customer service officer that she had £30,000 worth of 
debt which she had not told anyone about. Her visit to the Community Hub to attend the minor injuries unit had resulted in her 
obtaining support with her debts and finance.  Mrs S had taken the first steps to sorting out her debts. 
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Compton Community Hub - equality support 
 

Our customers can access a wide variety of services through our Community Hubs, the co-location of services has significantly 
improved the quality of service that we are able to provide.  These are some examples of the support provided through our 
Compton Community Hub. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms T approached a member of our 
library staff and explained that, 
against her will, her family were 
planning an arranged marriage for 
her.  She was instantly signposted to 
a private and confidential chat with a 
Customer Service Officer.  In the 
wake of this, the young woman was 
referred to Social Care. By working 
together, Ms T was able to access 
services which were able to provide 
the necessary support. 

Customer Services staff work closely with Community Safety to support customers 
following incidents of Hate Crime and family abuse.  Victims who do not wish to 
meet Community Safety in their home due to concerns about personal safety are 
offered the option to meet at the Hub.  Our services have worked together to: 

• Support a customer with learning difficulties who was experiencing mental 
and physical abuse from her family. This resulted in the provision of  a safe 
place and support from social care and housing options 

• Support a customer experiencing racial abuse from neighbours which 
resulted in the customer being rehoused 

• Support a customer who was experiencing domestic violence which resulted 
in provision of emergency accommodation and permanent rehousing away 
from the area.  

 

Our Library was allocated funding to provide language books to support learning.  To ensure that we purchased appropriate books, 
we consulted with ESOL tutors who were able to recommend a variety of suitable books.  The recommended books were 
purchased and are loaned out regularly to students. 
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Leeds City Credit Union (LCCU) stories 
 

The Leeds City Credit Union has assisted numerous people with saving, debt advice and solving debt issues.  Below are some 
of those    examples. 

 
 
 Mrs X had rent arrears of over £3k.  

She was signposted to a Money and 
Budgeting Support Officer by a 
Housing Support Officer to look at 
ways in which she could reduce her 
arrears prior to appearing in court 
with regards to her tenancy. The 
intervention from Credit Union and 
Mrs X making regular payments on 
her rent account saved her from 
eviction and also saved Housing 
Leeds the cost of court proceedings 
to have her evicted. 

Miss B was already a LCCU 
member and came into the Middleton 
branch to apply for a top-up on her 
loan.   Her father in-law had recently 
died and she was unable to pay the 
funeral costs.  LCCU fast-tracked a 
loan for Miss B and she had the 
money within a couple of days; she 
acknowledged her appreciation by 
leaving a box of chocolates at the 
Middleton branch. 

 

 
Miss C was referred to LCCU because she was struggling with doorstep 
lenders.  She informed LCCU that her credit was poor and that she felt she was 
probably beyond any help they could offer.  Miss C had taken loans from three 
doorstep lenders and was paying them £660 a month.  LCCU managed to 
consolidate the three debts over two years, reducing the monthly payment to 
£160 which Miss C found much more manageable. 

 

Mr and Mrs Y were struggling with 
numerous debts after finding 
themselves on benefits for the first time 
in their lives.  Both of them were in a 
serious car accident leaving Mr Y to act 
as Mrs Y’s carer.  Also, Mr Y incurred 
injuries that caused his HGV license to 
be revoked.  Mr and Mrs Y are proud 
people and were initially resistant to 
LCCU's help. These financial pressures 
led to anxiety and further health issues. 
Ultimately, LCCU attended several 
appointments with Mr and Mrs Y 
including two home visits to tackle all 
their debts and open a budget account.  
Mr and Mrs Y subsequently started 
paying into a LCCU bill paying account 
for 7 months and cleared their rent 
arrears.  They are feeling happier and 
their health has improved. 

 

Mr Z was seen by a Tenancy Management 
Officer who quickly identified that he had 
financial problems to the point that he wasn’t 
buying enough food.  It later became known 
that Mr Z was struggling with the loss of his 
wife.  A financial inclusion officer visited Mr 
Z and took him a food parcel.  Mr Z was 
quite overwhelmed with the generosity of 
AVHL and welcomed the help of the 
financial inclusion officer.  
 
Mr Z was in rent arrears of nearly £500 and 
was recommended for the rent assist fund.  
He was living alone in a 3-bed property (his 
former family home) and was going to be 
affected by the under-occupancy charge.  
Mr Z was offered a one bedroom bungalow 
and is now managing his bills; this has given 
him great peace of mind.  
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Leeds City Council Welfare Support Scheme (LWSS) 
  
The council’s Local Welfare Support Scheme (LWSS) was introduced 1 April 2013.  This replaced the DWPs former 
Social Fund scheme (crisis loans and community care grants). The purpose of LWSS is to assist vulnerable people by 
meeting their short term needs for subsistence / financial support to maintain their independence within the community.   
The council was given 2-year government funding of £2.9m to run the scheme.  It was up to the council to decide if it 
wanted a scheme (and if so…) and how to run it.  The scheme we introduced was `cashless’ and provided assistance 
with basic needs to establish or maintain a home in the community and/or emergency support.  From the 1st April 2015, 
the Government stopped funding the scheme.  However, Members acknowledge the success and value of the scheme so 
funding continued within 2015/16. 
 
Through the scheme we were able to support clients: 
 
By providing emergency payments for food – overcame immediate hardship for families for what is a fast and efficient 
process, the orders being made on line direct to Asda, the Council even booking the delivery time whilst in communication 
with the client to include evening and weekend deliveries. 
 
By providing emergency payment for fuel  – fuel for heating & cooking. 
 
With no telephone access – ease of claiming, avoids un-necessary financial hardship and allows telephone to be main 
channel of contact. 
 
Experiencing domestic violence – fast & safe removals, the Council dealing very much with the provider and avoiding 
undue hardship and upset on the client.    
 
With Disability/special needs – the award met the client’s specialist requirement/adaptation, the allowance of an 
increased financial provision allowing this to occur. 
 
With special Dietary/religious beliefs – met clients requirements rather than them refuse their entitlements. 
 
Who are elderly – enabled clients to return home as soon as possible reducing delayed stays in hospital due to not 
having food/essential furniture. 
 
To reduce access barriers – ensured all clients could access the scheme via telephone regardless of language skills / 
capabilities. 
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Migrant Access Project (MAP) 
 
The MAP is very important to Leeds City Council to help reduce pressures on statutory services and to help new arrivals settle 
in Leeds, and this is beneficial for all the people of Leeds.  
 
Two hour weekly drop-in sessions are delivered in partnership with Touchstone and Public Health.  Members drop in to share 
their successes as well as their issues.  Those who are unable to attend are offered the opportunity to a separate one to one 
with the Commissioning Officer for the MAP or the Community Development Worker at Touchstone.  Services have been 
informed of the drop in and are invited to attend, some services such as Leeds Skyline (works with mainly African communities 
in preventing and testing of HIV), Niche tobacco, Voluntary Access Leeds have continued to attend drop-ins to learn about the 
migrant community network and to support their activities. Members of the Migrant Community Network (MCN) raise concerns 
and possible solutions, request support needed in order to meet the needs of their communities. 
 
Through the project, members are fully supported and connected to services who both understand and are able to support their 
needs.  The project helps to members to build their confidence and also provides the necessary support to help members to 
integrate.  
 
 
 
 
 Tobacco Control 
 
Research and evidence around tobacco control interventions abounds but this is not always specific to certain communities and 
groups. In collaboration with York University we have been seeking to determine the modifications required in intervention and 
service delivery to ensure these are relevant to the target groups whose behavior we are hoping to influence. In relation to second 
hand smoke exposure we conducted household surveys in areas of the city known to have a high proportion of South Asian 
families.  Our results suggested that exposure to second hand smoke in the home was higher than in the general population.   In 
relation to the usage of niche tobacco products, although prevalence was not determined, anecdotal evidence suggested that use 
of niche tobacco products was also higher within certain BME communities. 
 
Studies have been designed and are currently been conducted to test out the feasibility of modified interventions in a range of 
settings. We have recently tested a modified smoke free homes intervention using the mosque setting across Leeds, Birmingham 
and Bradford, a study working with pregnant women around second hand smoke and are currently testing adaptations to the more 
traditional smoking cessation standard treatment programme to take into account the unique nature of niche tobacco use.   
 
We are now in the process of collating and analyzing data. Once papers have been written up and published we will consider 
applying for funding for larger trials to further test the effectiveness of the adapted interventions. The outcome of the trials will inform 
the future commissioning / delivery of tobacco control interventions. 
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Discretionary Housing Payments (DHP) - Multi Storey Flats Customer Support Project 
  
The Welfare Reform Act 2013 led to changes in housing benefit which reduced the amount of benefit paid to claimants if 
they are deemed to have too much living space in the property they are renting. This Act came into force on 1st April 2013. 
In Leeds the multi-storey flats presented a particular problem in that if a customer vacates a two/three bed multi-storey flat 
it is often difficult to rehouse customers in these blocks at full occupancy.  Customer profiling helped identified that there 
was an issue as it illustrated that the under occupancy charge was going to affect 789 tenants living in our multi storey flats 
 
In February 2014 Housing Leeds set up the DHP Multi -Storey Flats Customer Support Project team (MSF Project). Their 
aim was to sign tenants up to receive 6 months of discretionary housing benefit in return for agreeing to having some form 
of support package in place to meet their needs. The support package looked at assisting customers with providing a 
permanent solution to resolve their current situation. Even if a customer was not in work by the end of the project they 
should be work ready and better able to manage their limited budgets. The MSF Project initially sent out flyers to those 
affected, then made phone calls and visited the tenants. This led to interviews and signing an ‘activity agreement’ to gain 6 
months DHP. This agreement was attached to an activity plan, which enabled people to pick topics that they wanted 
support and help with such as cooking on a budget, volunteering job shops. The MSF Project also utilised the HUGO 
(Helping you get online) bus (please see Tenant Empowerment storyboard) for tenants to have support accessing the 
internet and help to search for jobs etc. 
 
Those who took part in the project were financially better off not only with their rent arrears, but also the total debt that they 
owe to other creditors and they also have more disposable income. 

• 102 tenants have moved into work. 
• 73 tenants have carried out voluntary work. 
• From the final surveys completed, 97% of participants said the project has made an improvement in their quality of 

life; 53% said it had made a big improvement. 
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Caring Dads - Leeds 
 
Caring Dads (CD) is a voluntary group work programme for men who are at risk of committing domestic violence and 
therefore, at risk of causing harm to their children. The programme constitutes 17 sessions.  The central theory behind 
CD is that men will be more motivated to engage in an intervention to address their abusive behaviour if the focus is 
ostensibly on their relationship with their children. The CD pilot in Leeds was delivered by Safer Leeds, Leeds City 
Council and included group “facilitators”, who delivered the group work, central coordination and management and 
partner Support Workers who worked with clients’ partners or ex partners to ensure their safety and wellbeing. The 
group work took place in the first half of 2014 in different locations across Leeds. 

Here is a snapshot of the Dad’s views: 
• “Things have totally changed in the house…me and [partner] don’t shout at each other now.”  
• “I’m talking more to the kids about feelings.” 
• “Caring Dads is the best thing I have done in my life.  I have learned so much.  Every dad should do this 

programme, so many children would benefit.” 
• “I’ve stopped yelling at my children (and) I give them more praise.” 

 
Here is a snapshot of the facilitator’s views: 

• “He’s developed real ability to consider others’ perspectives in the family.”  
• “He earlier referred to how children feared him, one of them he could see shaking at times. Has been rewarded 

by feeling closer to them, has been regaining their trust though realises he has to keep working on this.” 
• “The manifestation of P’s mental health problems can cause agitation and lack of stability in the group but he 

appears to have remained focussed on keeping calm and steady in his relationship with his partner and around 
his child.  He seems determined to continue making positive changes.” 

 
Here is a snapshot of the partner’s views: 

• “W’s more loving and patient.” 
• “I’d like to see what he’s doing in that group cos there’s been a big change for the good at home.” 
• “The group was really positive on both our relationship and his anger management.  He’s not as alone, has new 

friends.  He talks more.” 
• “His relationship with me and the children has improved.  His mental health and moods have improved.  He’s 

more cheerful and was excited and always looking forward to the Caring Dads sessions.” 
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Hate Incident Reporting System for schools and children’s settings in Leeds 
  
In autumn 2014, the Children’s Services Equality and Diversity Board implemented a revised process for reporting hate 
incidents in schools and other children’s settings. Pre- 2014, hate incident reporting only focussed on schools and academies 
(excluding other children setting such as children centres) and didn’t meet the requirements of the latest equality legislation 
(for example: in terms of the breadth of protected characteristics) nor of Ofsted’s new inspection framework.  Collecting 
numbers of incidents rather than specific details of incidents made it difficult to track the impact of the interventions which 
were implemented.   
 
The new process was developed through a multi-agency approach which bought key stakeholders together to develop 
preventative strategies in order to ensure that children and young people feel safe and supported.  The new system 
encompasses all hate incident categories and provides intelligence and support for addressing issues, identifying incidents 
and patterns within communities. 
 
Hate incidents and bullying can potentially have a detrimental impact on the experience of children and young people growing 
up in Leeds. This system is an attempt to develop a coordinated city wide approach to monitoring and tackling hate crime and 
bullying, including responding to patterns of activity at both school and cluster level.  It provides invaluable intelligence and 
assists in the delivery of the Children and Young People`s Plan and the Leeds Hate Crime Strategy. 
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Child sexual exploitation and taxi licensing 
  
Concerns had been raised at an early stage by the Section Head Taxi and Private Hire Licensing in relation to the position 
in Rotherham.  In September 2014 a small group convened (including Children’s Services, police and taxi licensing) to 
consider whether the robust measures in place in Leeds around taxi licensing could be further improved. 
 
As a result of this work taxi operators and drivers  have more robust checks made before and after licenses are granted 
(including regular DBS checks), there is better joint working with the police, and safeguarding training is in place for drivers, 
operators, elected members, licensing panel and more widely.. 
 
It has been recognized that Leeds is leading the way in taxi licensing, but the council has taken the approach that there is 
always room for further development.  The work, to date, has provided: 

• further reassurance that only fit and proper persons will be granted taxi licenses, 
• a discussion arena to ensure that where there are low level police issues raised a protocol can be developed to 

ensure consistent and sustainable reference to taxi licensing  
• Joining up between different parts of the council eg an individual was reported to the police, by leisure center staff, 

due to an incident involving outraging public decency.  When it was realized that he was a taxi driver further action 
was taken to suspend him and to ensure that any children he had were protected.  This would not have occurred 
without the increased awareness 

 
The safeguarding lead officer event in June 2014 focused on child sexual exploitation (boys).  This raised awareness 
across the council, prompted considerable discussion, both about cse, and also about stereotyping.  At the Jan 15 event 
the previous 6 months’ progress reported by the Assistant Chief Executive, included work on taxi licensing and cse 
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Female Genital Mutilation 
  
The first city region conference on female genital mutilation was held in Leeds in September 2014.  It was an opportunity 
to raise the profile of this issue and to launch the research which Black Health Initiative (BHI) had produced.  This has 
provided a catalyst for a significant focus on female genital mutilation with better links and partnership working taking 
place. The strategic multi agency FGM consultation group has now been established and has a robust action plan in 
place. To further increase the profile and awareness Heather Nelson (BHI) made a presentation to the council’s 
safeguarding lead officers in Jan 2015, and Tom Riordan, Chief Executive, made a presentation at the NHS conference 
on FGM in February 2015. 
 
Ongoing work is taking place to raise awareness and ensure that services are in place to meet the needs of those who 
are victims of this abuse. In particular: 
 

• members have taken a lead role via the scrutiny on domestic violence where fgm was raised and included as part 
of the inquiry 

• we have actively supported the work of the BHI and the Gambian Volunteers (this group includes a number of 
Gambian men who are championing change in their community) 

• we are leading the strategic multi agency group which is keen to ensure clear pathways and a joined up approach 
 
As a result of the initial research, work is currently taking place to develop a project in Harehills.  This has been 
commissioned by East North East Public Health Team.  It recognises that practicing communities have been reluctant to 
disclose the existence of FGM within an environment where they feel it is misunderstood. Some families know that it is 
illegal and are fearful of the consequences of disclosure.  The project aims to build a more integrated response to FGM 
issues, which can help to:  

• Reduce women and girl’s distress,  
• Improve service access/responses for vulnerable women,  
• Reduce risk of infant mortality  
• Help save sparse public service resources as issues are identified earlier, rather than at a crisis point  
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Modern day slavery 
  
Modern day slavery (human trafficking) had not been formally addressed in Leeds at a city level, primarily due to lack of 
understanding of the issue and lack of recognition of the extent to which it is an issue for Leeds.  This meant that there was 
limited work taking place to address the victims of modern day slavery, many (but not all) of whom are women and from 
BME backgrounds.  In 2013 Operation Angelstoke took place.  This was a major anti-trafficking operation in Leeds, led by 
West Yorkshire Police. The operation was a catalyst for enhancing our understanding of the nature and potential scale of 
the problem across the city.  The perpetrators of the slavery in relation to Operation Angelstoke were predominantly 
Eastern European, which presents a further equality dimension to this area. 
 
Workshops were held with senior leaders (to raise awareness of the issues), and commitment gained to working positively 
with partners and developing a joint approach. The council has developed a strategy which has raised the profile and 
enables modern day slavery to be addressed within a clear structure.  An operational working group is now being 
developed which will lead to relevant services including trafficking and slavery considerations into their daily function.  
 
In January 2015 a dedicated Anti-Trafficking unit was established by West Yorkshire Police.  Leeds is at the forefront of 
implementing the strategy across partners to achieve the vision and is a member of the West Yorkshire Anti Trafficking 
Network. The Leeds strategy is in line with the National Strategy from the Home Office and the National Police Strategy 
 
In addition to other channels a new reporting avenue has been developed – Instinct. This provides an avenue for council 
staff to report concerns (anonymously if they wish to) that they may not be able to report in other ways.   
 
The net result of Operation Angelstoke to date is the rescue of approximately 70 vulnerable individuals.  It has raised the 
profile of modern day slavery and has resulted in better partnership working and understanding how to address this area so 
that there are positive outcomes for individuals.   In addition the Instinct line has (between Feb and April 2015) provided 
information from LCC staff: 

• Named an Asian Male who is suspected of human trafficking for the purposes of sham marriages.  
• Identified a Czech female who is believed to be sexually exploited by a named male.  
• Identified a male who is suspected of visiting Eastern Europe with the intention of trafficking females into the UK for 

the purposes of sexual exploitation.  
• Named a landlord suspected of housing victims of trafficking.  

All these cases are being investigated by West Yorkshire Police.  In addition the most appropriate way of providing support 
for potential victims is being addressed, alongside any potential cohesion issues as a result of involvement by people from 
BME communities. 
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Care2Work 
 
The ambitions of the Care2Work programme are: 

• to guarantee work placements for children and young people in care and those leaving care  
• to create more job opportunities for these young people 

 
To help achieve these ambitions the Care2Work task Group was formed to review and improve Care2Work processes. 
They were able to ring fence entry level posts specifically for care leavers and simplify the recruitment process to remove 
potential barriers and to speed up the process: 

• rather than filling in lengthy application forms, the young people were asked to send CVs   
• interviews were kept informal 
• job flyers were sent to partners to assist in identifying young people they deemed to be ‘job-ready’ 
• work experience placements were offered to those applicants who were unsuccessful at acquiring a post 

 
Further work is still taking place to, for example – recruit care leavers in other service areas as part of the Care2Work 
programme and to increase appropriate resources to assist the process.  
 
For young people leaving care the positive outcomes include:  

• 4 care leavers secured jobs 
• 2 more posts were being recruited to in another service area  
• 1 work experience placement has been carried out  
• further work experience placements are being created 
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My swim through the talent pool: personal testimony 
 
Thirty years after starting working with the council I started getting back pains. I loved my job 
as Head cook so put up with the pain, but after a couple of years and increased bouts of sick 
leave I reached the stage where it was obvious that I was not going to be able to continue to 
work in a kitchen. 
 
Supported by my line manager I was referred to Occupational Health and along with 
discussions with my doctor it was stated that I needed to do work of a clerical nature, without 
long periods of standing, or any heavy lifting. I was faced with three options: leave my 
employment on health ground; be terminated for continuous episodes of extended absence, or 
ask for redeployment.  
 
Like a lot of people, I could not afford to be out of work and had very little knowledge of working 
in an administrative capacity. Full of fear and trepidation and with the thought of redundancy at 
the back of my mind I volunteered to go into "the talent pool", with a view to finding some work I 
could do. 
 
I was allocated a caseworker, and she helped me to realise that I had a lot more potential, and 
skills, than I thought I had. She reassured me that she would be actively working to help me 
secure a post. Having identified the sort of work that I could do, I started doing what is referred 
to as ‘Meaningful Work’ in various departments within the Council. I began to learn new skills, 
and gained a working knowledge of several administration systems operated by the Council. 
This increased my confidence tremendously, and the people I worked with were very willing to 
show me the ropes and help me through this time 
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                                                                                                                       Graduate programme: personal testimonies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A year after starting on the graduate 
scheme, I was offered promotion – I 
would not have been able to go for 
this role without the support and 
training I received through the 
graduate scheme.  I manage two 
members of staff, run a website and 
social media account and produce 
numerous publications.  I love 
working for the council and am so 
grateful for the opportunity to begin 
my career as a graduate. 
(Female graduate) 

I wanted to work in the public sector as it reflects my values.  
Being out as a lesbian in the workplace is important to me.  I 
haven’t experienced or witnessed homophobia in the council – 
this is testament to our collective commitment to ‘live our 
values’…I am confident that oppressive language and attitudes 
won’t be tolerated.  Links between the council and Stonewall are 
vital – for the workforce and for the citizens of Leeds.  I’d like to 
see the LGBT staff forum develop, to better raise our profile as an 
LGBT-inclusive organisation to work for.  We need a workforce 
that reflects the diversity of the population of Leeds – I’m striving 
to help us achieve that. 

(LGBT graduate) 
 

The graduate programme has presented me with 
some fantastic opportunities.  I have helped to 
organise a key regional event (Education Summit 
2015), I’ve been involved in a cross-council project on 
safeguarding, I’ve taken up volunteering opportunities.  
I have become a governor in a Leeds primary school, 
which gives me a better understanding of my role in 
Children’s Services.  With a strong support network 
from colleagues, and opportunities to develop and 
strengthen my skills and knowledge, working with 
Leeds City Council has been very positive.  I look 
forward to developing my career further. 
(BME graduate) 

 

The graduate programme has given me a great start 
with the council, through a well-structured induction and 
valuable on-the-job experience.  I really enjoy working 
with external partners from 3rd sector organisations, 
schools and colleges, and members of the public.  The 
programme has given me a good understanding of the 
council’s vision, values and culture. 
(Male graduate) 
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                                                                                                          Mentoring made a difference to me – personal testimonies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                           
 

  
 

 
Being a mentor enables you to see 
the world from a completely different 
perspective.  I had arrogantly 
assumed mentoring would be a one-
way process, but the real value is in 
the sharing of experience. 
This was my first time as a 
mentor…I’d be keen to do it again! 
 (Mentor) 

 
I found out about the opportunity for mentoring though the 
Disabled Staff Network, and I jumped at the chance.  My mentor 
asked me what I wanted to get from being mentored, so I have 
been focusing on building my skills to be able to advance my 
career.  She is a great listener, she encourages me, sets me 
challenges, and helps me explore my reluctance to deal with 
certain situations.  She is warm and friendly.  Most importantly, 
my mentor is in my corner. 
(Disabled Staff Network member) 

 I took up the opportunity of having 
a mentor, a new experience for me 
after over 30 years with the council.  
My mentor was external to the 
council – I found their impartiality 
really valuable.  Mentoring has been 
of great benefit to me.  I have 
become more patient and 
understanding, and have learned 
different approaches.  As a direct 
result of being mentored, I have 
now become a mentor myself.  
(Mentee) 

 
I was in two minds about being mentored, as I don’t 
easily open up to others.  But I have found the sessions 
really comfortable and have been able to discuss the 
issues I wanted to work on.  Mentoring has helped me 
work on my confidence and self-esteem, and I have 
made progress in my work life as well as my personal 
life.  I have found mentoring really beneficial, and would 
definitely recommend it.  
(Mentee) 
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School Leavers Programme: personal testimony 
 

I thought the school leavers programme would be a great opportunity for me to get some 
experience.  It was my first time in an office-based job, but I had great support, and did really well.  
My role included preparing papers for meetings, making travel arrangements, taking minutes in 
large meetings, and managing all correspondence into the directorate.  I moved into the Child 
Friendly Leeds team, where I managed the inbox, supported various events, represented Child 
Friendly Leeds at staff engagement events, managed the nominations for the Child Friendly Leeds 
awards, as well as shortlisting for the awards, administration of the event, and front-of-house 
duties on the night. 
I am no longer on the School Leavers Programme, but have a new role in Workforce Development.  
This is an exciting and incredible opportunity for me.  I am proud of all I have achieved since 
starting the programme, and feel I have gained so many skills and so much knowledge and 
experience.  I have learned a lot and have gained so much confidence in this journey. 

Flexible working and reasonable adjustments: personal testimony 
 

Because of a chronic illness, I was having long periods of absence from work and was 
regularly relapsing.  Following three months’ sickness absence, my work pattern changed so 
that I was able to work more flexibly.  Working at home on Tuesdays and Thursdays maintains 
a routine, breaks up my week, and means I don’t have to travel to and from work on those days 
(saving me four hours a week).  My work lends itself to working at home, so there is no 
negative impact on the overall team.  Spending less time travelling means I can fit in rest 
periods and medical appointments with little or no impact on my working day.  For the past 
three years, I have had no periods of sickness absence linked to my long-term condition. 
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Young People and Opportunities 
 
A female, BME primary school pupil had aspirations to be a journalist.  Because of this, she and her school friend (who 
wanted to be a social worker) volunteered to video Rachel Reeves MP.  Both girls prepared questions and filmed the 
interview, then presented it at Celebrating Women in Leeds 2014: an International Women’s Day event hosted by (now 
leader of the council) Cllr Judith Blake. 
 
The pupil also made contact with the YEP Newspaper Group and was mentored by a senior female journalist.   
 
At Celebrating Women 2015, both pupils talked about what had happened to them during the previous year.  The pupil 
interested in journalism stated that she was officially a young person reporter for the YEP.  In addition, the pupil 
interested in social work is still on this path and is currently learning about it from actual social workers.   
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LGBT Hub and Staff Network – working in partnership 
  
The LGBT Staff Network operated as a virtual network (with ad hoc email communication) for 18 months, having failed to 
find members willing to take on the role of chairs.  At the same time, changes in the support for the LGBT Hub led to a 
reduction in membership and in attendance at quarterly meetings. 
 
Ideas for new projects were being raised by staff, partners and citizens but there was no capacity to develop them.  Lack of 
capacity was also calling into question involvement in activities such as LGBT History Month and International Day Against 
Homophobia and Trans Phobia. 
 
It was clear that capacity issues in both the Hub and the Network needed to be addressed.  To date, the following measures 
have been taken: 
• A staff survey (open to all staff) resulted in 40 new members on the Staff Network mailing list; 
• Members of the Staff Network are being actively encouraged to take part in Hub events; 
• Organisers of the Staff Network and the LGBT Hub regularly meet, to avoid duplication of effort and to ensure that 

resources including staff time and budget are shared and used as effectively as possible; 
• Marketing and other communications go out to both mailing lists where appropriate; 
• To encourage wider participation:  

o the venue for the Hub meetings is now being varied, with the most recent meeting being held away from the Civic 
Hall, in the gay village; and 

o meetings now include a social element at the end; 
• Social media is being used to reach large numbers of people involved in other LGBT networks; and 
• Subgroups such as Trans, BME and women have been targeted, sometimes via other agencies. 
 
As a result of this activity: 
• Volunteers have come forward to write terms of reference for the Hub, set up a Bi subgroup, and work on proposals for 

an LGBT community centre; 
• Further proposals are being developed to focus on issues affecting Trans, BME and women; 
• The Hub and Staff Network are discussing assisting with the establishment of an LGBT Professional Network in the city; 

and; 
• The Hub and Staff Network are working with a private sector sponsor – a large construction company – wishing to 

support LGBT issues as part of its Corporate Social Responsibility. 
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Equality and Diversity Training: building on excellence 
 
Council homes in Leeds were previously managed by three Arms-Length Management Organisations (ALMOs).  In 2013 
management of council homes returned to the council as a single body – Housing Leeds.   
 
In 2012 each ALMO was separately accredited with an ‘excellence’ rating from the Social Housing Equality Framework, 
and in each area there were recommendations for further training to broaden knowledge and understanding of various 
protected characteristics – for example: people with mental health issues, and those who identify as lesbian, gay, 
bisexual or transgender (LGBT). 
 
As well as specific training needs relating to the previously separate ALMOs, Housing Leeds were aware that newly 
created roles brought with them various equality and diversity training needs, and that approaches needed harmonising 
across the new organisation.  To meet these needs, Housing Leeds: 
• Delivered a range of equality-related training covering topics relating to mental health; HIV; LGBT issues; Traveller, 

Gypsy and Roma communities; unconscious bias; 
• Carried out an Equality and Diversity ‘Tool Box’ talk with contractors; 
• Delivered training around executive report protocols, specifically the approach to identifying and reporting the ways in 

which the organisation has given due regard to equality and diversity, and carried out equality impact assessments; 
• Issues a monthly Equality and Diversity ‘hot topic’ (information team staff e-bulletin) including quizzes, videos and 

case studies – to be completed individually or in a team meeting – as well as being a means of raising awareness, 
and celebrating religious and cultural events;  

• Has a system of Staff Equality and Diversity Members, meeting regularly to address different aspects of equality and 
diversity; and 

• Plans equality and diversity e-learning for all managers, as well as ongoing training for all staff including new starters. 
 
This range of measures gives Housing Leeds the confidence that it is building on its ‘excellence’ ratings by targeting 
equality and diversity information and training across all levels of staff, enabling them to improve their understanding of 
the diverse communities in which they work.  It also means that systems are in place to ensure that equality impact 
assessments are robust, and that executive reports are written in a way that demonstrates how the service is paying due 
regard to equality and diversity. 
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